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PRIVATE AND PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW
ASPECTS OF GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS *

By Major Norman L. Roberts"

This article is a study of the law gozerning United States
military procurement oondueted outside the United
States. Emphasis is placed on the recognition of the
sources of law which apply to offshore contracts and the
relationship between these rules and public and private
international law. Speciflo topios disoussed include the
remedies available to resolve digputes arising out of offshore contracts, the effect offshore procurement has on
the doctrine of sovereign i m m u n i t y , and the p m b l e m of
the proper choice of law to be applied in deteimining
the contracting parties' respeotive rights and responsibilities.
I. INTRODUCTION

As the number of United States military forces stationed abroad
increases, the manner in which they accomplish their mission
becomes even more important. The purchasing of supplies and
services to support this military force has become a major function of the United States military establishment. When this
procurement is accomplished by a military purchasing office
located outside the United States for the support of United States
forces in these foreign areas, it is commonly referred to as off* This article was adapted from a thenia presented to The Judge Advocate
General'a School, U.S. Army, Chsrlottesuille, Virginla, while the author was
a. member af the Fourteenth Career Course. The opinions nnd conclusions
Presented herein are those of the author and do not n e c e ~ ~ a r i lrepreaent
y
the
j'iewi of The Judge Advocate General's School or m y other governmental
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shore procurement. Mare correctly, it is contracting on the
international level.
Offshore procurement is kin and cousin to government procurement accomplished m t h i n the United States but differs because
it is accomplished within an area under the control and responsibility of another sovereign. Because the United States must deal
with this foreign sovereign to determine the method by which
offshore procurement will be accomplished, principles of public
international law are necessarily involved. As the United States
also steps into the market place in these foreign countries to deal
with foreign nationals and business entities, principles of private
international law are used to determine the respective rights and
responsibilities of the contracting parties. It is the purpose of
this article t o explore the rules governing United States military
procurement accomplished outside the United States. This necessarily includes not only an analysis of how common principles of
public and private international law are applied in accomplishing
offshore procurement, but also the effect military procurement
has on the development of principles of international law.
To begin the study the sources of law and regulation applicable
to procurement outside the United States are closely examined.
These basic sources are not analyzed to show the exact rules to
be followed in a particular foreign country for such rules are
constantly changing. Rather, through a somewhat historical and
compartmentalized approach to the legal sources, the manner
which the law governing offshore procurement is created, organized and applied becomes clearer and hopefully understandable.
In order to visualize the practical effects created by the interplay between the various international agreements, domestic
laws, and implementing regulations concerning such procurement,
a detailed examination is made of United States military procurement practices in France and the Federal Republic of Germany.
Through this examination it is hoped that some of the methods
used far solving the conflicts which arise in these countries may
be of value and use to those confronted with similar problems
in the future.
In many contracts, disputes between the buyer and the seller
do occur: offshore contracts are no exception. Consequently, the
remedies available to the parties to settle their differences are
examined with particular attention given to the disputes procedure
2
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stipulated in moat offshore contracts. Included is a study of the
recognition given the contract disputes procedure by bath the
foreign contractor and his government. As both parties resort at
times to the courts of the United States and even those of the
foreign country where the contract is performed, this remedy is
also examined. This practice has a considerable effect on the
traditional doctrine of sovereign immunity by which a government
such a s the United States cannot be sued without its consent. The
nature of this effect, the memures sometimes taken to insure its
application to suits arising out of offshore contracts, and the practice of the United States in waiving this doctrine in certain cases,
are examined in detail. Finally, the remedies of arbitration and
conciliation are explored briefly as to their application to disputes
arising out of offshore contracts and their effectiveness in resolving such a dispute.
Some of the tools which may be used to avoid the uncertainty in
the law applicable to contracts with parties from different countries are discussed. These tools include the use of choice of law
and forum clauses in individual offshore contracts. The recognized
purpose of such clauses is to provide a degree of certainty regarding what system of law shall be applied, and by which judicial
or administrative body, in determining the contractual obligations
of the parties. The practice of using such tools and the recognition
given them by United States and foreign courts is digested to
determine their present and future usefulness.
Where the parties .%renot allowed to choose the system of law to
be applied to their contract or such a choice is judicially declared
unenforceable, the rules used by administrative and judicial tribunals in resolving disputes which arise under a contract having
an international character are illustrated. This examination includes the practice of United States courts and the Armed Services
Board of Contract Appeals in looking to foreign law and custom
when determining the respective rights of the parties under such
a contract. The need for proper pleading and proof of foreign
law la discussed since past litigat,ion of government contracts
indicates some misunderstanding of the requirements normally
demanded in similar cases involving suits between parties to a
contract having an international character.
I t is not the purpose of this article to examine in detail every
facet of offshore procurement: nor is it P. portrayal of the history
*oo
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of such procurement other than i s necessary to show the development of the sources of law which hare created the problems discussed. The primary legal distinction between offshore military
procurement and procurement accomplished within the United
States is the sources for. and the application of, the rules gouernIng it. They are somewhat unfamiliar concepts to one not previously involved in private or public international law. Once one
becomes at ease with these rules, the manner in which they are
interpreted and applied. the mlriad of international agreements
a,l touching on the subiect of offshore procurement in a particular
country, the sooner Some of the resulting uncertainty can be
e!minated. If this article a s m t s to remove some of the confusion,
the task has been worthwhile.

!Then accomplishing procurement for the United States within
the United States, certainty of the law to be applied is f a r greater
than when accomplishing this task in a foreign country. Experience in offshore pmcurement pointedly re<eals the tendency of
personnel so engaged to believe that the rules normalls applied
can be thrown to the w n d r and resort made to that method of
operation which appears most expedient to accomplish the mission.
Although there may be less certainty regarding the applicable
rules af law, such rules do exist; and they do not exist merely in
the form of generalitie3 to be interpreted as best appears to fit
the individual situation. This does not mean that there is a law or
regulation for every detail of which offshore procurement is concerned or that there is uniformity of application of these rules in
every foreign country in which the United States enters the market place. Yet, it i8 possible ta outline in mme detail the development of the various rules and regulations applicable to offshore
procurement. Through a detailed study of offshore procurement
in the countries of France and Germany the sense of organization
of such rules can be realized to a fuller extent.
Where then are such rules to be found? What i s the source of
the rules governing offshore procurement? As ne shall see, the
primary m i r c e s are United States law and regulations. and provisions of certain international agreements between the United
1
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States and the country v,here offshore procurement is effected,
which may make certain principles of foreign law applicable.
A. LAW AXD REGrLATIONS

It has often been said that the Armed Services Procurement
Regulation ( A S P R ) l is the "bible" of Department of Defense
procurement. If this statement is correct, it must be kept in mind
that it is no less true far offshore procurement than it is far procurement accomplished within the United States. Any analysis of
government contracts placed overseas will quickly demonstrate
that the vast majority of the provisions of such contracts find
their source in ASPR provisions or a modified version.
Of course implementation of ASPR is necessary when dealing
with a foreign contractor not subject ta United States laws: and
erery rule contained in ASPR does not literally apply to offshore
procurement. However, this is not to say that where a rule
promulgated in ASPR does not appiy, one is free to develop his
own standard.
Implementation of ASPR and the other individual service regulations regarding procurement? is found principally in regulations promulgated by the senior United States forces commander
or head of procuring activity' in the overseas area where offshore
procurement is carried out.' Due to the desire of the Department
of Defense to eliminate the great volume of various implementing
' T h e Armed Services Procurement Regulation (hereafter cited as ASPR)
is issued by the Ainistant Secretary of Defense iInsteilatiana and Logistics)
by direction of the Secretary of Defense and ~n mardination with the
Secretaries of the Army. Navy, and Air Force and the Director of the
Defense SUPPIS Agency under the general authority contained ~nchapter 131,
Title 10 of the Cnited States Code
I t establiahes f o r the DeDaItment of
Defense uniform policies and procedures relating to the proEurement of
iiippl~esand services and has the f a r c e and effect of law. See Psui Y . United
States, 371 C.S. 246 (18631; G. L Christian & Associates
Lnited States,
I f 0 Ct. Ci. 1, 320 F I d 346 i1963!. c a i t . denied, 275 U.S. 954 (1964).
'These are principally the A r m y Procurement Procedure ( A P P ) , the Air
Force Procurement Inrtruet>an ( A F P i ! and the Navy Procurement Directives
( N P D ) which m e promulgated under the avthority set forth in ASPR 5 1-108
(Rev 12, 1 Aug. 1865).
' A S P R $ 1-201 7 (Rev. 11. 1 dune 1965) defines Head of Procuring Activity
as inciudinq the chief. commander, or other official in charge of a Procuring
Artiritv P r m u r i n e Aetiritiei within the Department of Defense are listed m
ASPR 5 1-201.14 (Rev. 14, 1 Dee. 1965).
' A u t h o n t s for promulgating such rules exists in ASPR 8 l-lOB(a) ( Y )
( R e v . 12, 1 Aug. 1965).
\I.
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regulations of ASPR by :he Indiwdrd seri-ices and heads of procuring activities, It is requireds that any such implementing
instruction be coordinated first with the ASPR Committee.6
These implementing rules are not found in separate regulations
for each country but rather there 1s generally a regulation governing offshore procurement in the North Atlantic-Mediterranean
area, including all of Europe, and regulations for other geographiea1 areas in which the United States employs significant militarr
forces. A discussion of the basic Army implementation governing
procurement in the North Atlantic-Mediterranean area (Europe)
is illustrative of the manner in which this is accomplished.
Prior ta April 1965 each of the armed services published regulations implementing ASPR to include worldwide service regulations regarding offshore procurement. There was no Department
of Defense regulation setting forth detailed procedures applicable
to procurement overseas. For the Army the implementing regulation was published as the LSAREUR Procurement Procedure
( U P P ) . ' In early 1965 the European Offshore Procurement
Policy Coordinating Committee8 undertook the development of
uniform policies in implementation of ASPR regarding procurement of supplies and services in Europe. This regulation is known
as the ASPR USEUCOM Supplementa and applies to procurement
by all three services.'o I t is the declared purpose of this Supplement to meet the special procurement problems of all three
E ibid.
' T h e ASPR Committee IS a joint t n - m w e e committee entahhahed to
monitor and dweiop thz rules affeetlng Department of Defense proeurement.
' T h e term C S A R E U R refers to United States Army. Europe, w t h headquarters in Heidelberg, German? Due ta the fact t h a t under ASPR S
1-20114 [Rev. 14. 1 Dee. 1965) the Commsndmg General, Unlted State3
Army Communications Zone, Europe, 1% charged w t h respanslbilltp f o r all
Army procurement ~n Eoropo. this regulation ii promulgated by him rather
t h a n by the senior Army Commander in Europe, the Commander ~n Chief,
United States Army Eurape
' T h i s committee
under the command i u r i s d i e t m of the Unmted States
European Command ( U S E C C O M ) , the ~ e n i mjoint service command hn

i;
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*Armed Services Procurement Repviatian USEUCOM Supplement (April
1966) [hereafter referred to 8 8 ASPR USECCOM Supp.1. Material wended
in thi3 regulation 1% first submitted for aparoval to the ASPR Committee I t
is then isrued by direction of the Aamstsnt Secretary of Defense f Inatsllatians
and Laglsties) pursuant to authority contained in Title 10. Unlted States
Code. nectian 2202 (1961>,and in Dep't of De?ense Directive S o 4101.30 (11
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services in the North Atlantic-Mediterranean geographical area
including all of Europe." Where individual services consider i t
necessary to implement the regulation, their proposed implementa.
tian must first be approved by the Commander in Chief, United
States European Command, and then coordinated with the ASPR
Committee before being
Thus, in regard to regulations governing offshore procurement,
we have the fallowing principal sources in descending order or
authority: (1) Armed Services Procurement Regulation; ( 2 )
ASPR USEUCOM Supplement; ( 3 ) individual Service worldwide
implementing procedures, instructions or directives ;la and ( 4 )
local regulations published by the head of procuring activity in
the foreign area where offshore procurement is
E. I S T E R . V I T I O S A L AGREEMENTS

When one begins to analyze international agreements as a
source of rules governing offshore procurement, the first tendency
Is to treat the matter rather summarily due to the apparent conflict and inconsistency involved in the multitude of agreements
applicable. The reader may be cautioned to closely examine the
agreements, and it is inferred that he should probably believe
only one-half of what he reads as new agreements are constantly
made and the actual practices of the parties may differ from their
expressed intentions. Yet, through clme examination of this
30urce of the law as it concerns offshore procurement, certain
rules become evident.
Before taking a closer look a t some of these agreements, one
must hare an understanding of the rules generally recognized for
interpretation of such agreements.Iq I t ia common to find many
international agreements, negotiated a t various levels of authority,
applicable to offshore procurement in any given foreign country.

ment D ~ r e e i i v e (UPD)
~
I ' For .AImy procurement in Europe, see CSAREUR Procurement Procedure
promulq: red by t h e Cammandm8 General, United States Army Communication- Zone, E v r o ~ elhereafter referred t o as U P P ] .
I" For a genwal discussion, 8ee RESTATEMENT, TBE FOREIGN RELATIOXY
LAW OF THE UNITED SPATES 421-600 (proposed official draft, 3 May 1962)
and JESSUP, A MODERNLAW OF h'~naxs123-60 (1952).
*oo 1211QB
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These agreements may be in the form of the classic treaty receiting the advice and consent of the L'nited States Senate, or they
may be executive agreements, or even agreements negotiated by
military authorities located in the foreign area with a procurement
Also one should not expect, at least tit first glance,
t o find that al! of these agreements regarding a particular foreign
country will be reconcilable with each other or that the states
which are parties \>illrecognize that a later agreement supereeder
an earlier one appearing to t r m t the same subject matter.
The emctecce of interr.at:ona! compacta as a source of law
governing offshore procurement is recognized in the Armed Services Procurement Repulatmn.'- Deviations from ASPR which are
th a treat? or executive a p e e m e n t
a part? are specifica.ly authorized
vel>- affects a provision of ASPR
ems of En;ted States la\v enacted
after execution of the treaty or exwutire apreement In the event
the treat? O Y exec;t;\e agreelrent i~ inconsistent \with the requirements of the l a w enacted after execution of the treaty cr executive
agreement. any request to denate from ASPR must be referred

.out substantial impairme7.t by the
( 2 ) the rnited States ma? accomplish its procurement only
through an agency of the government of the country in which the
procurement will be accoaplished and the host government's l a w
shall g o ~ e r nthe Contractual relationship, or ( 3 ) the L'r.ited States
m a r accomplish its procuremen: under B mixed procedwe whereb r it app!ies its normal procedures in some situations. but in
other?. contract3 m.d be placed and administered in accordance
with certain w e c i a ! rules and reguletion? desired by the country
in which the con:ract i s to be awarded and performed.
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To generalize does not, however, instill an understanding of the
rules established pursuant to the provisions of such international
agreements. The practical result8 must be examined. Thus, a
closer examination of each of the three methods listed in the
preceding paragraph must be made.
I n the early 1950's when the United States was involved in the
far-reaching task of procuring supplies and services to support
both offshore procurement far United States forces stationed
abroad and the Military Assistance Program,'n it was found necessary to negotiate B series of bilateral agreements with various
European countries where this procurement would be accomplished. Throueh these agreements an understanding was reached
with the foreign government, upon whose territory the procurement would be effected, on the manner of its accomplishment and
to u'hat extent the host nation Kould or could control the methods
used. Separate agreements were executed between the United
States and Belgium," Denmark:@ France,z1 Federal Republic of
Germany.,'2 Greece.2d Italy,2i Luxembaurg,'s The Netherlands,2B
Authority for offshore procurement undertaken ~n connecfmn m t h the
h l l l l t a r ~Aseistance Program IS "OW contamed in the Foreign Aasirtance Act
of 1061, 75 S t a t 424 (1961). a& amended, 22 U.S C IS 2 1 6 1 4 0 7 (1864). This
act gererslly superseded the Mutual Security Act a i 1 0 5 4 , ch. 936, 68 S t a t 632
(19541 The underlying abieetwer and p d m e s of the Foreign A d b t a n e e Act
are to maintain Security and Promote the farelgn p d ~ of
y the Unlted States
ihraueh giring military, econom~cand techmeal a s s i ~ t s n c et o frlendly mu".
trier in order to strengthen mutual Security and mdlridual BQ well 8 s collective
defense of the iree a m i d .
i Agreement and Exchange o i Nates r i t h Belgium Relahng to Offshore
Procurement, 2 Sept. 1953 [18s4] 2 C.S.T. d O.I.A. 1311, T.I.
amended. 19 So?. 1 9 3 [le641 2 C.S T.& O.I.A. 1334, 1352, T
13 Max and 18 July 1964 [I9541 2 U.S.T.& O.I.A. 2254, T
[hereafter clted a% B e i g n m Bilateral Agreement a i 19s41.
Agleemmt Reiatrng to Offehare Procurement in Denmark. with Yemorandvm of Understanding and Padel Contract, 6 June 1854 [10E88]V S.T &
0 I A 141, T.1.A.S S o 3087 (exchange of nates) [hereafter cited as Danish
B h r e r a l Agreement o i 19541,
* Memoiardum of Cnderitanding Relating to Offshore Procurement and
Model Contract, 1 2 J u n e 1853, printed in 5 VI, pt. 9, tab 3, ASPR USECCOM
Supp. [April 1965) [hereafter cited BQ French Memo of Understanding of
~

19111

".Agreement with the Federal Republic af Germany Relating to Offshore
Procurement. 4 April 10Si [IQS?] 1 V S . T . & 0.I.A 1 6 7 , T.1.A S. Y o 3755. as
supplemented to include Model Contract, 4 April 1965 [195?] 1 U.S.T. &
0.1 A 4 0 7 . T I.A.8 h'a 3301 (exchange a i notes) [hereafter cited 8 s German
Ri'atcrel Agreement of 10571
Aqreement Concermng Inspection and Acceptance Testing, Security, and
Storage of ! m i t a r y Irems Produced by Greek Induatriss Under Offrhore
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(1) Apphcabts Piocurement Lou. Offshore procurement w i l l be conducted in accordance with the law8 of the US governing military procure.
ment and the Military Arnrtance Program. Th>a principle is not included in the agreement with Greece.
12) intcrgoaernmentol Coordination. The KS p m g r s m w i l l be eoordinsted with the defense program af the country mualved. This principle
is not included ~nthe agreements with Greece and Yugoslavia.
13) Cont7aot Plaeemsnt. OSP [Offshore Procurement] contraeta w i l l be
awarded and administered by procurement officers of the CS military
departments. This principle i s not included in the agreement with Greece.
14) Parties to Contract. The US may contract with the Memo country
or directly with private individuals, firms, or other legal entities, as
deemed appropriate ~n each individual c a m
16) Assiatancc and Enioroement. The Memo country will, upon r q u e a t ,
lend a m s t a n c e ~n the aeieetian of contractors and subcontractors and iend
its good offices in eonnectmn w t h the enforcement of eontrset terms. This
principle is not included in the agreement with Greece.
( 6 ) Supply 0 1 E ~ u i p m e n t.,M o t e n o i s , llanpawer and Scivieaa. The Memo
country will accord to OSP contraetori and subcantractors priorities for
equipment, materials, manpower, and SOTVICOB, as well ae import a".
thorimtima. eqvai t o those accorded any other contractors performing
Jimllsr defense contraeta f a r the memo country
17) Erport Aulhorziationa end Dadination o f End-Itsme. The PS will
give notification of the destination of and items a%800" BQ feasible and the
memo country will g i a n t the necessary export authorizations. The Cnited
States, however, will nat be bound by such notification. This principle is
not included in the agreement with Greece.
18) Senrrity Classified material furnished by the United Stater w i l i be
given an equivalent clarsifieatian by the memo country and afforded
Bpproprlatc pratection.
19) I n a p e o t i m . The Cnited Statea has responsibility for >"spectian of
or~ i e r v i e e ~procured, but BJ a rule the various agreements pro.
S~IPPIIO
vide t h a t the memo e o u n t r m agree to carry out inlpectmns free of charge,
except in instaneee where Special expenses m e involved.
(10) Cred*t Airargemaats Offshore procurement eontrsetors m e af.
forded the i s m e canrideration as other firms r h o s e o p e r a t m a ald in
increasing receipt of hard currency
111) T o i c s and Diilios. Bee Seetian ii, P a r t 1 of thls Supplement"
" T h i s section of the ASPK USEUCOM Supplement ha8 not yet been
published. Hawever, the v m u u s t a x relief agreements concluded between the
Unrted States and foreign governments ~n Europe may be found in ASPR
USEUCOM SUPP. B V I , p t 9. tab6 15-29 IAprii 1966). The baaie procedures
implemenfmg -these aereements are now contained in Headquarters, U.S.
Evrapean Command Directiw Ro. 70-13 (10 Feb. 1864). Additional imple.
menting provisianr are contained ~n the individual service r e g u l s t m s pramui.
gated by the United States mllitsry commander ~n Europe responsible for
pmcumment for hia nerilee. Procedures f a r the Army are set forth in the
USAKEUK Procurement Procedure.
A00
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(12) immunttg ,
'
o
m
Legml Piocraa. The United States IS entitied ta
immunity t r a m legal process ~n ronneetmn u i t h odihore Procurement
eontraetr
(13) Con+iaet Terms The memo countries h a w apreed t h a t eart-plua.apercentage-of-cost type c o ~ t r n ~ wll
t s not be utilized.
(14) P r o f i ! ~ . The memo c o w t r i e s h a r e agreed that they w i l l r e d m no
pra5t a i a"? nafLre on t h e cran3aet1ans
115) Reporfmg o f E,ibmztiorfa. The memo c o m t r i e i have agreed t h a t
information relatirg t o the placemerf of subcontracts n111 be fainiahed
the Llmted States This p r . m p l e I P not included in the agreements with
Greece, Italy o r the U?.:ted Kingdom

I t is apparent that the United States may generally accomplish
its offshore procurement within the foreign country in accordance
with United States law governing military
Thus,
in those countries where military offshore procurement is cantrolled solely by one of these bilateral agreements the procurement
mission of the United States is accomplished in a manner sub&ntially similar to that employed within the United States. It
must be kept in mind, however, that the time frame in which
these agreements were negotiated WI'BJ B period in which many of
the countries of Europe were actively seeking United States military procurement due to the poor economic situation existing in
their own countries and their desire for hard currency and aid
under the Marshall Plan Although many features of these agreements were considered somewhat distasteful, they appear to have
been accepted for fear of lasing the much needed economic stimuli
which mil~taryprocurement would provide. In subsequent years,
it is not surprising t o find a number of these nations refusing to
apply the principles set forth in the bilateral agreements if any
pretext for such a refusal i s found to eamt.'i An example of the
difficulties in this regard can be seen in the later discussion of
procurement practices in France.
One problem which has arisen i s that procedures for accomplishing offshore procurement in many of the same countries
having a bilateral agreement with the United States hare also
been covered by later international agreements. These later agree' T h e only exception a 8 m e a i s t r be Greece.
beied m the doctrine of rehua ~ z eQ
ia, every international agreement has to be understood under t
w h x h prevailed a t the moment of i t s e a n e l u m n . Far B d i a c u m i m of thli
doctrine lee BRlrRLY, TXE LAW O F K i T l O Y s 335-36 (6th o d . 1963): 5
HACKWORTH, DIGEST OB I I T E R N A T I O X A I LAW 5 511 (1921)

12
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ments are not always consistent with the terms of the bilateral
agreements nor have the parties necessarily agreed concerning
which agreement is to control.
Later agreements have sometimes provided that procurement
by United States military forces nithin a foreign country shall
be accomplished through the authorities of the foreign state
rather than directly by United States contracting officers. An
example of this form of agreement is the NATO Status of Forces
Agreement."B In regard to procurement by the military forces of
one country situated in another country, each of which is a party
to the agreement, i t is stipulated that:
Goods a h x h are required from local murcei for the subsistence of a farce
or eibilian component ahall mrmsliy be purchssed through the authorities
a h i c h purchase tveh goode f a r the armed aerviees of the receiving State.
In order t o avoid such p u r e h a m haring any adverse effect on the economy
of the receiving S t a t e , tho competent avth,irities of t h a t State shall indicate, a h e n neceaaary, any articles the purchase of which should be l e rtricted or forbidden."

When one notes the countries which are parties to the NATO
Status of Forces Agreement and those which are parties to
bilateral
it is readily apparent that the procedures
for accomplishing offshore procurement are conflicting and uncertain in those countries who are party to both types of agreements. Aa stated previously, the SATO Status of Forces Agreement provides that procurement by United States forces stationed
in a foreign country shall normally be accomplished through the
authorities of the host state. However, the bilateral agreements
provide that the United States may place its offshore procurement
contracts directly with the foreign firm when and where it de.
sires. The method by which this inconsistency is sometimes resolved is discussed with regard to procurement practices in
France.
The third situation created by agreements between the United
States and certain foreign countries in which offshore Drocure-Agreement Between the Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty Regarding
the Status of T h m Forces 19 June 1951 [I9631 2 U.S.T. & O.I.A. 1782
T.1 A.S Ra. 2846 [hereafte; referred to as NATO SOFA], Thia agreemen;
was onginally signed by B d g w m , Canada, Denmark, France. leeland, Italy
Luxrmbnurg, The Netherianda, Norway, Partugal. United Kingdom and th;
United States.
S A T O SOFA a r t . 2, para. 2
See natea 19-31 bupro.
A 0 0 12mB
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ment i s accomplished is clearly the predominant method used in
Europe. This method 18 composed of a combination of those practices used by the United States in effecting procurement within
the United States and certain practices which the foreign government desires with respect to particular procurement actions accomplished within the borders of that state. A closer examination
of United States offshore procurement practice in France and
Germany is considered not only illustrative of this method of offshore procurement but a l provides
~ ~ some insight of how apparent
conflicts between several international agreements, all containing
provisions regarding procurement by the United States within the
borders of the foreign state, are sometimes reconciled.
1. OCishore Proeitrement in France.
United States offshore procurement in France is presently
affected by the following international agreements between the
two countries :?
(1) System of Communications Agreement of 19% (SOC)
(U)
The provisions regarding procurement in this agreement
are very broad, and they contain general statements which merely
establish the principle that United States military forces may
Procure in France. There is no definite procedure or restriction
concerning such procurement set out therein.<'
.I"

There r g r e e m e r n am listed and diieusred hirtarically I" order fa demanrlrate m i r e elearly how the procedure? applicable to offshore pmeirement am
developed within B particular foreign country. As IS France, the United
State3 may lnilially accede t o h a w w >ts r e q ~ i r e m e n f sf o r needed iupplies and
& e n i c e s obtained through c m ? i a c t s a a a r d e d and administered directly by the
hart eowrnment. Then as the military operations of the United States become
more stable within the host country, the Umted States ~ 1 attempt
1
to par.
ticipate more actii'ely by directly contracting with the local firms and indiriduali A k a , special agreements are many times made ~n regard t o certain
specific o p s r s t m s *hick. the L'nited States military will conduct within the
host country
There apreements aften include pm\,isiona regarding the
manner in which procurement by the Cnited S t a t e s I" iupparf of t h a t ~ p e c i a l
opperafm ~ i l ibe secomplirhed. D u e possibly to the lack of complete eo.
ordination between all elements of the governments concerned, t h a w pmvismns
SIP n o t d w a y r reconcilable with *hat IS provided in other sereements betueen
the two eountriea.
'"A copy of thia eiassfied. unpublished apreement 1s on file a t Headquar.
teis, U S . Army, Communications Zone. Europe [hereafter cited as HQ
USACOMZEUR]. This agreement e o w r i many other facets of Cnited States
military aperslioni in France besides procllrement Due ta Its elass1fieation
f a r reasons a i national security, only thoro comments diieloaed ~n unclassified
sovrces are included in this article.
"See H E ~ P U U I T I R SU, S . A R M Y COIMUXICATIOSJ ZONE, ECROPE,PROCL~EIE~T
Dlvxalon, PROCUREMEKT
I N FMSCE, para. Za (IBBZ) [hereafter
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(2) Line of Communications Procurement Procedures Agreement of 1950 (LOC) (C)." This agreement is the implementation
of the Line of Communications Agreement of 1950 which was
superseded by the SOC Agreement of 1958. By specific language
in the SOC Agreement, the LOC Procurement Procedures Agreement is still in force and effect and applicable to procurement
undertaken pursuant to the SOC Agreement of 1958. I t provides
for all United States procurement to be accomplished by the host
French government and that the policy and procedures outlined
therein will govern, and are limited to, the operation of the Line
of Communications across France with respect to the procurement
of supplies, services and facilities from the French e c ~ n o m y . ' ~
(3) Pleven-Pawley Agreements of 1952." This Exchange of
Letters permitted certain exceptions to the procurement procedures outlined in the LOC Procurement Procedures Agreement
of 1960. The exceptions permit the United States military forces
to make direct purchases from firms or individuals in France up
to an amount of $10,000 far supplies and services and up to
$50,000 for minor construction, maintenance and repairs and
construction
( 4 ) Agreement Regarding Operating Procedures for the
French-America1 Fiscal Liaison Office of 1959, referred to as the
SOCtFAFLO Agreement." This agreement superseded the LOC/
FAFLO Agreement of 1950 which established the FrenchAmerican Fiscal Liaison Office (FAFLO). The function af
FAFLO is to effect financial mttlement with France for expendi-
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tures made by French authorities in connection with the System
of Communications Both this agreement and the LOC Procurement Procedures Agreement. by virtue of interpretation and
understanding between the t u o gorernmenta, are equally applicable to United States Army, S a c y , and Air Force procurement
for the System of Communication8 in France."
( 5 ) S A T 0 Status of Forces Agreement. As stated previously," this agreement prorides that goods which are required
from local sources for the subsistence of a force or civilian component shall normally be purchased through the authorities which
purchase such goods for the armed services of the host state
This Agreement further provides that a force may import free
of duty the equipment for the force and reasonable quantities of
provisions, supplies and other goods for the exclusive use of the
military force.6"
(6) Construction Procedures Agreement of 1952.b1 This
agreement prescribes procedures to be used in regard to construetion in France accomplished by the United States military. It
further provides the system of procurement to be fallawed by
United States military procurement actiiities in France in placing
contracts with French contractors."
( 7 ) Offshore Procurement Bilateral Agreement of 1963
(OSPI .j3 This agreement, one of the many bilateral arrangements
discussed p r e ~ i o u s l y , ~precribes
'
that items procured under the
Offshore Procurement Program mclude 811 types of materials,
services. supplies and equipment appropriate for United States
military procurement which may be required either for the United
States aid programs or for the United States military forces.55
I t provides that it i s not amlicable to mocurement covered hv
separate special agreements,5oand that the United States procure'. USACOMZEUR P A I T , p a r a 2 0 .
* @

1
'

It

see note 35 * i l p m and Bcccmpanying t e x t .
N A T O SOFA a r t 2, pmra. 2

X A T G EOFA ~ r 1r 1 aara 1
Agreement Reearding Procedures Apphcab!e t o Canatroetian b y the
U S Forces in >llelropa!ifan France. 1 3 hlav 1952 on file at HQ U S A C O Y .
ZEL'R [heroaftel referred t o BJ C o n r t r u c f m PraeedLres Apreenlent of
I'

19621.
" U S A C O M Z E U R P A X ,p a l a ?e
French Memo of L'ndersfhndlng of 1953, PUB. 2
S e e notes 19-36 m q r o and s c c o m p a n n n z text
'French Memo of Unlerstandinr a i 1953, para. 2.
lbtd
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ment officers may contract directly with the French government,
individuala, firms or other legal entities by whichever method is
deemed more suitable by the United States in each case.Ji
(8) French-United States Working Group Agreement of
1958.68 The discussion contained above regarding the various
agreements affecting United States offshore procurement in
France illustrates an example of the conflicts which arise when
there exists a great number and variety of international agreements ail touching on the subject of procurement by the United
States in a particular foreign country. The French-United States
Working Group Agreement of 1958 resulted from the attendant
confusion existing because of this situation. I t was specifically
negotiated due to certain French objections to the contention of
the United States military that the OSP bilateral agreement extended to all procurement in France and that paragraphs 4'* and
Popermitted United States contracting officers to contract directly
with French firms or individuals rather than proceeding through
French authorities pursuant to the provisions of some of the other
agreements discussed above.
It was the purpose of the French-United States Working Group
Agreement to remove most of the inconsistencies and conflicts
created by the multitude of international agreements in force
between the two countries. To this end certain specific procurement practices were recognized a8 henceforth controlling in United
States offshore procurement in France. The parties recognized a
method of operation whereby the various agreements could be
considered divisible-each applying to specific types of procurement.
I t has not been contended that this military arrangement,
negotiated a t the level of French and United States military procurement specialists, supersedes or nullifies such treaty provisions
as that contained in the S A T 0 Status of Forces Agreement.
Rather, it is an accepted principle of international agreement
'-French Xemo of Understsndlng a i 1958, para. 5 .
" French-United
States Working Group Agreement. 17 Jan. 1958, on file
at H Q USACOMZEUR [hereafter referred to 81 French-US Working Group
Agreement].
Paragraph 4 grwidei that "OSP contract%w d l be placed and administered by procurement amcera of the United States !4iiltnry departments."
"Paragrailh S probide6 that "United States ploeurement officers may eon.
tract directly with the French Government, indinduala, firms or other legal
entities, according t o ahirhawr method is deemed mare suitable in each esPe.)'
A G O 7280B
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interpretation or construction that the subsequent practice of the
parties in the performance of such an agreement be given stature
and effect in international law to determine the purpose of the
international agreement which, as appears from the terms used
by the parties, it was intended to serve.B1This is true even though
under national law the negotiators may have in fact exceeded
their authority. The French-United States Vorking Group Agreement of 1968, together with the subsequent acts of both states in
effecting procurement under its terms of reference, is merely
evidence of the parties' subsequent acts as to the purposes intended
by the provisions of the many prior international agreements
existing between the two gorernments.
Under both the terms of the 1958 French-U.S. Working Group
Agreement and subsequent practice of both parties, the method
by n-hich the United States now effects offshore procurement in
France is as follows:
(1) Local Procurement This i s defined aa procurement to
satisfy the needs of an individual United States military installation situated in France even though requirements of several such
installations are consolidated and procured by a central procurement activity located in France
In this instance the United
States military contracting officer makes a determination of the
desirability of international solicitation, i.e., soliciting firms
located both within France and in other countries. If the dollar
value is less than $10,000, the contracting officer may contract
directly with the vendor n' In the event the estimated purchase
amount is in excess of 810,000, the contracting officer must solicit
and contract with French sources by requesting assistance of the
French Central Liaison Mission (FCLM) to solicit and award
contracts to any French firms." K i t h respect to sources outside
France the contracting officer solicits and contracts directly.na
( 2 ) Theater Procurement. This term is defined as procurement by a procuring activity within France for depot stock or for
distribution to installations anywhere within the European theater
b

See RESTATLIIEYT. THE FOREIC-I
RELATIONS L A W OF THE I ' Y I T E D STATES
Draft. 3 May 19621
Agreement, I I, para. 8 .
.Agreement. 5 11. para 5 .

S 150(1) ( f ) (Proposed OAeial
S Workmg G r w p
S a a r k m g Group
S Working G r o u p
S T o r k i n . Graop
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Agreement, S 111. para. 3
Apreemenl. I 11, para 5 .
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of operations.0' This category of procurement is further aubdivided a s follows:
(a) The contracting officer may procure airectly if i t is
determined that the required supplies or services are for the
Military Aid
or United States military forces, but
are of a type defined a s :
Equipment i m p w t a n t <ram a military standpaint ox cxponaivo to manu.
facture, the manufscturing of which requires complicated technical proe.
eases, calls f o r high money input and requires cooperation between the
interested partlea; for example, aircraft, aircraft apme p a r t s and repairs,
electronic equipment, mine sweepem, ete."

(b) The contracting officer may procure directly for
theater depot stack except as further limited below.6@
(e) When an indefinite quantity'O or requirement-type"
contract estimated to exceed $10,000 is contemplated, and the
award is to be made to a French contractor for delivery of items
to any United States military installation within the theater, a
%pecial" French type of contract will be used.r2
( d ) For fixed quantity contracts7a in excess of $10,000,
with a French contractor for deliveries to one or more installations
within France, the procurement will be accomplished through the
French Central Liaison Mission.'<
( e ) For fixed quantity contracts with French contractors
requiring deliveries to be made both within and outside France,
the following will apply. If the deliveries to be made within
France account f a r more than 50 per cent of the total dollar value
of the contract and exceed $10,000, this portion of the contract
will be processed by the French Central Liaison Mission and the
contracting officer will contract directly for those deliveries to
be made outside of France. If more than 50 Der cent of the con-

-

French-US Working Group Agreement, 5 I, para. b.
"Estabhshed by 76 Stat. 424 (1961), 22 U.S.C. 5D 2151-401 (1964).
"French.US Korking Group Agreement, annex 11, para. 1.
French-US Working Group Agreement, annex 11, para. 2.
'"This type of contract is described in ASPR B S-409.3la) (1 March
llC3)
" T h i s type of contract is described in ASPR B 3 4 0 9 . 2 ( a ) (1 March
,ma->
.",",.

French-US U'orkmg Group Agreement, annex 11, para. 3a. However,
Lhe d%eiis of this PTOeedurr have nerer been established by the parties.
'&This type of contract 1% described in ASPR 0 3 4 4 8 l(a) (1 March

.".",.
10CPi

'*French-US

A00 , l B W
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tract dollar value 1s for deliveries to be made by the French
contractor to destinations located outside of France, the contracting officer will award the entire contract on a direct basis.'b
The fact that the 19-58 French-U.S. Working Group Agreement
is now a reality does not mean that further conflict does not exist
concerning the proper law and procedure t o be applied ta offshore
procurement in France.TdAlthough disagreements on the proper
procedure io be applied presently do exist and will doubtlessly
continue io arise in the future, this analysis of the development
of presently used procuremeni practices i n France illustrates the
manner in which conflicts regarding the applicable law hare been
salved when a solution was considered by all parties to be desirable.
2. Odshore Procurement in the Federal Repvblie o f Germang.
The second example of the development of offshore procurement concerns procurement by United States military farces
located in Germany. In discussing this development it must be
remembered that, whereas offshore procurement in France cancerns procurement in a country which was an ally of the United
States in World War 11, offshore procurement in the Federal
Republic of Germany is influenced by the fact that a t the beginning of the United States military presence in Germany,
noncontractual methods of obtaining needed supplies and erri ices
from a vanquished enemy were used. Property was merelv seized
"French-US Working Group Agreement, annex 11, para. 3 e .
;'An example of a sfill serious disagreement between procurement
personnel of the tx3 rauntner concerns debarrmg or surpendme hrmr f r o m
4 n
buainerr u i t h the Enired State3 goiernmenf The Knifed State
i t has the right t o e h r o ~ ethole f i r a s OT indiwdusls u
u bucireai with-that
11may IF accordance with national l a
choose not to do buiinesr with B certain firm debarred by I
ni of AEPR 5 I . p t 6 ( 1 Y s r c h 1963) OF other pertillerr
tion3 The French positiin ~n this matter IS besr Illratrated by the remarks o!
Colonel P G G Deffaux. Chief. Bureau Central Deschats. French Centra:
Liaiion Miamon. at the Paris Procurement Forum. 14 Dec 1 9 5 1 In his rpeeeh
Colonel Deffsux stated
The bidders' lists are established according t o French regulation. The
I i r n n g up 1% e o n f i ~ g e r to
l decisions which m,ay be only eaneeiled by the
French Secretary of Defense. This means t h a t debarment and ~ u ~ p e i i l o n
of contractors by the U S Forcer can only be taken into consideration by
the French hlgher a v t h o r l t i w .
I 1 n m 3 1 on the f a c t t h a t the debarment
of a s u p p l ~ e rcannot be a n [ a i e l unilateral American decision.

.
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or requisitioned from the defeated Germans by the United States
for its use and benefit. These actions were not controlled by the
German gorernment but rather by the Hague Regulations and
the Geneva Conventions."
After hostilities with Germany had ceased, it was again recognized that the government of the host state had a voice in the
transition from wartime and occupation requisitioning to the
more normal contractual method of obtaining supplies and services
for United States military farces residing therein. The so-calied
Bonn Conventions-( treated in some details the subject of procurement by allied military forces present in Germany. In 1966
the United States and Germany signed a bilateral agreement regarding offshore procurement, which agreement became effective
in 1957,'O In 1963 new international compacts came into force
controlling the presence and activities of United States military
forces in the Federal Republic of Germany-the NATO Status of
Farces AgreementP" and the Supplementary AgreemenLB1 These
two agreements replaced the Bonn Conventions mentioned
previously.
Therefore, in regard to present international agreements there
are two basic sources of the policies and procedures applicable to
offshore procurement in the Federal Republic of Germany: the
German Bilateral Agreement of 1957 and the S A T 0 Status of
Forces Agreement as implemented by the NATO SOF Supplementary Agreement. As in the case of offshore procurement in
France, there are of course certain other administrative executive
'See Best V. United States, 154 Ct. C1. 827. 292 F.2d 274 (1961); Pauly
United States, 152 Ct. Ci. 838 (1861). Detailed requisition proeeduros
presently used in West Berlm are contained in UPP S XXXI,pt. 1 (Change
KO.12, June 1864).
"Convention on the Rights and Obligations of Foreign Forces and Their
lIembers in the Federal Republic of Germans, 23 Oct. 1864 [I8561 4 C.S.T.
& O.I.A. 4273, T . i A.S. Yo 3423: Convention on the Presence of Foreign
F o r m in the Federal Repubiie of Germany, 23 Oct. 1964 119651 5 U.S.T.
& O.I.A. 5689, T . I . A . S . No. 3426.
- s e e note 22 *(lpra.
See note 36 m p r a (effective in Germany in 1963).
-'Agreement ta Supplement the Agreement Between the Parties to the
North Atlantic Treaty regarding the Statu8 of Their Forces with rsapect to
Foreirn Forces stationed in the Federal Republic of Germany, 3 Aug 1068
[I8631 10 C.S.T g. 0.1 A . 631, T . 1 A . S . No. 5351 [hereafter referred tu BQ
NATO SOF Supplementary Agreement]
V.

*GO ,2818
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agreements between the two governments which generally implement these two agreements."
These agreement8 recognize that offehare procurement by
United States military forces may be accomplished by either of
two methods. The United States may procure needed supplies or
services directly from German firms or individuals or indirectly
through the German authorities. However. 8s contrasted with
procurement practice in France, a11 of the agreements permit the
United States to unilaterally determine whether it wishes to use
the direct method of contracting with a German firm or whether
to request the purchase to be made by or through German authorities.
Even with this flexible procedure, conflicts between two of the
international agreements exist The German Bilateral Agreement
of 1957 porides, in regard to direct procurement by the United
States, t h a t :
The United Stater ihall conduct the odshare procurement program ~n BCcordsnce with the 1 8 ~ of
~ s the United Stater governme military procurement and the mutual ~ e c u n t ~i r o ~ ' r a mI t 1% elso the intent of the United
States t h a t the offshore procurement program shall be carried out 17. the
Federal territory in fgrtherance of the prinripler o i the Mvrval Seelrlty
A c t of 1%4, the Y l t u a l Defense .A?rirrancc Control Act of 1951 B P
amended. and the Eeonomx Cooperarim A g r e m m t between the Federal
Republic and the Cnited State?. iiened rt B a n i on 15 Dec 1949 as
amended"

However, the S A T 0 SOF Supplementary Agreement provides
that :
Where the authorme%o i a t o r t e ni of a e ~ i h a ncornpone-f pmcure eaadr
and services direct.
(a1 they may apply their normal procedure, provided, however. t h a t t h e s
respect the pmciplea applyiip I" the Federal Republic r s e a r d i r g public
procurement which are reflected ~ r the
,
r e g ~ l a r i o n iconcerning campet;.
tion. preferred tenderers. and prices applicable t o public contracis

Thus, the German Bilateral Agreement of 1957 permits the
United States to apply its own law governing military procurement without exception while the NATO SOP Supplementary rem One of the principal administrative agreements of this type I S the
Agreement f a r the Settlement of Disputer A n n n g out o i Direct PToeurement.
3 A.2g 1958 [I9631 1 U.S.T. & 0 I.*. 6 8 8 , T.1.4.5. KO 5362 (with amendinr
exchange of notes). T i i s agreement i s discissed I" part 111 i n f r a reearding
disguter a n i i v o u t nf offshore pmeurement contract-.
%German Bilateral Agreement of 1957 a r t . 4.
* K A T 0 SOF Supplementary Agreement art 47, p a r s . 4.
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quires the United States in carrying out direct offshore
procurement to respect certain German regulations regarding
German public contracts.
If we again apply the rule regarding interpretation of international agreements as discussed previously, Le., look t o the practice af the partie8 in operating under the agreements, we find t h a t
it is the current practice of the United States to apply exclusively its own procurement procedure without regard to German
regulations.8e If the United States complies with the German
regulations specified in article 47 of the NATO SOF Supplementary Agreement it apparently does so only because when i t
complies with Cnited States law and regulations i t incidentally
satisfies German requirements. However, this practice has not
been assented to by authorities of the Federal Republic of
Germany other than by their apparent acquiescence in United
States current procurement practices. Perhaps the future will
bring further clarification of this apparent inconsistency in the
language of the two agreements.
Indirect procurement by the United States is covered by the
German Bilateral Agreement of 1957. Article 9 of the agreement
provides t h a t :
I t is understood t h a t United States Contracting Omeera will contract
directly with individuals, firms or other legal entities in the Federal
Territory 01 wzth the G o m m m s n t of th6 Federal Republic in accordanee
with the contrseting officer's judgment. [Emphasis added.]

A model
was agreed upon between the two got7ernments
to be used when the United States chose to contract with the
Federal Republic of Germany. The United States would contract
directly with the Federal Republic of Germany for certain needed
supplies or services. The German government could subcontract
with a German supplier under its own national law8 and regula" A poeaibie exception exiats in regard to the German regulations r p p i i h
abie ta publie c m t r s c t s . Even before the eRective date a i the NATO SOF
Supplementary Agreement the Umted States has inberted B eisusP (UPP 5
7-101.16 (Change KO,12, June 19641) in si1 11s contracts with German firms
r e w i r i n g the eontrsetoor to w a r r a n t t h a t Its prices are not in D X C ~ B Sof t h e
prices allowed under p n e e control laws and r e p l a t i m i a€ the German govern.
merit If the contract p'iees are ~n exeeai of such allowable prices, through
emor or otherume, they shaii be correspandmgiy reduced. Contract. with
German firms are nvrmnlly evdrted by a price iontmi office of the German
government to d e t e r m m compliance with these 181x9 and regulations.
Thla Model Contract farm i s published as Headquarters, United Stntea
Army, Europe, A E Forms 3164A through D
A 0 0 1PB98
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tians but the German government was itself contractually obligated to provide what was required by its contract with the
United States. The United States did not look to the German firm
actually supplying the item or service and did not in any way
dictate that firm's method of operation.
The S A T 0 SOF Supplementary Agreement also provides for a
form of indirect
but it rejects the theory of a
government-to-gavernment contract between the United States
and the Federal Republic o i Germany. Instead, the German authorities, must be informed of the requirements of the United
States military forces. The German aut!!-r.ties then conclude
contracts for these requirements with German suppliers in accordance with "German legal and administrative provisions
governing ContractS."" However, the German government in this
instance is not itself contractuall? obligated to the United States
to furnish the desired supplies or services. Although provision is
contained in the NATO SOF Supplementary Agreement for implementing administrative agreements regarding this method of
indirect procurement," as of the date of this writing none have
been executed. Further, both countries hare avoided the use of
indirect procurement under the provisions of either agreement.
Thus, until it appears desirabie to utilize the indirect procurement
method f o r obtaining supplies and services in Germany, it appears unlikely that this inconsistency will be clariied.
As in France, special pro~isions govern constructmn by the
United States in Germany.'n These agreements include detailed
- N A T O SOF 5ipplemenrary Agreement a r t 47, para 5
I1h.A

- S e e S A T O SOF S2aplemeqtary Aerecmrnt art. 17. para $ l e 1
See article 49. X A T O SOF Supplement .Agreement. Yemcrnr.dum of
Understanding betueer the Vnitid States Forces and the Feder
of Finance cancemmg the Pe:fo;mance of the Construetian Proj
Cmfed Stare3 Farces b s t h e German Goier?menra: Conrrructian .Agency. 1
ge No. 6, 15 Sept 19601, MemoranFeb. 18E4, ~nU P P 9 31, annex A (
dum of Cnderatandmg betu,een the
ed Ststea Forcer I" %.est Berlir and
c 3 r c e r m n e the Performenee of t h e
the Senator af Firance, C.ty of B
Cansfruetion Projects ii l!'ert Be
f the Unlteo Sf8fei Forces by t h e
German Conltrucoan Aeercy. 1 Dee 19b5, IT U P P
31, annex C lChange
No 5 , 1 June 18601; Agreement eoneerrinq Flxed Pnee'Cost Re.mbursemcnt
Archirec~-Engineer-Carsrruitlor Baric Contract P i Oer 1956, a 1 medlfied 23
Oet 1961, and by Exchange of Letce-P. 6 Aup 1956 end 27 O c t 1956, ID C P P
annex D (Change b o 9. A p n l 19621
g h c e article 49. S A T O S O F Sipplementary Agreement. s1&0 conremplafaJ
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instructions and procedures pertaining to construction contracts
or construction projects accomplished by the military forces
themselves.
From the foregoing discussion it can be observed that the rules
governing the accomplishment of offshore procurement come from
a variety of sources. Yet there is detailed order in the procedures emDloved. and rules have evolved in S D i k of the conflicts
discussed. -Offshore procurement is a contrilled activity with
definite guidelines prescribed.
111. DISPUTES

The previous discussion of offshore procurement has generally
been concerned with the source8 of the law and procedure for
effecting contracts overseas. Once such a contract has been
awarded and is being administered, the attorney responsible for
advising the cognizant contracting agency must be aware of the
remedies available to the foreign conrtactor-even the United
States itself-in the event that a dispute arises between the parties
during performance of the contract.
I t has been noted that provision has been made in certain
countries for use of the government-to-government type contract.Q'
Although such a procedure is rarely used, if a dispute does result.
it must be recognized that from a practical view, the only remedy
available lies in diplomatic negotiation between the two governments concerned. Also, in those instances where offshore procurement of supplies or services are procured by the host nation
additiannl rpecial administrative agreements between the Cnlted States and
the Federal Republic of Gelmans, esutian must be exereired to coordinate any
legal problems regarding conatruetion offshore eontrscta w t h the authorities
of the United States m i l i t a r y m Germany having responsibility for eonstruetlnn procurement in order to maure the use of current procedures.
" S i c h contracts h a r e been provided f o r in the Bilateral Agreement8 be.
tween the Cnlted Ststsr and B d e i u m , Denmark, France. Germany, Greece,
Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Ilaruay, Spain, Turkey, Cnited Kingdom
and Y ~ g o s l a \ , i a .Model contract forma for these countries are published by
Headqusrlere, United States Army, Europe, s n d .are liated in L'PP BPP. A
203.2 a.m. (Change 3, 15 March 1959). Standard ciawes and forms have been
agreed to by the United States and each of these countries f a r use in government-to-gaiernment contracts. Tho agreed Standard form is used ~n the particular country regardless of the amount involved and the ~ o u r c eof appropriated dollar fvnda uaed.
*GO
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on behalf of the United States, any suit arising out of the contract between the host government and the supplier is generally
settled in the courts of the host country.s2
The material in this part is primarily concerned d t h disputes
arising out of contracts between the United States and foreign
contractors which are not governmental entities. From this discussion i t will be observed that the de facto remediesea available
in the resolution of disputes, and which afford the parties a hear(1) contractually
ing to present their views of the d i s p ~ t e s , ~are:
'
stipulated disputes procedures: (2) suit in a United States court
of competent jurisdiction; and (3) suit in a foreign court. Each
of these is discussed in detail below.
A. C O N T R A C T D I S P U T E S PROCEDURE
The Armed Services Procurement Regulation provide8 that all
Department of Defense contracts shall contain a clause allowing
appeal by a contractor to the Armed Services Board of Contract
Appeals (ASBCA) in those instances where the contractor disagrees with the decision of the United States contracting officer
rendered in a dispute arising out of the eontract,gK or a clause
authorizing an appeal ta an intermediate board of contract appeals
located in the overseas area where the contract is being per"In Germany, under erticiee 44 and 47, NATO SOF Suppiemmtsry
Agreement. the auit i a brought in the German couite with the Federal
Republic of Germany representing the interests of the Unitd States. The
United Statea agree8 to reimburse the German government for any expensee
arising a u t of such B suit.
" T h e de /acto remedies used by the emtractor may include a remedy m
addition to t h a w either recognized by United States i a v or provide for in
international agreements between the United State8 and the contractor'.
government. An example 1s where the United States i s sued in B foreign court
in a nituatmn where It has not conrented to bo sued and has no laziriatian
authorizing payment of any resulting judgment rendered against It* A fareign contractor may proteat by ietter to the C ~ m p t r o i l e rGeneral
as may an American contractor, but no hearing is afforded tho parties
"See ASPR I 7-103.l2(a) (Rev. 12, 1 April 1966). Under this clause
m y dispute m w l v i n g B question of fact arising under the contract which IS
not diapaaed of by agreement is decided by the United Stater Contracting
Officer who reduces his decision t o writing and furnishes B copy of it to the
contractor. The decision af the eoniraetmg officer i. hnsl and Coneiwive u n l e ~ ~ ,
within 30 days from the date of receipt af such B copy, the contractor mails
or otherwise furnishes t o the eontractmg officer B written appeal.
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formed.en I n accordance with procedures promulgated by each of
the armed services, the clause allowing an intermediate appeal to
a board in the overseas area may provide that board decisions may
be final and conclusive upon the parties, to the extent permitted
by law, when the amount involved in the appeal is $50,000 or leas.''
The implementation of this authorization by the individual
services varies. The Army authorizes appeal boards to be established by the senior Army commander or Head of Procuring Activity in Alaska, the Caribbean, Europe, Hawaii and Japan."
These intermediate boards hear and decide any appeal arising
from a dispute concerning any offshore contract awarded and administered in their area of responsibility. If the amount in dispute
is $50,000 or less, the decision of such a board is Anal except on
a question of Isw.SS If the amount in dispute is in excess of
$50,000, the contractor may appeal the decision of the intermediate board to the ASBCA.
The Air Force has authorized intermediate boards in only two
foreign areas. Both the Commander in Chief, United States Air
Force, Europe, located in Germany, and the Commander in Chief,
Strategic Air Comand. Spain, may establish an intermediate board
of contract appeals for disputes arising out of contracts awarded
and administered in their areas of responsibility."o Where the
dispute involves an amount of $25,000 or 3.8% the appeal will be
heard by the intermediate board and its decision will be final except on a question of law. All disputes involving an amount in
excess of $25,000 or disputes arising in overseas areas other than
In Europe, where the two boards are now authorized, must be
heard directly by the ASBCA.IO1
The Navy has established no intermediate boards of contract
appeals, and thus all appeals from disputes arising in offshore
Kaw contracts must be processed by the ASBCA pursuant to the
clause contained in such contracts.
The primary reason for establishing intermediate boards is to
afford a local remedy to the foreign contractor. This reason la
ASPR

n ."iC.
,LA

5

7-103.12(e)

(Rev.2, 15 Aug. 1963)

$5 7-103 12 and 1-201.54 (1865).
" A P P $ 7-108.12 (1965).
' - A F P l 5 7 4 2 0 5 . 8 (Rev. 2, 17 Jan. 1961).

*See APP

I"
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particularly important when the dispute involves a small amount
a i money or the contractor has a small business.1n' One difficulty
in the procedure, however, has been in obtaining the fareign eontractor's acceptance of a disputes procedure whereby the ultimate
decision is made unilaterally by the government of the same nation which is a p a r t s to the contract. Historically, foreign contractors have argued that such a procedure deprives them of rights
guaranteed by their own national law.'O8 However, as foreign contractors h a w become more familiar with the operation of the
disputes procedure, and since intermediate boards have established
their a w n reputation for iairness and impartiality in such disputes, foreign contractors have generally come to accept this
procedure without violent dissent.
A more serious difficulty arises in connection with the recognition of the contract disputes procedure by the courts of the foreign
countries where such contracts are performed. Past opinions of
certain foreign law experts have concluded that such a procedure
is iilegal in a particular foreign country under its national laws
a8 being against public policy.104 Foreign courts have refused to
dismiss a suit filed against the United States even though the
a bar to
contractually stipulated "Disputes" clause is raised
"See Leonard. The Cnrted Stoles A s e Ltttgoni m Fairigr C a w t r . AI,.
Soc'r IRT'L L. l e 5 6 PROCEEO~ACS
85, 102.
"'See Sllsan Matar C o , FEBCA No. 8 6 , 28 A p r i l 19% [ A r m y Board
I" Japani. Here the Japanese contractor contended t h a t the h n a h t y of the
decision u n d e r the disp'ter clause deprwed him of a right eranted by the
Constitution of Japan in t h a t ~tousted the juriidietmn of the m u i t s , and thus
rendered the disputes ~ l a u i evoid BI against public pahcy in Japan He
f u r t h e r claimed t h a t any redetermination of the e m t r a c t price under the price
redetermination clause of the eantraet i s invalid 8s thls also is B matter f o r a
cuurr of competent junsdictian to decide. The Far East Board of Coirrae:
Appeals dismissed there c o n t e n t m i on the bans t h a t Its authority t o act
is limited to the P ~ U ~ S I O IofS the disputes ciause and must concern a w n t t e n
deemon of B f a c t x i d w i t e determiled unilaterally by the C i i t e d State?
contracting officer where the pertier f a i l t o agree. The power of the Board to
hear and determine the 13s;e a8 t o 116 Iseality ~n doter
not B p a r t of the decmon p r e i i o ~ i l yrendered by the
"See Opinion by Dr. Heinnah Lictrmann. Esse",
the request af the Crited Stater Attorney General
General Letter to T h e Judge Advoesra Gererai, Dep't of A m y , iJbiect
Foreign Litigation-Genera!
D. J Yo. 161-012. 1 Aug. 1961. D r Lietimsna
pair.fs out t h a t :
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such an action.'05 The existence of the "Disputes" clause in a
foreign contract has even been asserted as a bar to jurisdiction by
a foreign court through the plea of a foreign contractor, when sued
by the United States in that foreign
There appear to be two basic abjections 80 f a r raised by
foreign courts and foreign law experts against the use of contract
"Disputea" ciause as an exclusive remedy to decide disagreements
arbltrafmn agreement the other party could challenge the appointment of
the arbitrator: all t h e arbitratara Le. the contracting oAice, the head of the
Department, his representative or the Board of Contract Appeals appointed
by the Army to decide the dispute appear to be B party to the proceeding8
since they all belong to the Army. A decision by m arbitlator who ia a p a l t y
to the proceedings a d d never be iecogniied in a German murt. A German
court would declare aveh [a] ciame null and void [as] being againat public
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between the parties to the contract. First, the clause itself appears t o limit its jurisdiction TO only those disputes concerning a
question of fact.". Thus foreign courts find no bar to their consideration of a dispute which they characterize as a question of
l a w The second objection concerns those designated to hear and
decide any resulting dispute under the clause. It sometimes appears unconscionable for the court to sanction any procedure
whereby disputes will be decided only by personnel directly employed by the same golernment which is a party to the contract.I0"
Although at first glance the disputes clause may therefore appear as an unrecognized remedy by the contractor's government
or courts, to resolve differences between the parties t o an offshore
contract, provisions of certain international agreements must first
be considered before B final conelusion is reached in this regard.
Provisions of the bilateral agreements negotiated with Belgium,
Denmark, France, Germany. United Kingdom, Italy, Luxemburg,
The Setherlands, Norway. Spain. Turkey, and Yugoslavia all
offer varying degrees of protection apainst suits in the courts of
these countries concerning disputes h r i a i i i e o u t of offshore pro?tracts err
15631 The
CO*Cerni"g
0 8 fact armng under this c m t r a c t nhlc'h 1; inoh dlspaaed of by
agreement shall be decided by the Contraeting Officer, u h a shall redice
decision t o a r l t i n p and >,si1 or arhervlre iiwrlsh a copy thereof t o the C
tractor The decision of the Cantiacring Omeer rhall be final and C O ~ C I Y S
Y ~ ~ P J Jwithin
,
30 d a w from the date of iecelpt of such caps, the Cantrac
mails or otherwise f u r n i i h e i t o tt.e Coniiacong Officer a witm appeal
The decision of the Secretary OT his duly authorized represer.tsliie f o r

a qora!ion

mitted by C'nited Stotra l m

.

(Emghaais added.)
A I noted the clauae piai,ider t h a t any decision made under It shall be f i n d "to
the extent permitted by Cnited Elates l a w " B u t this pmwslon appears only
to relate to decisions regarding ''a diipute concerning B question of fact arising under the contract.'' The c l s . ~ i e doer not provide t h a t B deemon i m o l r i n g
a question of l a w shall be final unless changed by United States law Rather I t
exclude3 q ~ e r t i o n sof law from i t s effect.
"See the dlscusrlan a i the language used by mme of the foreien law
experts a c d f o r e w n c o ~ r f si n thrs regard contained m nates 104-06 eupra
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~ u r e m e n t .These
~ ~ ~ agreements specify that offshore procurement
will be conducted in accordance with United States law governing
military procurement.110 Although the contract "Disputes" clause
is not specifically mentioned in these agreements, the clause must
be inserted in offshore contracts pursuant to provisions of
ASPR,"' which regulation has the force and effect of a federal
atatute."l
I n our relations with the Federal Republic of Germany more
recent agreements consider this problem in even greater detail.
The S A T 0 SOF Supplementary Agreement provides t h a t disputes
arising from direct procurement by the United States in Germany
shall be settled by German courts or by an independent arbitration
t r i b ~ a l . " ~However, article 44 of this agreement also recognizes
that any bilateral agreements between Germany and individual
states will take precedence over the foregoing provision."'
During the negotiation of article 44 of the NATO SOF Supplementary Agreement, the position of the German authorities was
that a German contractor must have a remedy in German courts
in contract disputes with procurement agencies of the United
States military forces.115 The L'nited States position was that its
procurement procedures and policies did not allow settlement of
such disputes in foreign courts or by arbitration.11e Due to this
impasse the two governments agreed to a conciliation procedure
which would be available to the German
This agreement was formalized in a special bilateral agreement"b imple.
'"See the d m u s a a n of there agreements I" part 11, notes 32-35 supra
and ~ecompanyingtext.
I " For B general d m m m n af the agreements sea note 32 aupra and
aeeampanying text.
See ASPR 9 7-103.12 (Rev. 12, 1 April 1966).
>"G. L. Christian & Aasociatea V. United States, 160 Ct. Ci. 1. 320 F.2d
1963), o w l . denied, 375 U.S. 954 (1964).
AT0 SOF Supplementary Agreement art. 44, pars. 6 ( 0 )
A T 0 SOF Svpplementary Agreement art. 44, p a m 6 ( b ) .
ee Department of State Memorandum. aubieet. Negotiating History
Coneernmg the Settlement of Dispute8 Agreement with the Federal Republic
of Germany, 21 May 1965.
.'" l b i d .
,.The nature, effect and m e of B conciliation procedure in offshom Procnrement 1s mora fully discussed ~n D, znlia,of this part.
""Agreement on the Settlement of Disputer Arising out of Direct Pro.
eurement, 3 Aug. 1959 [19G3] 1 U S T h O.I.A. 689, T.I.A.S. No. 5382 (with
amending exchange of noten) [referred ta 8 % German Aereement on diaputal.
ADD ,*%DB
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menticg article 14 of the S A T 0 SOF Supplement and became
eaectlve 1 July 1863, the same date as the K A T 0 SOF Suppiementarr Agreement.
Article 3 of the German Agreement on Disputes provides that
"Disputes shall be settled in accordance w t h the provislans apecified in the contract signed by the contracting parties." Although
one of the partiea may r e q i m t conciliation under the agreement,
it should be noted that the quoted language of artlcle 3 1s a
formal recognition bl- the German government of the validity of
the "Disputed clause now contained in all offshore contracts.
Even where conci!iation i s requested, such proceedings shall not
prejudice any rights to which the parties involved are entitled
under the contract in connection w t h the settlement of disputes.119
Further, the conciliation commission may only submit recommendations far the settlement of a dispute-not a binding decision.'?" In Yiew of this agreement it 1s probable that prior opinions
contending that the contraCtiiall? stipulated "Disputes" cl
invalid under German national law are of doubtful valid
day.'?' Therefore, when a determination is being sought \v
the disputes clause in offshore contract5 is valid in 8 particular
foreign country, appiicable international agreements between the
United States and that country concerning offshore procurement
must be c l o ~ e l yexamined before reaching any conclusion.
B. S K I T I S K S I T E D S T A T E S COL'RTS
As noted in the prev:ous dincussion of the "Disputes" clause 8s
a remedy, the various boards of contract appeais may not make
final decisions regarding questions of law.12- The normal judicial
remedy of a private contractor under B contract with the United
States is a suit in the Umted States Court of Claims or in a United
This remedy is
rict court under the Tucker
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available to the foreign contractor under an offshore contract
and has often been used in the past.13i However, not only is the
use of this remedy sometimes a hardship on the small contractor
asserting a small claim, but he must pass the test of reciprocity
established in section 2502 of Title 28, United States Code, which
provides as follows:
Ciillenn OT subjects of any forelgn government which ncmids ta eitiiena
of the United Stater the right to prosecute claims against their government in its courts may sue the United States m the Court of Claims if the
.~
subject matter 1% otherwise uithin such c o ~ r t jurisdiction.

Under this section an alien suing the United States in the Court of
Claims has the burden of showing, as a condition precedent to
jurisdiction, that the alien's savereign allows United States
citizens t o prosecute claims against such sovereign.1ZJ Where the
evidence fails to show this condition precedent, it fails to eatablish
the alien's right to w e in the Court of Claims and his suit will be
dismissed.126However, this section does not require that the scope
of the actions for which respective countries render themselves
tn auit bc coextensively identical and i n pari materia.1z' Once the
alien is in court, the bar is down. He may not, for instance, be
denied a procedural benefit such as discovery merely because there
is no discovery against the Crown in his country.'2B I n the case
of Xippon Hodo v . Cnited States12Qthe foreign contractor satisfied the statutory requirement mereiy through submission of a
deposition by a Japanese attorney stating that United States nationals were permitted to prosecute actions against the Japanese
government. I n view of this decision the burden of proof required
by the statute may not be such a heavy burden to bear.
C. SLTIT 1.V FOREZGY COL'RTS
Those whose legal training and experience has been generally
" S e e the remarks of 3fr Leonard, formerly with the Dep't of Justice.
contained in Leonard, The Cntted States e8 o Lztigaot tn Fareign C o w t ~ A. M .
SOC'Y III'T- L. 1858 PsoCErDIxOS 95, 101.Mr. Leonard disclosed that in 1958
it *as estimated that there were 30 to 40 such eases pending in the Court of
Ciaima
WAktiebolagst Imo-lnduatri \,. United States, 101 Ct. Ci. 488. 54 F . Supp.
844 (1914)
lbd
"Nippon Hod0 Ca. T. United States. 152 Ct. Ci. 190, 285 F 2d 766 (1961)
-*See Pollen Y United States, 85 Ct. C1. 673 ( 1 9 3 1 ) .
y 1 5 2 Ct. CI. 180, 285 F.Zd 766 (19611.
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limited to Anglo-American institutions frequently seek to equate
any analysis of choice of law or confiicts of law with common law
or American Statutory equivalents. Yet study of those pnnclples
of law applicable to offshore contracts must of necessity consider,
or a t least anticipate, what courts of the countries in which
these contracts are anarded and performed will do under their
own legal codes and systems when presented with a dispute arising out of such a contract. For it is a matter of unqualified fact
t h a t some disputes arising out of offshore contracts eventually find
their wa!' into foreign tribunals, although most are litigated in
the boards of contract appeals and in the United States Court of
Claims. I t i s not always the foreign contractor who resorts to
the courts of his country. Sometimes the United States will valuntarily subject itself to a foreign court's jurisdiction in order to
Protect certain rights it has under a particular offshore contract.13@
The situation where the United States is involuntarily sued by
a foreign firm in a foreign court i s of more concern hawerer
When the magnitude of offshore procurement was first envisioned
after World K a r 11, the United States sought to protect itself
apainst such a contingency by including certain protective provisions in the Offshore Procurement Bilateral Agreements executed
in the early 1960's with many European countries."' In Europe a
" A n example i s where the Umted States seeks to collect e x c e s s co
r e p m ~ u r l n gmpplies OF services due t o the defau!r of a contractor See .l
States Y . Scheuenpflug, 4th C i i i l Chamber of the ''Landgencht" [ D
Court1 a t Regensburg, Germany IlsR1). Sametlmes t l e only pracbcai K E Y
f o r the United Statea to obtain monetsrs c a m p e n ~ s t mf o r B \vronq eommhtted
hy the contractor IS through B suit filed I" the c o u t a of t h e ~ m t r s t f ~ r ' i
eo'intry
See pmvisioni of the follaaing agreements
Belmiim B e l i i u m Bilsteral Apieemenl of 19% art 13 Cydor ihls a ~ t ~ c l c
the United States 1 8 protected f r o m b u m o r other legal artion I" B e l g i x
uhich mag a r m D U L of offshale procurement c o i l r r c t i
Denmark Danish
Danlrh Bilateral
B h t e r a l Agirement
Aglrement of 1054 p
ptt i a i 0 l m . i
Vrdei this
p r o ~ i r r o nDenmark conrideii the Cnited S t a t e r t o b e
OT lagsl p ~ o c e or
&
i ~ other legal liability nn Denmrrl.
F r a n i a ' French Memo of CnderstandinZ :0 1853 -Bi f 14 Thii D L O I : ~ ~
provides t h i r offshore procurement contracts do not har. a comnifrcicu charactei SI regaids the United State%goiernment Offbh3Le
acter
Offbh
ront:aet% are entitled
to Immunitie. from jurisdiction and Iepai proeers
proe
extended by F r e m h .in$prudence to foreipn
foreign Eovernmentr
governments aetine
acting I" theil
the roverelm c a ~ i l ~ ~ f y
Y German B i l a r e ~ s lAgresmert of 1 9
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apecial clause is inserted in all contracts with foreign nationals of
a country not having such a bilateral agreement, by which the
contractor specifically waives his right to bring suit against the
United States except as provided in the "Disputes" clause and
United States federal statutes.'3' The contractor is further required to indemnify and save harmless the United States against
Suit8 brought by s u b c ~ n t r a c t o r s . ~ ~ ~
The position taken by the United States in negotiating these
bilateral arrangements appeared to run counter to a growing
trend by many countries to apply the doctrine of sovereign immunity to public acts of a state (jure imperii) and not to private
acts (jure gest<oni8).la4The United States appeared to favor the
restrictive theory of sovereign immunity starting in 1952 as
pro..idos t h a t the r n i t e d State3 shall be immune from German ivribdietion
irith respect t o legal liabhty which may a i m out of an offshore contract.
lid# Italian Bilsreral Agreement of 1954 a r t . 1 2 ( a l . Although Italy did
not apree to eanrldel the Umfed State. immune from jurisdiction of ita courte
I t did aeree t h a t It w i l l rave the United States harmless from any l o i s or
d a m n p which might be incurred BI B result of any rueh wit.
Lutemboiiig Luxembourg Bilateral Agreement of 1955 a r t . 13. This pro,,ision praiiden t h a t the United Stater is protected against any suits OT other
legnl action in Luxembourg which may arise from offshore contracts

Spanish Bilateral Agreement of 1954 a r t . 13(1) ( b l . Under this
contracts except as granted by United Stater la- and regulations.
Turkey: Turkish Biiateral Agreement of 1966 a r t . 1 3 ( 1 l ( b ) . This provmon prawdes ther the r n i t e d States L J protected against suits or other
actions ~n Turkey 8s to any matter which may ariie aut of an offahore eontract
L'riiled K i n g d o m . British Mema of Under.tandm.
of 1952 art. 13. This
article p r a n d e s t h a t in accordance with existing law and practice the United
States is protected against suit or legal process or other legal liability in the
United Kingdam.
Yugaaiaria' Yugoslavia Memo of Underatanding of 1954 m t . 12(8) (21
Under this article the United States 15 protected a g a m r t auitr OT other legal
protection In Y u g a d a i i a as t o any matter arising o u t of offshore contracts
'UPP S 7-104.71 (Change No. 12, June 1964).
ibid
" F a r 1 nenersl d m u s n o n of the doctrine of sovereign immunity and i t s
effect on a3shore contracts see Pasley, Oflehora Procurement, 18 M n L. REY.
5 5 , 7 3 l19G2)
A 0 0 iZmB
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evidenced by the well-known Tate Letter.LJ5The Tate Letter notified the Department of Justice that henceforth the State Department would fallow the restrictive theory of sovereign immunity in
the consideration of requests of foreign governments involved in
suits in United States courts for a grant of recognition of
sovereign immunity. Thus, where the act of the foreign sovereign
was jure gestionis, the State Department would refuse to consider
the act as covered by the umbrella of sovereign immunity previously available under the traditional view that all acts, public
and private, of a government are immune to suit unlesli its consent
is first obtained.
This change in policy placed the Justice Department in the
position of asserting sovereign immunity 8s a defense when the
United States was sued in a foreign court in regard to offshore
procurement, while a t home commercial transactions of a foreign
state were considered j w e gestionis and therefore not subject to
the defense of sovereign immunity.'3B Although the State Department, operating under the Tate Letter, may decide not to make a
diplomatic request f a r the protection of sovereign immunity from
suits arising out of offshore contracts, this does not prevent the
attorney representing the United States Attorney General in
such a suit from making a iitigatire asaertion of immunity under
local ~ r e c e d e n t . ' ~And
'
sometimes such a request has been succemf~l,~~$
In examining the various court decisions of foreign countries
concerning disputes involving offshore contracts it is found that
virtually every form of unit, organization or executive officer, including the President, has been named as party defendant. This
includes post exchanges, ships stores, various military units, commanding officers, and procurement officers. However, with few
exceptions, courts of one country will look to the laws of another
"Letter from the Actin. Legal Advisor of the State Departmenr TO tho
U. S. Attorney General cmcerninq S o i e r e i g n ImmLnity of Foreign G w e r n rnents. 1s May 1952, p m t e d in 26 DFP'T STATE BCLL BE4 (1852) [hereaiter
referred to as Tate Letter]
'l
Far B diacvsaion of rhe present stator of forelgn goieinmenti when
rued I?? United States courts see AIL, Absolute l m m u i i i l ~OF E n t a r c e a b i i
L?abdll11? T h e PostLron B e f o r e O i i Coitrfs a i F o i m g ? , S o ~ e r e i g n aE n p g e d 14
C o m m e r c d Aotilit?aB, Sec of I n t B Comg. L Bol!, Mag 1965, p 27
"'This practice w a i disclosed in Leonard. UPTO note 124, a i 95
1y I b i d .
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to determine the judicial capacity or judicial personality of the
individual being sued t o determine if he is personally liable for
the act complained of.13UThus the United States eventually becomes the real party of interest.
How then has the United States fared in these foreign courts
when it has been sued for its overseas military operations?
Generally, in those countries where the traditional theory of
sovereign immunity is still followed, or where provisions of the
various international agreements previously discussed"" are ap.
plied, the immunity af the United Stotes from suit has been
recognized.'*' In other countries the courts have refused to recog%"'Id.a t 98.
'"See the Provieions Of the v s r i m ~Bilateral Agreements and Memoran.
d s of Understanding diaeusaed in note 131 supra.
'*'Francs: Raynal V. Toul-Raiieres Offieera' Open Meas, Court of Appeaie,
Nancy, 18 >la? 1961; United Srstes Y . Society lmmahiliere des Cltes Fleuiies
Lsfayette, Court of Appeals, Paris, 22 Nav. 1961; Enterprise Perignan Y.
United States, Court af Appeals, Paria, 7 Feb. 1962.
Germany: GEMA V. Kale, Court of Appeals, F r a n k f u r t , a No". 1960;
V'ullger Y Ha. 7480th Suppi? Group (Spec. Act.), USAF, Labor Court,
Wesbaden. Docket No. 3 A 263/58 ( 1 9 6 8 ) , however, in 1962 the German
Constitutional Court [ B " ~ d ~ ~ " ~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ " 2" BvM
g ~ g 1162
~ * ~had
~ hbefare
t ]
it
a d w a t e a i to whether B fareign sovereign [onidentihedl cauid be made ruhiect to the jurisdiction of a German court in regard to B commere~alcontrset
It had with a German national for certain a e r ~ i e e sto be performed a t Itn
emhasay. In answering the question the court took the view t h a t the principle
involved was m e of Internationsi Publie Law. The Attorney General of t h e
Federal Republie of Germany stated t h a t in his opinion eovereign immunity of
a foreign state depends w a n whether the act giving rise to the dispute wali
iura 1mpe7ii or j w a gcstionia. The court reviewed the i t a t u s of the doctrine
of savereign immunity in other countries including the United States (dia.
ovsssd in Reeves, Absolute or Rdstrzotsd Immunily of F o ~ s i g nSovsreign
Litzganta. What ia t h e Lou m the United Stales? See. of I n t . .4 Comp. L.
Bull., May 1964, p. 11). The court eoneluded t h a t in Germany B foreign
mvereign had no immunity from liability on a eommereid contract made with
D German national and to be performed in @ m a n y . Whether this restricted
doctrine of mvereign immunity will now be applied to ofshore eontracts
e s p e ~ i a l l yin view of the language of article 1 7 ( b ) of the 1867 German
Bilateral Agreement regarding offshore PrOeYwment (note 181 "pra) re.
mains ta he aeen.
Gveece: Halkropoulaua V. United States, Athens Court of F i r s t Instance,
Decree No. 7 3 W 1 9 5 9 ; United States Y. Sarria, Athens Court of F i r s t In.
&nee, altting as Appellate Court, D e e m No. 17b44/1858.
Iceland' Brandsson V. Comdr. of U. S. Defense FOICBS,
Supreme Court of
Iceland, 4 Oct. 1961,
Mororeo. United Staten Y . Harper, London Q Laneanhire Insurance Cam.
Pany, Ltd., Court of Appeals, Rabat. 6 June 1961.
*oo WBQB
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nize the defense of sovereign immunity in disputes arising out of
offshore contracts characterizing such contracts as resulting from
private acts (jure gestionis) of the United States.'<$

D. ARWITRATlON A N D CONCILIATION
The foregoing remedies which have been discussed may be
familiar to one converaant with the law controlling United States
military contracts. However, in recent years foreign Contractors
and their government have begun to urge the adoption of two
additional, somewhat unfamiliar, remedies for use in resolving
disputes arising out of contracts administered overseas. These
two remedies, arbitration and conciliation, have been widely used
in European countries although enjoying only limited application
and recognition in the United States.
This deveiopment is the result of many factors. The desire of
both the foreign contractor and his government for a remedy
divorced from any appearance of favoritism which might result
when a dispute is decided soieiy by the judicial or administrative
apparatus of one of the parties to the contract, i.e., the United
States, cannot be discounted. A further factor is the desire of
foreign contractors f a r a local forum which can decide completely
any dispute arising between it and the United States and B realizaSpain: Marin Csno I. U.S.A.F. 3973d Air Base Group, Court of F i r a t
Instance, N o . 5 , Seville, 3 March 1959.
T w h w Teks Inrast Ve Ssnayi, Ltd. 7'. Cnited States, Court of F m t
Instsnee, Samsun (1965).
I" A a n t n a : Holanhek
r. L'nited States, Supreme Court af Austria, 10
Fob. 1961: Schwuary Y. United States, Court of Appeals of Vienna, Docket No.
PO Cg S o l 6 5 (19551. In view of the Tate Letter it IS interesting to note the
Austrian view of the doctrine of sovereign immunity in the United States as
atated by the court in this eaie, 8 s fdlawa: "It is immaterial t h a t under i t s
[United States] law8 no distinction i 8 drawn between m t l v i t i e ~juii impani
and i v r i gaatzania."
Italy: 1.R.S.A. Limited Y . United Staten, Court a i Cassation, United Seetiana, 31 Jan 1962. This case arose out of m offshore conatruetian contract
swarded by United States to an Italian Arm i n Italy. The dted deciaion deala
with the issue of sovereign immunity which defmae was vigorously urged by
the United States. A t the t i m e of thm writing the dispute is being heard on
the merits. I t is interesting b note t h a t although the Italian Bliateral Agree.
ment of 1954 regarding offshore procurement does not inelude D provision
whereby the Italian government agrees to eonalder offahore procuremant BLI
I sovereign activity, m t d e I l ( a 1 of the Agreement does provide t h a t the
Italian government will m i , e the United States government harmlesr from
ani 1088 or damage which might r e w i t of any suit brought in an Italian court.
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tion that there is a serious question regarding the legality of a
decision rendered by a court of the foreign contractor's county.
All of these considerations have been instrumental in raising the
question of the use of binding arbitration or conciliation as a more
acceptable method of settling disputes arising out of offshore
contracts
During negotiation of the NATO SOF Supplementary Agree.
ment and the German Agreement on Disputes, the German
representative proposed to the United States that contract
disputes be settled under the German judicial arbitration procedures (Sohiedage7iohlswesen).1'3 This proposal contemplated
that the German Court of Arbitration would apply the law agreed
to by the parties in the contract. I n the absence of such agreement
German law would be applied with the use of German procedural
rules normally followed by the e ~ u r t . ~ "The suggestion for arbitration was rejected by United States military authorities on the
basis that United States procurement procedures and policies did
not allow such a practice.
Arbitration has been deflned as a procedure whereby an independent board of arbitration is selected to aettle the difference
between the parties. Generally, when a dispute arisea, each party
selects an arbitrator and the two arbitrators select B third. This
panel may interpret and apply the terms of the contract to the
specific facts of the dispute and, in theory, it is a substitute for
a proceeding in court."' The hostility of the Comptroller General
to this remedy has yet to be overcome in applying arbitration to
Department of Defense offshore contracts. He has consistently
held that the United States may not consent to arbitration without
the express consent of Congreas."n
See Deft of State Memorandum, d i e c t : Negotiating Histow C m cerning the Settlement of Disputes Agreement with the Federal Republic of
Germany, 21 May 1965.

'" Ibid.

'"See Miller

V.

Johnstown Traction Co., 161 Pa. Super. 421. 74 A.2d 608

(1950).
'*See 32 COUP. GEN.33 ( 1 9 6 3 ) . In this eale a Department af the Navy
offshore contract with a Sewdish Arm contained s c l w s e reading as fdhws:
"In esse of dimeultiea arising with regard to the Interpretation and execution
of this eontraet, the contracting partiea agree hereby to ehoone each party
m a aibitratoi. T h e e two arbitrator8 ahail ehooae a third ODD, and the dreiaim
of these three arbitrators ahsli be binding upon the parties." The arbitration
was to take place at Stockholm, Sweden. A dispute D ~ I B DS to an alleged

*o,1888
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The same view has been taken by the United States Attorney
General,"' The Judge Advocate General of the Army,"' and
by early court decisions."g But there are other c o u r t decisions
which contain dicta indicating an apparent trend in the opposite
direction1b0 The view has also been expressed that the United
States Arbitration Act'J1 could be interpreted to apply arbitration
to at least some government c ~ n t r a c t s . ' ~In~ 'any event it is clear
unauthorwed "lie by the Umted States of an unpatented trade aeeret awned
by the Am. The United State refused to arbitrate s n d the firm brought action
in the United Staten district court f o r B declaratory judgement including a
determination LI to arbitm.tim under the quoted e m t i s e t p~ovi$mn.The wit
v a s diamiiaed and on appeal (Aktieboiaget Bofors Y. United Stafea, 194 F.2d
145 (D.C. Clr. 1 9 5 1 ) ) the lower court decision W B S affirmed on the baria t h a t
the m i t was founded ~n breach of contract and t h a t under the Tucker Act
mulit be lodged in the Court a1 Claims as the amount claimed exceeded
S10,OOO. The court atated however t h a t , , the alleged refusal of the military
and naval authorities of the United States to discuss or arbitrate the queition
for such unauthorized m e had no justification." Id. a t 149. The Secretary of
the Navy then asked the Comptroller General whether the dispute could be
submitted to arbitration under the tema of the contract. The Comptroller
General reviewed the history of arbitration 81 a remedy and noted t h a t ~t is
apecifically authorized by Cong~essfor eertain types of disputes arising out
of eontracts to which the U n i k d States is B party. I t was aiio noted t h a t no
similar rtatotory authorization existed for Department of Defense c m t m c t i .
Thus the Comptroller General eoneluded t h a t n o authority exists for sub.
mission by the Navy Department of the initant eontract dispute to arbitration
under the p r o ~ i s i o nof the contract; the emtiactor's remedy far the alleged
brpach of contract lie. m appropriate proceedings in the Court of Claims.
see aim 8 COMP. CEN. 9 6 ( i o z a i .
"'See 30 OPa. A m ? GEN. 160 (1922).
" S e e DIC. OPs. J A G 1912-1940, B 726(41) ( 5 May 1919: 14 April 19201.
'*See United States U. Amea, 24 Fed. Caa. 184 (No. 14,441) ( C C.D. Maas.
1846) : MeCormick v. United Statea, 1 Rep. Ct. CI. No. 199, 86th Cang., 1st
sers. 1, 44 (1860).
"See Aktiebdaget Bofors Y. United States. 194 F.2d 145, 149 (D.C. Car.
1051). dircusaed I" note 146 w p r a and Grant Constr. Go. Y. United States, 124
Ct. CI. 202. 108 F. Supp. 245 (1953). In this latter ease the court compared
tho nonstatutory litandard "di%puteii" ciame to arbitration and stated: "That
is a i n i t of arbitration, albeit by agents of m e party to the contract. Yet i t
violates 8s e ~ m p i e t e l y8 8 a r b m a t i o n by third persona, 8s provided f a r m the
inatant contract, would violate, any doctrine t h a t Congress has eonrented to
ham deciiiana made against the Government only in the Court of Claims:'
'8
U.S.C. 51 1-14 (1084). Thin Act provides for the miorcement of
agr~ementato arbitrate contained in maritime tramaction8 or 8. contract
evidencing a transaction involving cammeree.
'"See Brsueher, Aibibotion U ' n d e i Gouemmsnt Cont7ueta. 17 LAW&
COBTEMP.Pml. 418 ( 1 9 5 2 ) ; Comment, Vaiidity of Arb%tretionProvlaiona m
F e d r r d PTacurrmmt Contrala, 60 YALEL. J. 458 (19411 ; P d e y , mupro note
134. a t 52-36,

".
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that lekslation could be enacted to authorize arbitration of diaputes arising under offshore contracts.'" As t o who could or
should be the arbitrator, the practicality of using the arbitration
facilities of the Permanent Court of Arbitration a t the Hague,
which is separate from the International Court of Justice, ahould
not be overlooked, at least for contracts with European h a .
Although the International Court of Justice hears only cases
betweeri states and international entities, the Permanent Court of
Arbitration is not so limited. The Secretary General of the
Permanent Court of Arbitration has pointed out:
There is B pssibility of bringing before the Court of Arbitration dieputes between States and private persons. eipeeiaiiy between States and
important eommereial corporations. I t is n i l k n o m t h a t the International Court of Justiee could not k =ked of disputes of t h a t kind, ainee
its juriadition is limited to those between States. I t e m only treat II difference between P State and B private peiion OF P foreign commercial
corporation i n esse the State itself eipousei the rellpectivr dispute. Far
the Court of Arbitrstian this indirect way in not n e ~ e i i a m . ~

Therefore, although the remedy of arbitration ia not of current use in settling offshore contract disputes, it may be of value
and should be given consideration in future inatances where the
remedies now available to the parties prove unacceptable or ineffective.
An additional remedy similar to arbitration is conciliation. The
primary difference between the two is that under eonciliation no
binding decision may be rendered the parties to the dispute; rather
only a recommendation is given the parties. Conciliation as a
remedy for disagreements arising out of offshore contracts has
been authorized for use in JapanLsband the Federal Republic of
IblAn interesting approach to thii problem is to ineiude P provision m the
use of arbitration in resolving disputes arising out of offahore contraeta in B
treaty such 81 a status of f o x e s agreement, reerlvini the advice and eonsent
of the United State8 Senate, 07 in an executive agreement aueh 8 8 the bilateral
agreements concerning procurement diaeuasd in notea 19-36 aupm and
accompanying text. What the opinion of the Comptroller General end the
United States eouite w u i d k to this solution is vnknaan However. it l~
believed that the Comptroller Gensrai in previously discussing the application
of arbitration ta Department of Defenae contracts (see 32 COMP.GEN,33
(19581, discussed in note 146 a u p a ) did not intend ta eliminate thin approsdh
a i a poraible alternative ta Congreaamnsi legidation.
l"Permanrnl Covrl of ATbitralion, Circular Nota of the Sec'y Gen., 8
March 1960 (unomeisi tmnilation). in 54 AM. J. INT'L L. 833, 937-89 (1960).
The conciliation procedure used in Japan ii baaed on paragraph 10, art.
XVIII of the Treaty of Mutual Coopem.tim and Security rrgarding Facilities

A*
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Germany.1ea Although the conciliation panel authorized for Japan
has been established and is operating, the German panel has not,
as of this writing, been operationally established.16i
Under B conciliation procedure the foreign contractor may request that a disagreement arising out of the offshore contract be
submitted to a panel composed of authorities from bath the United
States and the host country. This panel will then evaluate the
basis of the disagreement and may submit recommendations to the
parties on the manner in which the dispute should be settled.
Howe\,er, these recommendations are not binding on the parties.
The principal effect of this procedure is merely to superimpose
another remedy on top af the existing contract disputes clause
procedure and the right of a contract party to sue in United
States courts. However, a party ta such a contract can resort to
conciliation when also contemporaneously seeking a remedy
through the Board of Contract Appeals or the courts. In fact if a
party desires a decision to be made in regard to the contract
dispute which is binding against the United States, he must follow
the procedure outlined in the stipulated disputes clause found in
offshore contracts.’nB
Due to the inherent weakness of any remedial system not
furnishing a binding decision in regard to a dispute submitted to
it, the conciliation procedure presently appears of doubtful value
as a completely effective remedy far the settlement of disagree‘ments arising out of offshore contracts.

... . ...
“‘It may well be that neither German

OT

United States authorities are

eonei!iation procedure authonied by the German Agreement on Dmgutes
’*See the dincussIan of the relationship between B requeat f o r conciliation
and the contract d i r w f e i c l a u ~ procedure
s
set forth at notes 119-10 aapin and
aeeomganying text
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IV. CHOICE OF LAW
This part is primarily concerned with a study of choice-of-law
and forum clauses, the law aplicable to an international contract
such as the offshore procurement contract where the parties fail
to stipulate any such clause, and the methods of proving such law.
An analysis of any government contract quickly reveals that
it is a lengthy, involved and detailed inatrument. Offshore contracts are no exception-in fact they are often even longer and
more detailed than a normal commercial contract. One of the
probable reasons for this fact is that the forum which may hear
and decide any litigation arising from the contract may be one of
several, including a foreign court. The contract must therefore,
to the greatest extent posaibie, be complete and self-sustaining.
When one cannot rely upon having the contract litigated in a
United States court or having it determined solely on the basis
of United States law, one cannot rely on this law to take care of
most of the problems with the contract only filling the gaps.

A. CHOICE OF L A W A N D FORUM
D E T E R M I N E D BY P A R T I E S
The most widely used and probably the most important device
for preselecting a particular nation's iaw to govern in an international transaction is the so-called governing law clause.'6e In
previous years some offshore contracts included such a provision
even specifying that the contract would be governed by the law
of the District of Columbia, United States of America;'Eg but today, at least in Europe, few, if any, offshore contracts contain a choice-of-law or governing iaw clause. However, the
model government-to-government contracts negotiated a s a
part of the bilateral arrangements relating to offshore proLuxembourg,"2 Spain,'" and Yupocurement with Belgium, lE1
s i a ~ i a : ~all~ contain provisions requiring the contract to be
"In the governing law e l s u ~ ethe partlea stipulate that body 07 system of
law t h w desire to be controlling of their rights and reaponsibilitiea under the
eontrset.
See Overseas Trading Ca., S.A. Y. United States, 141 Ct. C1. 561, 159 F.
S u m 312 (1968) IoRshore contract v i t h Belgium eontraetor).
'
a Beigivm Bilateral Agreement of 1954.
"'Luxembourg Bilateral Agreement of 1954,
Spanish Bilateral Agreement of 1954.
Yugoslavia Memo of Understanding of 1954.
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interpreted on the basis of the law8 of the United States. Thus it
would appear that a t least in these countries a choice-of-law clause
has been recognized as enforceable when contained in governmentto-government contracts.
Early decisions of the United States Supreme Court"' recognized the right o i contracting parties to expressly incorporate
into the contract the law which they wish to govern their contractual relations. Other subsequent decisions have cautiously
approved of and applied such a clause where the stipulation aPpears reasonable under all the circumstances.lr8 The court, in
determining reasonableness, ie of course not confined in its judicial
inquiry to the contract clause. The private selection is but one
element, although a weighty one, in determining the judicial finding of the appropriate law.'8:
It is generally conceded that such a clause will be recognized
in most common law and civil law countries, within certain limita~ l a u s e s ~are
6 ~ also relatively common in
t i o n ~ . 'Choice-of-iorurn
~~
European countries. The validity of such a e l a u ~ eis as a rule
recognized, with the exception relating only to certain narrow
matters.'7o In France, Germany, Haliand and Belgium the validity
See. 8.0, Pritchard v . Norton, 106 U.S.124 116821
'*See, e.& Muller & Co. 5. Swadiih American Line, L t d , 224 F 2d 606 (211
C h . 1 , rrrt. denied. 350 C.S 903 (1865); %eegenerally Parley, aipro note 134,
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of a choice-of-forum clauae is generally recognized in contractual
matters.L7LThe country that has the strictest rules in this respect
is Italy, where a choice-of-forum clause is declared invalid unless the forum "chosen" is Italian, when one of the parties is an
Italian citizen and r e ~ i d c n t . " ~
As the practices of the many foreign courts vary to some
extent, it is considered helpful to set forth a summary of the practices of the courts of certain other countries in which offshore
contracts are now or may in the future be awarded and admini~tered.'~3
(1) Australia. Australian courts have no doctrinal difficulty
in permitting a reference to a governing law clause of the parties'
own cho~sing.'~'
(2) Canada. Canadian courts follow other Commonwealth
courts in generally enforcing such choice-of-lap
(3) Denmark. Danish courts recognize that parties may
agree between themselves which law shall be the proper law of
the contract, provided the relationship between them contains an
international elemcnf of some kind which pointa to that law
~ e l e c t e d . " ~Further, jurisdiction may be conferred upon or withdrawn from Danish courts by express agreement between the
parties."'
( 4 ) France. I n France there are certain types of contracts,
tn Eurapron Controeta, PARKERSCHOOL
STUDTESSTMIOSLUI
CHOICE OP LAW AND LANCIIACE 44 (1962).
See "an Hecke, "pro note 170, a t 44,
I.R.S.A. Ltd. V. United Statea, Court of Caaaatioh United Sectiona,
31 Jan. 1963, discussed in note 142 BUPVO.
111 Although not included m thia study, a diaeuaaion of the validity of such
clauses in Latin American contracts 1% contained in Folium, Chaiec.of.Lor
Piobuiana ut Latm Amwioon Contvaola, PARKER
SCHOOLSTUD~EB
SYMPOIIUM
INTERW*TION*L C O N T R I C T B . CHOICE OF L*W A N D LAYOVAOE 54 (1962).
'-'See \'ita Food Products, Inc. Y . Unvs Shipping, Ltd., [1939] A.C. 277
( A u t 1 I , dineuaaed in COWEN, BILkTERAL Sruolrs, AMERICAN-AUSTWMN
PIIRATEINTERNATIOXALLAW109-110 (1963). This decision wan rendered by
the Jvdiclai Committee of the Privy Covneii which aita in Landan and
exercise%jvrindietion 8s the f i n d Australian Court of Appeal.
" " S e e Westeott Y. Alieo Products af Canada Ltd., Ct. of Ontario, 24
D.L.R.2d 261 (NAd. 1960): discussed in C a a e n & de Costa, The CmtracliLai
Forum. A Comparatrv.c Study, 43 CAS. B. REV. 463 (1965).
'laSee diaevasion Of Danish iaw and practice in PBILIP, BILATEU S m m a ,
AMERICAN-DAIISH
P n l v m a IYTERN*TIONAL LAW 36-37 (19571.
ls' DAYIIH CODEOF PROCEDURE
# 247, discussed in PHILIP,
op. oil. mpro note
176, a t 25,

Prouisiona
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l.lSee
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such as the so-called "adhesion" contract,"& where one of the
parties has little if any right to choose the law made applicable
to the contract. With this exception, if a contract stipuiates the
applicable law, effect will normally be given to the stipulation,
provided there is a reasonable connection between the contract
and the law selected by the parties, and that public policy i s not
contravened."@
( 5 ) Federal Republic of Germany. I t would seem that as
provisions of the German Bilateral Agreement of 1951'80 and the
NATO SOF Supplementary
bath recognize that
United States I a n and procedure will generally apply to offshore
contracts, no difficulty should result from the use of a choice-oflaw or choice-of-forum clause in Germany.
(6) Japan. Where the parties to a contract expressly proride for governing lan. that l a w will generally govern in Japan
but courts i n Japan
under article l ( 1 ) of the Japanese Horei ;Isi
may be expected to draw a distinction between contracts of
parties with equal bargaining power and contracts of "adhesion"
where the parties are of unequal standing a t the bargaining
table.1s3
( 7 ) Cnitrd K t n g d o n . As in Australia and Canada the courts
of Great Britain generally will recognize a choice-of-law clause
contained in a contract haring an international character.ls*
In such a study as this it must be recognized that the courts are
quite naturally jealous of their own jurisdiction and proud of
the lair. they expound. By enlarging their concepts of jurisdiction
'-"'Adhesion"
contracts are pererai!i. e o c ~ i d e r e dto be thare e o n t a m n q
afandard prar,~smnrcommon to the trade w h x h are mcorporated on a take-it-

A r t 4.

c i a & Telegraph X m k i
" ' S e e Haerter v. Hsnnover Caouteho
[1E93] 10 T L R 103. f o r a dmeua%!on of Bn*,sh Commonwealth eale law o n
agreementr relectmg the governine law o t a contract and the contractual
cowen
a. de c a r t a , me cont7actitn!
F ~ ~A conplrative
~ , ~ ~ stuaii.
.
forum.
43 CAS. B. Rrv 453 (19651
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and invoking doctrines of local public policy, they frequently
succeed in frustrating even the best laid plans to have contractual
rights determined and enforced according to another law and in
another forum. Even though a court may apply foreign law to a
case before it in accordance with a choice-of-law clause, its decision is made on the basis of proof, arguments and reasoning in
the legal language of the forum. Thus, in any analysis of choiceof-law clauses selected by the parties, one must always proceed
on the premise t h a t the legal language of the forum will govern,
regardless of the foreign law chosen by the parties and regardless of the foreign law chosen by the parties and regardless of the
foreign language employed in the contract.1B6
There is also a necessary relationship between choice-of-forum
and choice-of-law provisions. In the absence of an express choiceof-law clause, the choice of forum will have a very strong presumptive value on the intention of the parties with regard to
choice of law.1E6Also, contrary to the practice of courts in the
United States, it is well established law in European countries
that a contractual relationship is governed by one law only and
that law is the law of the country with which the contract is most
closely connected and which the parties are presumed to have
envisioned.1B8An additional note of caution concerns the fact that
not all matters covered in a contract belong to the field of "contract
law" proper. A contract often has clauses that cover a subject
matter t h a t belongs to another field of law where freedom of
choice of law may be nonexistent. The contract may have clauses
regarding the passing of title which is sometimes considered a
part of the law of property, not of contract, and thus in some
countries compulsorily governed by the law of the situs of the
equipment or goods. Thus a choiee-of-law clause subjecting this
feature of the contract to the law of a different sovereign may be
held ineffective. 'BP
The widespread recognition of choice-of-forum clauses is eviI* See Chestham, Internal Law D i s t m t i a n a
in the Confiirt a i L o s s , 21
( 1 9 3 6 ) ; Lorensen, The Qualification, Cleisifieotion 07
Chrrvrtrriictian Pmbiem ~n the C o J i c t o i Laws, 60 YALEL. J. 743 (1941).
See van Hecke, ~ u p r anote 170, st 46
1 m The pTactieer of L'mted States courta and admimstrative boards arc
discussed in B, iniva, of this part
I" See >'an Hecke, mpra note 170, a t 46.
' - I d . at 44-51.
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dented in the draft Conrention on the Jurisdiction of the Selected
Forum in the Case of International Sale of Goads, prepared by
the Hague Conference in 1956.:"" This convention i s not in farce,
but it i s indicative of world feeling on this subject. Article 2 of
the convention states:
Ii rt,e parties t o a c o n t r a c t of sale expiessl) d e w n a t e a m ~ i OT
t courte a i

Again in 1964 a draft Convention on the General Jurisdiction of
Contractual F o r u m P 1 was presented t o the tenth session of the
Hague Conference on Private International L a w Article I of
this convention states:
In the m a t m i t o vhich this eonvenrion applle3 snd under which I t m e ~ c r i h e s ,p a r t w may designate a covrt or toe c o u r f i of B contracting state
through an agreemeni 8e:eetinp B ;arm ?or L D p~ ~ r p o s eof deciding
eanrro,ers~er wiich h a r e a r , ~ eor~ may arise am.oig them ~n cocnecfian
with a rpeeuie l e p d relation

To this point the discussion regarding use of such clauses has
been primarily concerned with private international contracts
where neither party Ls a governmen;. Yet, although the United
States Department of Defense has appeared to lag in a growing
trend to use choice-of-law clauses, not all other governmental
organizations have been so cantious.
There are instances of contract loan agreements between private
foreign borrowers and the former Development Loan Fund (now
a part of 4 1.D) in which the contract declrred that the law of the
District of Columbia was applicable.1n?Contracts for supplies or
eervices on file a t the TYorld Bank also indicate a w r i e d use of
terminology for choice-of-law clauses. The contract, or the rights
and obligations of the parties, are said to be "subject to." "governed by," "construed according with" and "deemed for all purposes to hare been executed in and in all respects [to] be subject
to and construed in accordance with" the laws of a particular
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sovereign. In other cases the local iaw is said to be "the proper
law of [the] contract" or the law which governs its "validity and
interpretation." The provisions of the Civil Code of a particular
sovereign are said to govern "what has not been expressly stipulated in this contract." In another there is the provision that "it
is clearly established that the [governments] legislation is the
only one appiieable to everything in this
In the United Kingdom, the Commonwealth Development
Finance Corporation stipulates United Kingdom iaw in its contracts. International organizations also stipulate the governing
law. The International Finance Corporation's contracts stipulate
New York law. The European Coal and Steel Community, for
mast matters, but not ail, stipulates local law; the European
Investment Bank stipulates the local law of its b o r r o ~ e r . ' ~ '
This outline of practices is not intended to prove that such
choice-of-law clauses or stipulation8 are in all cases recognized as
valid by most of the judicial bodies sitting throughout the civilized
world. But an the other hand, such a widespread practice cannot
be said to be futile. Even in view of the varied practices of the
courts of the many sovereign nations, as to the legality and effectiveness of such a clause, it is difficult to see how attempted
use of any such clause in an offshore procurement contract of
the Defense Department can have adverse consequences. Little
can be lost, and much, perhaps, gained. Careful use of the tools
for preselecting applicable law may thus very well change the
outcome in a substantial number of eases.
The obstacle of having such a clause declared invalid on grounds
of public policy as being a part of a contract by "adhesion" is not
considered unsurmountabie. "Adhesion" contracts are normally
defined as those containing mandatory standard provisions,'n6 a
Far a ganersi diaeusaian of the practices used in contracts on file with the
World Bank f o r the su??ly of m a d s and services regarding ehoiee-d.law
clause%, see id. at 68-72, and Olmrtead, Economic Development Loan Agvsements Part I : Public Econamio Dsvalopment Loon Agrasmsnta: Choice a j
Low and Remedy, 48 CALIF. L. REY. 424, 428 (1860).
Practices of foreign countries and international organizations are dis.
cursed in Nurrick, Choice-of-Low Clovsoa and Internotzonal Conlmcts, AM.
Soc'r INT'LL. 1960 PROCEEOITDB
58.
l " " S i o w l ~and apainst much resistance, court8 and writers are beginning to
recognize and to admit that the law of contracts has eessed t o be B unitary set
of rule3 relating t o a "bargrin" and a "meeting of the minds." It has begun
t o be recognized that a separate and independent law of contracts is concerned
*GO
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definition which the offshore contract in some respects certainly
fits. Yet, inclusion of a choice-of-law clause in pertinent regulations as an optional clause to be placed in the contract schedule
only where desirabk and possible, w,ith instructions to specifically
draw the contractor's attention to the clause and require him to
place his initials after its recitation may be sufficient measures
to indicate to a court that, indeed, I t was through the free will of
the parties that the stipulation of governing law was placed in
the contr.wt.:ea

B. CO.1'FLICTS OF L.4W I S ABSE.VCE OF
CHOICE OF L d W
As observed previously, present offshore contracts seldom contain a choice-of-law clause. In European countries, if the diapute
i s litigated in a European court, there is little conflict-the
law
of the country where the contract is performed is applied. Hawever, when the dispute, as w e hope it v i 1 1 be, i s litigated under
the contractually Stipulated "Disputes" procedure or in United
States courts, a different conclusion results.
1. Rules Regarding Pioeadiwal Matters.
United States courts are uniform in their decision that on
matters of nrocedure. the law of the forum will ~ D D I S even thauEh

1956) (Frank, d., dirsentmE) .Also see Friike r Irbrandtsen C a . 151 F
Supp 465 ( B D.K Y 195;)
Thia pracnce r a , J d appear t o irtisfy the airta c a n t z ' n t o in the ease '0
Frlcke
Isbrandtreq C a , 151 F Supp. 465 rS D S Y 195.). dmelssed 1P

,.
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on certain substantive matters, foreign law will be used in deciding a dispute under a contract with a foreign supplier performed
in a foreign country.'n' Procedural ruies to be determined by the
forum include the remedies which are avaiiabie,1e8 admissibility
of evidence,"8 statutes of limitations on bringing suit,lDOand the
necessity and manner of pleading and proving foreign law.2o'
2 . Rules Regarding Substantiae Matters.
In early appeals before the Armed Services Board of Contract
Appeals (ASBCA), the Board was confronted with the problem
of what law should be applied in determining the rights and
liabilities of the parties under offshore contracts where there was
no specific contract provision dispositive of the issue involved in
the dispute.202 The first appeal presenting this issue was that of
Vonh's Handelmaatscheppij X.V.?03 This case concerned an assessment for excess costs of repurchase by the United States after
the appellant's default. The Board observed that the contract
with a Dutch firm was to be performed in Germany and contained
no stipulation as to the governing law. After reviewing the
United States federal court cases regarding conflict of laws
principles applied in similar nongovernment contracts, the Board
determined there was no apparent reason why the same rules
should not apply to the performance of government contracts
outside the United States. Hence the Board adopted the rule that
the obligation of a party to mitigate his 1088 in the recoupment

\..

See Priehard V. Norton, 106 U.S. 124 (1882) : Seudder
The Union
National Bank of Chicago, 91 0 , s . 406 (1875).
"Rank of United States V. Donnaily, 33 0,s. ( 8 P e t 1 361 (1831).
'* Pritchard V. Norton. 106 T2.S 124 (13821, Scvdder 9 The V'nian Xational Bank of Chicago, 9 1 US. 406 (18751.
mGrombaeh V. Oerhkan Tool B Arms Carp., 276 F.Zd 155, 164 (4th Cir.
18601 Here the contract had been executed in Switzerland and was to be
periormed m New Yark The a u t for breach of contract was instituted 3"
the United State$ District Court f o r the Western Dirtrlet a i North Carolma.
Under the l e x i o n rule the statute of limitatiana far contract actions brovght
I" the state a i S o r t h Carolma was apphed by the court.
Thia rule has,
however, been subject to c r i t i c m as unfair and unjustified. See EHRIXZWEIG,
op. L 1. a p ' a note 195. SI. 161-63.
".Panama Electric Ry. Ca. Y Poyers, 247 Fed. 19 (5th Cir. 1918).
n 31 COMP.GEF 485 (1968). the Comptroller General made i t dear t h a t
eaneerning aff9hore contracts. fareign law and cusrorn may not fake preeedence n i e r the b ~ e c i f i c terms af the contract or over specific statutory prohibitiona
ASBCA h-o. 621. 24 Aug. 1950.
~
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of excess costs from a defaulting contractor should he governed
by the Law of the place of the contract's performance. The Board
then, through its ow'" research, found that a particular provision
of the German Civil Code appeared applicable to the dispute but
held t h a t it made little difference hecauae both the German rule
and the American one placed substantially the came obligations
on the parties.
The next appeal, that of the P i i t l 8 p p n e Saicinill Co ; concerned liability for certain government property lost a t the contractor's working site in the Philippine Islands. The Board
observed t h a t :
The contract I S silent 8s to what !a* rhall govern the n g h t s a i the
p a r t m A i the tune of entry into the baa^ contract the P h h p p m
1s:andi were a p o ~ r e s ~ i oa:r the CT1:ed States Sbhrtly thereafter, on 4
dvly 1546, , the lslandb became an Independent repubhe and thus no
luirer under the mereipr.t) of the U n l t a d States T h r change o f
sovereignty 05er the place of performance p ~ e w n t sP O particular difficulty
8 1 the Federal Courts af t h e Unlted SWPP hold that the law of the p!ace
mer.! e m t r a c t . There IP 10 apparent reason wby the same rule should
r a t apply t o the peiforrnance of Gorernrrent eontracti ournde the L-niied
States
, The m r t a n t C O ~ L ~ ~uC. 8
C~
entered mto and w r & t o be performed sntlrely within the area a i the P h h p p m e Irlandr. Ihereiore. the
1su.s of t h a t f o r m e r posssernan a i the CnlteO Sta!es, B J corfinued vndei
the P h i l i P p m Republic are for appllcatmn.'

.

The Board then went an to decide the dispute upon the basis of
Phjlippinr law
In a third decision of the ASBCA, A V D o f~ F v i i J l o f o r s
Corp.;'" The Board held that Japanese law should appl?. In
interpreting specific provisions of the contract, such as the one
which invoked the cost principles of ASPR. the Board stated that
even Japanese business customs. usages and accounting standards
should be folloiwd where they did not r i d a t e any l a w or public
policy of the United States. However, the Board found there was
no Japanese law which provided cost principles or guides applicable to the issues of the dispute. Thus the Board applied
United States law in the farm of procurement directives disseminated by United States Army procurement agencies located
in Japan in rendering it3 decision.
' A B B C A Xo. 6 6 5 . 15 April ID51
='Ib d
- A S B C A \'a 211:. 12 Jure 1958, 58-1 B.C..4, para 181: (15581
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The most recent decision of the ASBCA, regarding an appeal
arising out of an offshore contract dispute in which the application of foreign law was discussed, occurred in 1965.*0‘ This
appeal arose out of a dispute regarding a contract for supplying
c o d to United States forces in Germany. The Board quoting from
its earlier decisions again stated that the law of the place of
performance governs. However, the Board then proeeeded to
decide the appeal i n favor of the supplier on the basis of United
States law, stating that in view af the conflicting interpretations
advanced by the attorney representing the United States, i t was
reluctant to accept appellants’ affidavit as conclusive evidence
regarding interpretation under German law of the various documents and testimony before the Board.
In summary, the analysis of the few decisions of the Anned
Services Board of Contract Appeals appears to indicate that in
L‘nited States courts and in the Armed Services Board of Contract
Appeals the proven law of the place of performance will be used
in resolving substantive matters where there does not exist a
contractual clause dispositive of the issue involved.
C. PROOF OF FOREIGN LAW
As it has been established that foreign law is applicable to
offshore contracts under certain circumstances, i t is considered
important to have some knowledge regarding the rules aurrounding the pleading and proof of such law before B United States
court or the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals. I t is
not the purpose of this section to outline in great detail the appropriate rules but rather to instill an awareness of the problems
to be
Contrary to same European
in the United States
.“-See Shiffahrt-und-Kohlenagentur (Shipping and Coail, ASECA No.
10210. 13 Aug. 1965. 6s-2 B.C A,. para. 5038 ( 1 8 6 5 ) .

’ “ A detailed general guide for the attorney invalved in a lawsuit requiring
the npg!icstm of foreign law is SOMMERICH
& Buscfl, FOREION
LAW,A G u m
TO P L E “ D I * G A N D PROOF
. “ S e e Nuaabaum, Tho
(18113. The Evrapean
of f r o w n I r e d rysterns

118S8).

Prohlrn 01 P ~ o v z n gFarezgn Law,50 YALEL.J. 1018
legal philosopher Savigny urged that the recognition
i s B corollary ta that equality between nationals and
forewnerr u h x h is demanded by the law of nations. Under the maxim that
the L U V F T k n o w the law-Jum navit a n n - k n o w l e d g e of the foreign law is
imposed ar B duty upon the court, regardless of what was pleaded or what
w a proved
~
by the parties.
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foreign law i s a fact which must be pleaded and proved. The
courts of the United States will not generally take judicial notice
of the laws of foreign countries,"O although a t times it appears
that an administrative board or court has performed its own
research of what in fact is the applicable foreign law.211 In the
Vonk case the ASBCA recognized that in the absence of proof of
the applicable foreign law, it could not presume the foreign law to
be the same as the law of the United States. This proposition
was held to be especially true where that foreign law had its
origin in the civil law while United States law had i*i growth
from the common law. However, the Board then researched the
appropriate German law from the German Civil Code and concluded that, as it appeared to be very similar to the American
rule, it would decide the dispute on the basis of American law.
Although such exceptions as this decision do exist, it should be
recognized that in general, foreign law must be proved. The
courts cannot be expected to be learned in all law-foreign as
well as American.
Even in those jurisdictions permitting judicial notice of foreign
law the party relying upon such l a x is not relieved from the
requirement of pleading the foreign l a w upon which he intends
to rely.z1z If a party fails to plead and prove the foreign I a n upon
which his claim may be compensable, the court or board may
dismiss the suit on the basis that the party relying on foreign law
has not introduced an? proof of the law and thus has failed to
make out his case.zL3If the nature of the proof is not sufficiently

INTERNATIONAL LAW ASPECTS
convincing when disputed by the contesting party, a court may
do as the Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals did in the
Appeal of Schiffahrt und kohl en agent^?^' by merely retreating
to a position of applying the more familiar law of the forum.

However, many American courts have refused to even apply
principles of United States law where the law of a country
embracing the civil code as contrasted with the Anglo-American
concept of common law is obviously appli~able.~"
The foregoing illustrates two important principles: first, the
danger inherent in not pleading and proving foreign law where
one's rights are based thereon; second, where foreign Inw is aP.
plicable for resolution of the dispute, the possibility of asserting
in defense to the claim, the fact that the burden of proof of such
iaw, as in the case of any fact, is upon the proponent: if he fails
in this burden, recovery should be denied. This course of action
is considered f a r more preferable to the blind assenting to the
court's action in applying the law of the forum as they see it to
determine disposition of the diapute.
How then should foreign law be pleaded and proved? Since
fareign law is a fact, the general proposition for which i t stands
must be stated in the pleading. I t is not necessary to plead the
evidence of the fact, whether such evidence be embodied in the
statutes of the foreign state or in the decisions of its courts. But
the fact that B riven Drooasition
is the law must be stated. if aueh
. .
fact is essential to a
I

unwarranted inlustice. See E H R E W ~ W E I G ,op. ett eupra note 195, 85 121, 129.
Thus, some eovrtr I" recent years have chosen to apply the law of the forum
~n the absence of adeqvate proof of foreign law rather than dismissing the
Kalier, 302 F.2d 638 (10th Cir. 1952) which
imt. See Tidewater O i l Co.
apphrd "fvndamenfai principle%"of Oklahoma state law in the absence a i
proof of Turkish law, and Louknitsky V. Louknitsky, 123 Cal. App. Id 406,266
P.2d 810 (1954), which applied California atate community Property law in
the abxnce of proof of Chmese law Far a recent general diaeumon of both
trends in t r e a t i w this troublesame issue ~ e Segvros
e
Tepeyae, S A . Campania
Mexicans V. Boatrom, 347 F.2d 168, 174-15 (5th Cir. 1965).
" ~ A S B C A?io.
10219, 13 A ~ 1865,
~ .65-2 B.c.A.. pxra. baa8 (1966).
" S e e Lvtwak V. Cnited States, 344 C.S. 604 (1953). Here the Court atated
\I.

"'Rothaehild
A 0 0 11888

Y.

Rio Grande >-entern Ry Ca., 59 Hun 454, 455 (N.Y,
IS9l).
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Foreign law itself, depending upon its source, may be proved
in a variety of ways. If the law is evidenced by statutes, codes,
acts of state or judicial records, which are not officially published,
i t could be proved by an exemplified copy under the seal of the
body whose record i t purposed to be. This would be accompanied
by the Certification of the official in charge of keeping the records
that i t was a true and correct copy stating the name of the
principal officer of the body or tribunal which made or issued the
original record, and be a certification from such principal officer
of the identity of the official custodian who made the first certification."' The documents to be offered could also be proved to be
a true copy of the original by a witness who testifies that he had
examined and compared the copy with the original. The correctness of the copy could be proved by a certificate of an officer
properly authorized by law to give a copy, which certificate is
duly authenticated.n1s
If the foreign law is contained in B statute book officially published by the government which made the law, it may be proved
by the statute itself.218 If the statute book is proved to be published by the authority of the foreign state or country, i t is
admissible without further authentication.220
I n many if not most disputes, interpretation or explanation of
the law is necessary. Where foreign law is involved this may be
accomplished by use of testimony of an expert witness versed
in the applicable foreign law as well 8s through evidence of
statutes and judicial decision.?" This so-called expert m a s be a
layman or a jurist of the other country upon a showing of
familiarity with those laws. In fact the United States Court of
Claims has held that study alone may qualify the witness to testify
upon the law with which he has familiarized himself."'
Obviously, documents in a language foreign to that used in the
- - € o r a general d i s c u m o n of proof of fore1R.n l a p m e S ~ U M E - ~ 6
C BUSCH
H
FonElox LAW..4 Gulac TO P L E A D I NAID
G PROOF,
chi 11, VI11 IlB5D)
"'For a discussion of the use of such eertificatea m e ST0"EI. C O \ l L I C T 0 7
f 641 f3d ed. 1876).
""Ennis Y . Smith. 65 U.S (14 How.) 308 11852).
'' Heel8 Poader Co. Y . Sigua Iron Co., 157 X Y 437 118901
In
rr Electric WYeldmp Co. Y . Prince, 200 !vIlasr. 386. 86 Y.E. 947 I1909
si see Domke. Erperf Terfimnny in Pi.aoi o f F a 2 e i n n L n x j n A m
9 D ~4 ; 13: N. Y L J . , 13 March 18
%, 137 F Y L J , 12 M n x h 1
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Dauphm v United States, 6 C t CI. 221 (18701.
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court or board of the forum should be translated and the sworn
translation offered in evidence together with the original foreign
document from which it was taken. If it is considered likely that
a dispute will exist concerning the accuracy of any portion of the
translation, it is advisable to have available at the trial or board
hearing the translator or some other person versed In the foreign
language to serve as a witness in support of the translation
offered in evidence.
On a few occasions discovery procedures have been used to
obtain admissions on questions of foreign law and to avoid travel
expenses of foreign experts resident abroad by seeking ta obtain
depositions. The technique of securing the testimony of a qualified
expert resident abroad by a deposition has been specifically suggested by an American court.?" The court in passing upon the
sufficiency of the complaint held that the law of the foreign country must be pleaded and proved as a fact and suggested that one
of three courses be followed: ( a ) stipulation; (b) experts called
to testify: or ( c ) "deposit/ons of persons qualified to testify a8
to the foreign law may be taken as provided by the Federal Rules
of C i v i l Procedure."??' A similar procedure a s that contained in
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure is found in the rules f o r
processing appeals before the Armed Services Board of Contract
Appeals.29e
Although attorneys concerned with offshore contracts are
principally interested in those rules applicable to proving the
foreign law of the place of performance in a United States court
or administrative board, the situation may arise where it is
necessary to assert and prove United States law regarding a contractual dispute lodged in a foreign tribunal. I t is not within the
scope of this study to analyze in a detailed fashion the rules of
the various foreign countries in which offshore contracts are
awarded and performed regarding the proper method of pleading
and proving foreign law. But the reader is advised to read the
" ' H a r r i s V. American Int'l Fuel & Petroleum Co.. 124 F Supp. 878 ( W . D .
Pa 1966).
*-*Id et ei9.
'ASPR a m A 10, Rule 14 (Rev. 3, 15 Nav. 1963). A like provirion is
contained in the ~ Y ~ Cf oI r the CSAREUR Board of Cantiact Appeals which
sits in Heidelbcra, Germany. See Headquarters, United Staten Army, Europe,
Regviation 210. 715-100, Annex B (28 Aug. lSS5).
*GO
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many excellent English language summaries of such rules contained in the many comparative l a w digests and texts availab1e.~-

v. c o s c L U s I o s
This study has been primarily concerned with milltar? Procurement outside the United States in its simplest farm. Although
procurement of supplies and services for United States forces
stationed in foreign countries wl1 undoubtedly continue as long
as these forces stay abroad, other new and challenging develop
ments have grown from it. For example, it i8 not uncommon
to find United States procurement personnel requested to assist
in the development of procurement policies and procedures for
international entities such as the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. As those military permnnel are the clients of the government attorney rendering advice on matters concerning government
contracts. he cannot be content with a knowledge of only the
American system or philosophy of law. When the client m w e s
into areas requiring the application of foreign laws, so must the
attorney be ready to meet this challenge and be able to advise
him correctly.
The examination made of the sources creating the rules governing military procurement outside the United States indicates the
complexity of the problems \rhich must be expected when dealing
with this subject. The existence of the many international agreements between the United States and a foreign sovereign regarding offshore procurement requires that one who must use these
tools to dispose of practical problems inherent in procurement
law practice overseas, know the principles of public international
law concerning the interpretation and application of treaties and
other international agreements. In future situations it is hoped
that the attorney involved in this practice can assist in lessening
the confusion caused by having too many different agreements
* = A w m m a r y of some of the m i e l of Eurapea?. countries 8s contained in
SOWIERICH
g. BI'SCH. F O R E ~ GLAW,
V A G u m TO P L E ~ D I AID
I G PROOFch.
XI11 (1959). A n excellent ~ e n e sof bilateral studies in o n r a t e international
law covering the requirements of pleadins and proof of forelen law before
courts in other e o u n t r i e i i s published b? Oceana Publications under the
aponaarrhip af the Parker School of Foreign and Camparatire Law, Caiumbis
Cniueraity, Yew Yark. .4s of this w n t i n s such studies arc arsiiable regardmg the law of Switzerland, France. Setherlands. Germany, Calambia, Greece,
Denmark, Australia, Brazil, Chile. Austria, Japan, and Italy.
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in one particular country. The lack of coordination which was
so evident a factor in the development of procurement practices
in France can only be prevented if matters regarding the procurement procedures t o be applied a r e confined to one negotiating
agency, This agency can coordinate the needs ana desires of all
other elements of the government to insure t h a t one consistent
procedure is established for use in t h a t foreign country. Then i t
may be possible to prevent many of the conflicts and inconsiatencies presently found when examining the various international agreements now applicable for use in a particular foreign
state.
It has also been amply demonstrated that, as many of the
principles of private international law are applied by courts and
administrative tribunals in determining the respective rights of
the parties to an offshore contract, the attorney must have a t least
sufficient knowledge to recognize an issue requiring the application
of such principles and to know where they may be found.
The entire legal profemion must recognize that from B broad
viewpoint the arrangements made. the contracts entered into, and
the experience p i n e d have made a real contribution to the development of public and private international law in its practical everyday application. As was once said in the context of a similar
subject and applicable in regard to the law surrounding government contracts outside the United States:
l e shall a180 have to iook a t the large number of bilateral emeession
agreements between B smereign government and a foreign invertor for
the daw and haiting development of international legal prineiplea goyerning international investment. The firrt--and cardinal-principleset f a r from establirhed--lr that agreements between B g o r e r n m e n h r
B government-enntraiied eorporation-and
a fareign private investor
bhovld come to be eontroleid bs firm l c g d principles, modeled on the gem.
era1 principles of law-and, i n particular, of eontraeL-as recognized by
civilized nations. This would be part of the ineieas>ngblinding between
public law and private law in t h e field of international eemomie transactlo"..?

Indeed, this is a challenging field of the law and one most de.
manding of the talents and knowledge of those invalved in it,
Thus, it is of utmost importance for the legal profession to be
Friedman, Changing Sooial Arrangements in State-Tmding Stoles and
T h e h EBeot on Inte7notzond Low, 2 4 LAW& CONTEMP. PRO*.960. 965
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aware of this field of the law in order that it may assist in seeing
that it develops in a wise and just manner.
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PROPRIETARY DATA A N D TRADE SECRETS UNDER
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE CONTRACTS *

By Major Robert M. Hinrichs"
This article is a study of the protection available to
government eontmctors and mbcontractors for their
trade secrets and proprietary data. The author examines
the common law, StatutoTg, and administrative Temedies,
with particular emphasis on the provisions of the Armed
Services Procurement Regulations concerning n'ghts in
technical data,
I. INTRODUCTION
During the process of researching, developing, and manufacturing its products, m y company will generate large amounts of technical data. As the term "technical data" is applied to military
procurement, it generally encompasses all types of specifications,
standards, engineering drawings, instructions, manuals, tabular
data, and test results used in the development, production, testing, use, maintenance, and disposal of military items, equipment,
and systems.' Many forms of technical data are provided to
customers as a matter of course, for example: data proclaiming
the operating characteristics of new products, and data needed
for the operation and maintenance of the product. I n fact, most
manufacturers want this sort of data to be disseminated, for its
' T h i s article was adapted from a thesis pxsented b The Judge Advocate
General's Sehaai, U.S.Army, Chsrlottesvilie, Virginia, while the author we. a
member a i the Fourteenth Career Couree. The opinions and conelusiona
presented are those of the author and do not necessarily represent the view8
of The Judge Advocate General's Sehoai or any other governmental agency.
'* JAGC, U.S.Army; Dspnty Staff Judge Advocate, Headquartera, U.S.
Army, Japan: B.S., 1965, United States Military Academy; LL.B., 1965,
Stanford Law School, admitted b p m e t m before the bsra of the State of
Caiiiornia, the Federai District Court for the Northern District of Cshfornia,
the Ninth Circuit Court a t Appeala, and the United States Court of Military
Appeala.
'Dep't of Defense Instruction No. 5010.18, para. 111 A (28 Dee. 1 9 6 4 ) .
AGO 1PmB
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advertising value and far increased customer satisfaction resulting from proper use and maintenance.
However, some of the data generated will fall into the class
known as trade secrets and proprietary data. These were formerly
defined in the Armed Services Procurement Regulations (ASPR)
as
data providing information eoneeining the details (If a eontrBctO?'s eerets of msnuiaeture, such a~ may be contained in but not limited to its
manufacturing methods or processes, treatment and chemical composition
of materials, plant layout and tooling, to the extent t h a t such information
is not diaeioaed by inspection OT a n a l y d i of the product itself and to the
extent t h a t the contractor hsii protected aveh information from m r e strieted use by othera.'

A manufacturing company's know-how, trade secrets, processes,
and drawings are among its most valuable assets. The loss of
these assets, by disclosure to competitors, can destroy a company's
competitive position and may even lead ta failure of the business.
The fact that other manufacturers are eager to see the technical
data of their competitors shows that the data involve competitive
advantages. The fact that other manufacturers are willing to
pay royalties for access to and use of technical data shows that
the ownership af such data is a valuable property righLa Additional evidence of the value of proprietary data and trade secrets
is the fact that there has been a lonp-8tanding feud between
government and industry an the protection to be afforded such
data. I t has long been the practice of the government, as a part
of government contracts, to require delivery a i technical data on
the products being purchased. This practice has caused friction
between government and industry, since industrial companies do
not relish the thought of losing their trade secrets. The main
controversy involves the government's use of engineering drawings and other manufacturing data to procure the design manufacturer's products an the open market, thereby releasing the
designer's trade secrets for use in competition against him

-

s Arme,i Services Procurement Reg. 6 9 201ib) i l July 1960) [hereafter
cited a%ASPR].
' A New York court x c e n t i y awarded $ 5 , O O O , W O ta the American Cyanamid
Company for damages resulting from the theft and t.anrmittai to 8" Italian
d r u e manufacturer of technical data trade ieerets. and cultures neeeasary t o
produce tetra-cyeline sntibmtita. Wail Stree t Journal 18 Jan 1966. p 14, eo1

TRADE SECRETS
To protect his trade secrets, a government contractor must
exercise care in deciding what data he will deliver, and he must
insist on contract restrictions on the use of delivered data. If these
measures fail, he muat be prepared to use contract, tart, and other
remedies to enforce his rights in the data. I t is the purpose of
this article to discuss the means of protection available to the
government contractor for preservation of his proprietary interests.

FOR TRADE SECRETS
UNDER TORT THEORIES

11. PROTECTION

A. BACKGROUND
Our system of law protects the results of creative ability on the
theory that this protection will stimulate creative work to the
benefit of the whole nation. The patent system provides a reward
only for full disclosure of inventions. If the inventor files a description of his invention in such full. clear, concise, and exact
terms as to enable any person skilled in the a r t to construct, compound, make, and use the invention, then the inventor may secure
the right to exclude others from making, using, or selling the
invention for an unrenewable term of 11 years: If, however. the
inventor does not desire to limit himself to 17 years of exclusive
rights, he may prefer to keep his discovery secret, in which case
he will be free from competition for an indefinite period, a s long
as he maintains 8ecrecy. The possibility of such long lasting pro.
tection for trade secrets, together with the continuing predilection
of the United States Supreme Court towards finding patent
invalid,' gives industry good reason to look more to the trade
secret route for protection of their developments and inventions.8
The cases are in confiiet on defining the requirements for trade
secrets. The Restatement of Torts defines a trade secret as
any formula, pattern, device or compilation of information which is used
in one'a busineaa, and which gives him an opportunity to obtain an advantage over competitors who do not know or use it. I t may be 8 formula

'35 U.S.C. I 1 5 4 ( 1 9 6 4 ) .
' Mr. Justice Jackson. in his dirrent in Jungerson V. Ostby. 336 U.S. 560, 512
11948). atated that "the m l y patent that i s valid i s one which this C o u r t has
not been able to get its hands on."
' S e e Whale, Gorernmenl R i g h t s to Technical I d o n n a t i o n Received Under
Contract, 15 0x0. W A S H . L. REV. 289 ( 1 9 5 1 ) .
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for a ehemieal compound, B process of manufacturing, treating or PRserving rnatenals, a pattern for B machine or other device. or a list a i
eY.tomers:

While it is clear that trade secrets need not be inventive or novel
in the patent sense, some courts require that they a t least be a
discovery, not generally known in the trade or readily discernible
by persons in the trade.e However, some courts require only that
the information or knowledge represent in Some considerable
degree the independent efforts of the claimant.9 The party claiming proprietary rights must actively take efforts to restrict access
to the data. If freely transmitted without condition or restriction,
the data enter the public domain and are no longer protectable.l0
If exposure of a device to the public makes its construction obvious, so that another can copy it without much expense in
engineering, then there is no longer a trade secret after the first
sale." Thus, if a product available to the public could be copied
very easiiy and without much expense, there ia probably no trade
secret a t all, or, at best, the trade secret is lost on the first public
sale. On the other hand, even if copying is difficult and costly,
thus evidencing the existence of a trade secret, if anyone goes to
the expense and effort of a c t m l l i , copying the product, using a
publicly available sample as a model, then he has broken the trade
secret legitimately.
The Restatement lists several factors for consideration in determining whether a person can rightly claim that a trade secret
exists.
(11 the extent to which the information is k n o w outside of his bus,.
ness;

( 2 1 the extent to which it IS known by employees and others involved
in his business:
( 3 ) the extent of m e a ~ u i ataken
~
by him to guard the secrecy of the
information:

. R c s r ~ r ~ a ~TORTS
~ - r ,5 757, comment b 11039).
' S s r k e ~Tarman, Ine. Y. Audio Devices. Inc.. 16G F Supp. 280. 2 6 5 1S.D
Cal 1988), af'd, 283 F.2d 695 19th Cir. 1960). e m f . denied. 3 6 5 US. 8G8
(18611 accord A . 0 Smith Corp. Y Petroleum Iran V o r k s Co.. 73 F.2d 631
16th Cir 1831).
s Smith v D r a w C a r p , 203 F.2d 369 373 17th Cir 1563).
"PAUL.USITEO STATES G O V E R V I E X T COVTRACTS i x D SUBCOhTRICTS 214
11564).

"Wirrmsn
ETATEIIEXT,
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Boueher, 150 Tex 326, 240 S.W.2d 278 (19511, ooenrd, RL-

TORTS8 7 5 7 , comment b (19391.
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(4) the v a i w of the information to him and to his EOmpetitoi$;
(1) the amount of eRoit or money expended by him in developing the
information;
(6) the eaie or difficulty with which the information could be properly
acquired 01 dvpheated by others.>*

Trade secrets have long been protected at common law,'a but
the theoretical basis for relief varies from case to case, The
subject is treated in the Restatement of Torts under the general
heading of interferences with business relations. The decisions
speak sometimes in terms of property rights and torts,>' and
sometimes in terms of breach of contract or breach of confidence.15

E. R E S T A T E M E N T A N D C A S E L A W FOLLOWING
TORT T H E O R I E S
One who discloses or uses another's trade w r e t , vithout a privilege
to do QO, is llahie to the athei if
(a) he dmeovered the secret by improper means, or
( b ) his disclosure 01.use cmstitutei B breach of eonfldenee reposed in
him by the other in disclosing the SeeIet to him, or
( e ) he learned the derret from B third person with notice of the facts
t h a t i t was a aeeret and t h a t the third person diecovetad i t by improper means or t h a t the third person's discioaure of i t was otherwise .s breach of his duty to the other, or
Id) he learned the secret with notice of the facts t h a t i t WBB B secret and
that it3 d m l o w m was made to h m by mistake.L'

These are general principles of the common law, declaring that
the owner of an unpatented secret process has the right not to
have his secret made public by theft, bribery, rtealth, or by
breach of a confidential relation, and that a person who obtains
and discloses or uses a secret in such illegal manner commits a.
tort." I t is the employment of improper means to procure the
trade secret, rather than the mere copying or use, which is the
basis of the tort liability.1B This marks one of the chief differences
from the law of patents and copyrights, where the use and copy"REITATEMEYT,TORTS§ 157, comment b (1030).
see id., comment C.
v. Herold China & Pottery C a . , 217 Fed. 811 (6th Cir. 1018).
"Aktiebaiaget Bofors V. Cnited States, 138 Ct. CI. 642, 153 F. Supp. 397

'3

"Herold

IlnEm/

IDSO), afd. 184 F.2d 145 ( D C Cir. 1951). and eases cited therein.
"RESTATEMEWT, Toms 5 757. comment Y 11938).
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ing themselves a r e prohibited, even if otherwise innocent. The
owner of a valid patent has the right to exclude everyone else
from making, using, or selling the derice covered by his patent,
even if another person independently discovers the same device.
However, the owner of a secret process has no right, except
against those who have obtained the secret from him by unfair
means.1g The protection of trade secrets is greater than of patents,
as f a r as time (no limit) and novelty or inventiveness a r e concerned, But, the trade secret owner must bear the additional
burdens of keeping the secret secure and of proving that the other
got the secret by improper means. Of course, an inventor may
maintain his invention as P trade secret pending the issuance
of a patent.zO His patent application is handled in confidence by
the Patent Ofice, $0 there is no disclosure of the invention until
the patent is actually issued.?' Because of this secrecy, there can
be no suit for infringement of a patent where the making, using,
or selling was before the issuance of the patent.?l Until the patent
is issued, the inventor must rely upon his trade secret remedies.
Inspection and analysis of the product, independent invention
of the same thing, and gift or purchase of the secret from the
owner are proper means of acquisition.23 Inspection and analysis
of the product is often called reverse engineering, and anyone is
free to copy a product using this method. But. the copier is not
entitled to appropriate the originator's drawings for this purpose.
He must actually undertake the labor and expense of reverse
engineering.2' The protection granted by the law of trade secrets
is from one who pirates the deTeloper's preparatory work, rather
than from one who merely copies a finished product after doing
his own preliminary nark, such aa preparing his own drawings or
his own list of suppliers or customers. I t is apparent that almost
Bma!ey Y . he*,Jersey Zinc C a , 24 € Supp 2 9 4 a t 299 1D S J 19361
Dolar Carp 1 Mrrgan C o r p , 164 F Svpp 41, 56-60 (DC. B.J. 1 9 5 8 )
also ELLIS TRADESECPETF S 141 (1853).
37 C € R i 1.14 (19601 (Rules a i Practxe I" Patent Caaeil
V h i f e C B D Co.. 4 1 F SUpp 4 6 1 ID. Del.
Anchar Hockinn Glara Carp

'I

tee
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any product could be copied by reverse engineering if the copier
has the time, money, and engineering talent. As noted previously,
the ease with which a product could be legitimately copied is one
factor in determining whether a trade secret in fact exists. Since
the government has almost unlimited time, money, and engineers,
it has adopted a standard of what could "reasonably" or "readily"
be discovered by analysis in its negotiations establishing proprietary rights.*'
Physical force, larceny, trespass, fraudulent misrepresentations,
wire tapping, eavesdropping, and spying are examples of improper
means of acquiring a trade secret.zB Generally, any conduct which
is felt by the court to be below the standards of commercial
morality will lead to tort liability.
Although MI.Justice Holmes decried the use of the word
"property" in connection with trade secrets,2' i t seems that property rights are the basis for the tort theory of protection. Trade
secrets are more than mere ideas, since they have been reduced
to practice and are generally embodied in some tangible form such
as drawings or formulae. Since they are tangible and have value,
it is not stretching a point to say the law protects them 8 8 property
rights. Most courts recognize the inventor's rights a s property,
so long as he has protected his secret from release to the public.28
And, the Restatement would provide protection in certain circumstances, even after the veil of secrecy has been pierced.
One who learns another's trade secret from B third party without
notice t h a t It i s secret and t h a t the third party's disclosure i s B breach of
hi8 duty to the other, 01 who learns the secret throngh B mistake without
notice a i the secrecy and the mistake,
18) i s not liable to the other far a disclosure or use of the secmt prior t o
receipt of such notiee, and
( b ) is liable to the other f o r a disclasue or use of the secret a f t e r receipt
of such notice, uniess prior thereto he h a s in good faith paid value
f o r the secret 01 has so changed his podtian t h a t to subject him to
liability would be inequitable."
8upro note 24, a t 131.
REBTATEMEKT,
TORTSI 767, comment t (1939).
" E . I. DuPont de Nemours Powder Co. V. Masland, 244 U.S. 100, 102

'Penne,
(1917).

'Mgealex Carp. af America Y Pemea Carp., 159 F.2d 907 (4th Cir. 1 9 4 7 ) :
Herald V. Herald China and Pottery Co., 257 Fed. 911 (6th Car 1919): Aktiebalaget Bofors Y . United States, 93 F Svpp 131 ( D C. D C 1950), offd, 194
F.2d 146 (D.C.
Cir. 1961).
'RESTATEMEX?,TORTS5 758 ( 1 9 3 9 ) .
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This approach would seem to be based on a property right in
the subject matter, since the person being held liable has committed no wrongful act in gaining knowledge af the secret, and
he has entered into no contractual or confidential relationship with
the owner of the secret. In the only case found presenting these
facts, the Comptroller General failed to reach the issue of whether
he would protect a trade secret under the rule set forth
Thus, it is still an open question as f a r as the government is
concerned.
C. FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT
I t is provided in 28 U.S.C. $ 1346(b) (1964) that the federal
district courts shall have exclusive jurisdiction of civil actions on
claims against the United States for money damages f a r injury
or loss of property caused by the negligence or wrongful act or
omission of any employee of the government while acting within
the scope of his office or empioyment, under circumstances where
if a private person, would be liable to the claimant in
the U.S.,
accordance with the law of the place where the act or omission
occurred. It would seem that this ianguage is broad enough to
allow a suit against the government, under the ' ' 1 0 s ~ of property"
theory, for wrongful use or disclosure of a trade secret. However,
28 U.S.C. S 2680 (1964)contains 13 exceptions to the tort liability
of the United States. Among these are clauses ( a ) . acts or omissions done with due care in the execution of a statute or regulation,
or discretionary acts or omissions, and ( b ) , interferences with
contract rights.
It has been held that a claim far allegedly illegal use of B trade
secret does not sound in tort within the Federal Tart Claims Act
jurisdicti0n.l' In the Bofors case, the United States had B license
to use the trade secret, but used it beyond the scape of the license
and in competition with Bofors, the licensor. The holding of the
case rests on the fact that the government had gained possession
rightfully. Therefore, no tort was committed. The same result
could be reached under other facts by resorting to the strict eanstruetion usually given to waivers of ~ o v e r e i e nimmunity.8*
-MS.Comp. Gem.

B-156727, 7 O c t 1985
'Aktiebalaget Bofors j. United States, 93 F SUDD 131 iD.C.D.C. 19501,
F 2d 146 iD.C.Cir. 19511: see also Whale, 8 i t w o note 6. at 305.
'#Baker ). United Stater, 127 F. SUDD. 644 (D.C.D.C.1955).

o f f ' d , 194
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Since virtually ail violations of trade secret rights would he
perpetrated in a government procurement transaction, and since
all such transactions are performed under the provisions of
regulations such as the ASPR, it is probable such violations would
fall within the exception of clause (a) above, If the government
were not immune under the first part of that clause, it could
probably classify the decision to disclose the secret as a discretionary act, thus fitting it into the second part of clause (a). In
those cases where the basis of the claim is loss of value or damages
due to interference with the owner's licensing arrangements with
others, the exception contained in clause (h)31 would protect the
government from liability.
111. PROTECTION FOR TRADE SECRETS
AND PROPRIETARY DATA UNDER BREACH
OF CONTRACT AND BREACH
OF CONFIDENCE THEORIES
A. GENERAL PRINCIPLES
Rightful possession of B trade secret is not alone sufficient to
give unlimited rights to use or discioee it. If the possessor is on
notice of its proprietary nature, or he has acquired it under
restrictive conditions, then he has a duty not to disclose it, even
though his possession is rightful.8i Since an inventor must dis.
close his invention to associates and workmen in order to get
assistance in eonimercial exploitation of the new device, the law
protects this sort of confidential disclosure In order to promote
commercial use which may benefit the public. This protection is
really an application of the contract doctrine of specific perform.
ance. The employee or associate has made an express or implied
contract that he will maintain secrecy, and the Isw will enforce
the contract.8s Often the result is achieved without mentioning
" 2 3 U.S.C.S 2680(h) (19641,which exeiudes from the Federal Tort Claim6
Act " m y e l a m ~ ~ i s mOut
g of . , . interference with contract rights:'
"American Dingold Carp. V. Dirigald Metala Corp., 126 F.2d 446 16th Cir.
1942) : Aktiebolaget Bofora V. United States, 139 Ct. Ci. 642, 153 F. Supp. a97
(1967).
YAktiebolaget Bofors V. United States, w p u note 34: Ma. Comp. Gen. B167300, 19 Nav. 1966.
A00 WBSB
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"specific performance" but with reference to a general duty of
goad faith or confidence.ae
The owner of a trade secret cannot impose a confidence on
another without the other's consent." If he discloses the secret
to another despite the other's protest that it will not be held in
confidence, then no confidential relation arises, and probably the
secret is lost.8B The same result follows if the recipient has no
notice of the confidential nature of the disclosure."' However, no
particular form of notice is required. I t is sufficient if the recipient
knew or should have known of the confidentiality, or if he was
put on inquiry and reasonable inquiry would have reveaied the
facts of secrecy and c~nfidentiality.'~
A nondisclosure agreement may be implied in fact." However,
substantial evidence must be produced to establish such an implied
agreement by the g o ~ e r n m e n t . ' ~An agreement to protect might
be implied from the government acceptance of technical data with
restrictive markings or with a request that the data be returned
on completion of evaIuation.'s
A contract obligation to respect the owner's rights in B trade
secret terminates upon public disclosure of the secret by the
owner." Such a termination of the duty by disclosure usually
occurs wken the owner is issued a patent on his invention, for
then there is, by definition, no more "secret" to protect." The
only concern then would be infringement of the patent.
B . GOVERNMENT D A T A REQCIREMENTS
The requirements for delivery of technical data are set out in
contract delivery schedules, such 88 Department of Defense Form
1423, the "Contractor Data Requirements List." The purpose of
E, I. DvPant de Nemoum Powder Co. V. Masland, 244 U.S 100 ( 1 9 1 7 ) :
RESTATEMENT.
Tom8 6 757. comment c (19891.
"RE~TATEMENT,
TORTS5 757, comment j (1939).
Ylbid.
3l

,h.d

'"Id.,comment 1
*I Schreyer Y . Casea Products Corp., 97 F. Supp. 159. 167 (D Conn. 19511,
a r d tn pmt, r e d d tn p w t . 190 F.2d 921 12d Cir. 19511, c e l l . d m x d , 342 U.S.
918 ( 1 9 6 1 ) .

" M a Camp Gen. B-157800, 19 Nov. 1965
"Ibid.
I' [bid
"Skoag ,, MeCray Refneerator Co., 211 F.2d 254 (7th Cir. 19541, Canmai
Products Corp V. Universal Slide Fsstener C o , 172 F.2d 160 (2d Clr. 19491 :
Sandlin V. Johnson. 141 F.2d 660 (8th Cir. 1 9 4 4 ) .
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such listing is to make known the specific intended uses for the
data, the quantities required, and the precise identification of the
required data." Only when delivery is so scheduled do we get to
the problems of rights in data. The contract clauses describing
rights in data only define the rights in data which are elsewhere
required to be delivered, and they make no delivery requirements
of their own.
C. REGULATORY HISTORY OF RIGHTS IN D A T A
The original 1949 version of the ASPR covered government
aequiaition of rights in patents and copyrights, but did not mention rights in technical data o r trade secrets. In 1955, this area
was first recognized by the addition of a required clause in all
research and development (R&D) contracts." The clause gave
the United States complete rights to reproduce, use, and disclose,
for governmental purposes, all data delivered under the contract.
The Department of Defense (DOD) position was then, and p r o h
ably still is, that the government gets unlimited rights under the
common law in all data delivered. unless otherwise limited by
express provisions of the contract.'8 Under the 1956 clause, there
was no provision for protecting a contractor's proprietary information, and no consideration was given to whether the data
originated before contract award (background data) or after
award (foreground data). The grant to the government of rights
to use and disclose for governmental purposes clearly included
the right to uae such data for competitive p r a ~ u r e m e n t . Under
~~
such circumstances, if governmental purpose could be shown,
former proprietary data ceased to be proprietary a s f a r as government procurement was concerned.
Until 1957, it generally was not the government's practice to
obtain engineering drawings from a developer for the purpose of
competitive proeurement. But, when Part 2 of ASPR, Section IX,
was promulgated in the revision of 9 April 1957, i t set out the
new policy of procuring and using engineering drawings to allow
"Dep't of Defense Initruetion NO. 6010.11, para. V I B ( 3 ) (25 Feb. 1964).
'.ASPR $8.112 ( 4 Jan. 1955).
"Memorandum From the Aiiistsnt Secretary of Delenee (Supply and
LoEiatm) to the Asaistmt Secretary of the A m y (Logistics and Reaeareh
and Devsiogment), 13 Suiy 1855.
"MI. Comp. Den. B-152684. 5 Feb. 1865.
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greater procurement by formal advertisement. Industry had been
unhappy with the prior situation, but they became even more
upset a t the increased likelihood that their own design work,
including their trade secrets revealed therein, would be turned
against them in competition.50
There were m n e means of protection Built in, however. It was
specifically provided that proprietary data should not be requested
in advertised supply contracts for standard commercial items
(absolute protection), and that such data would be obtained in
negotiated supply contracts only when clear government need was
established and the proprietary data were specified in the contract
schedule after specific negotiation for such data 8 8 separate eontract items.i' But, even here, there was some danger. The military
specifications on the preparation of drawingss2 required them to
be so complete that they would necessarily reveal trade secrets
used in the manufacture of an item. Thus, if drawings were
required to be delivered. the contracting officer could require them
to be complete, as specified, even if that meant including proprietary data. The conflict was not resolved for some 18 months, during which time many secrets were na doubt last. However, a
failsafe clause was added in 1958, providing that, in any supply
contract not having as one of its principal purposes experimental
or research work, proprietary data need not be furnished unless
suitably identified in the delivery schedule of the contract "notwithstanding any Tables or Specifications included or incorporated
in the c o n t r a ~ t , ' 'This
~ ~ subclause did not automatically protect
the contractor, but it put him in position to protect himself by
allowing him to remove proprietary data from drawings, unles~
otherwise specifically required by delivery schedules. If the proprietary data were left on the drawing, the U.S.would have rights
in them just as in any other data delivered.
How much data could be removed from a drawing under the
guise of "proprietary rights'' has been the subject of constant
disagreement between the government end industry. Whether the
expurgated or "Swiss cheese" drawings provide sufficient infarn penne, SUP'Z
note 24. at 120.
" A S P R &9-202.1(b) ( 9 April 1057).
E B , Military Specification MIL-D-70827, "Drawmgr, Engineering and
Associated Lists'' (superseded by MILD-1000).
*ASPR $0-203.2(hI (15 Oct. 1068).
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mation for their intended use, be i t in-house or competitive reprocurement, depends on how much data has been removed and
how much industrial know-how the user has to All in the holes.
These prior provisions of ASPR, Section IX,theoretically gave
good protection to proprietary data in supply contracts. But, in
practice, the dividing line between supply and R&D contracts is
often fuzzy. Because of budgetary practices, i t is sometimes
necessary to uee R&D money for procurement of what are really
supply items. To improve appearances, these contracts have
included, a t least on paper, some research or development objectives. But this has allowed the government to evade the protsetive measures prescribed for supply contracts and to include the
unlimited-rights-in-data clause used in all R&D contracts. Under
the prior regulations, if the company wanted the contract, i t had
to accept the risk of losing its proprietary data." This use of
economic leverage also has caused friction between government
and industry.
While there was mme degree of protection afforded under BUPply contracts, R I D contracts, under the prior provisions of ASPR,
provided little or no protection for proprietary data. The contractor was required to furnish, for the price of the work, all data
resulting directly from performance of the contract, whether or
not they would ofherwise be proprietary. This included all data
necessary for reproduction and manufacture of the equipment or
performance of the process developed under the contract. The
Only exceptions were for standard commercial items and for
proprietary data relating to items developed a t private expense,
if they had been commrrcially sold or offered for sale prior to the
contract in question.os The requirement that the item must have
been not only developed a t private expense, but also previously
sold or offered for sale. was not a satisfactory limitation on the
otherwise sweeping appropriation of proprietary date.. The prior
sale requirement was intended as proof of development a t private
expense prior to the contract in question. But, it allowed for the
inclusion of proprietary data on all privately developed items of
a military nature which could not be sold to myone other than the
government. This confiscation of data could only serve to disMs. Camp. Gen. B-152684, 6 Feb. 1966
202.1(e) (15 Oet. 1958).

=ASPR 5 9
*on 7 P I m
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courage independent research and development by our defense
industries.
Although there was an optional c l a u e in the prior ASPR,
Section IX,allowing for limitation of the rights to be acquired in
proprietary data, this clause could not be used in R&D contraets.j6
Thus, ail proprietary data was acquired with unlimited rights to
use and disclose it,07In fact, one of the major points of discord
has been the difficulty industry has encountered in getting the
government to use the limited-riphts-in-data clause under any
circumstances.nB
Throughout these earlier versions of ASPR, Section IX, Part 2,
the Department af Defense used the trade secret concept as the
basis far "protecting" what it called "proprietary data." However,
DOD attempted to "clarify" the concept of trade secrets by narrowing the scope of coverage and protection. The definition of
proprietary data in prior ASPR 5 9-201(b)b0 did not ailow full
protection of trade secrets, since it excluded anything which could
be reverse engineered. With enough money, almost anything can
be reverse engineered, 80 the government was slways in a position
to deny the proprietary nature of data, and then, since the government would get the drawings, it could reproduce the item from
the drawings without the added expense of reverse engineering.
Industry has been highly criticai of this reverse engineering
limitation on the protection of its trade secrets.B0
D. C C R R E Y T REGKLATI0,VS O Y RIGHTS I S D A T A
Because of the widespread complaints from industry about the
confiscatory nature of the government's handling of proprietary
data,O1 the Department of Defense undertook a complete revision
of P a r t 2, Section IX, of the ASPR. The new data policy first
appeared in Defense Procurement Circular Number 6, dated 14
May 1964. This circular provided for optional uae of new rights
in data clauses to provide a field test of the new policies. Since
'ASPR 8 9 203.3 (15 Oet. 1958).
"ASPR I 9 - 2 0 2 . 2 I b ) ( 2 ) (15 Oct.
y Penme, BUpm note 24.
- S e e text Beeompisnying not€ 2,

1968).
B'P'O.

" H e a r i n p s on Proprzetary Righls and Dala B e i o r i Subeomm%ifrcSo I of
the Horae Select Committee o n Small Businrsl, 86th Cong, ?d Seas.. at 30, 34
52. 69. and 109 (1960).
'1 see. e . # , Penme, supra note 24, st 152.
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these new clauses have now been incorporated with only minor
modifications in the new P a r t 2 of ASPR under Revision 10,
dated 1 April 1965, it i s assumed that they passed the field test.
The new paragraph 9-202.1 of ASPR expressly recognizes that
commercial organizations have a valid economic interest in data
they have developed at their own expense for competitive purposes. and that public disclosure of such technical data can cause
serious economic hardship t o the originating company. While also
enumerating the interests of the government in acquiring technical
data, the same paragraph counsels that control is necessary to
insure government respect for its contractors’ economic interest
in technical data. In order to foster good relations and provide
an incentive for the private development of items of military usefulness, the new policy is to acquire only such data and rights a s
are essential to meet government needs. Unlimited rights are to
be demanded only in six circumstances: in all other circumstances,
data, if required, will be delivered with only limited rights. It is
hoped that, by this exercise of restraint and willingness to protect
a developer’s rights in data, the government will be able to
encourage developers to deliver “non-Swiss-cheese” drawings,
sufficiently complete to allow a t least for all the required in-house
uses, such a8 emergency repairs and overhaul.
In an effort to remove some of the confusion surrounding the
definition of “proprietary data,” the new P a r t 2 deletes that term
altogether and uses only the term “data.” which includes writings,
sound recordings, pictorial reproductions, drawings, or other
grauhic re~resentationsand works of a similar nature.‘2 The
term does not include financial reports, cost analyses, or other
administrative information.
The effect of the new rights-in-data regulations i s to acquire
some rights in all the data otherwise required to be delivered
under the contract schedule. But, a specific note is included in
ASPR B 9-202.2(c), emphasizing the fact that requirements for
deliow8 of data are to be dealt with separately in the contract
delivery schedules. The question whether the government should
take limited or unlimited rights in the data i s now settled by deter.
mining whether the data, or the items to which they pertsin, were
developed a t private expense or a t the expense of the government.
~~

“ASPR 5 9-201(s) (Rev. No. 10, 1 April 1866).
y

*w

penne, BuWa note 14.
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The basic assumption ia that the developer really has no standing
to limit the government's rights in data which were developed a t
governmental expense. Conversely, the government should respect
the contractor's interest in data developed a t private expense by
not demanding unlimited rights in such data.
The division into government-financed data and private-expense
data should be acceptable to ail, as long as it is possible to identify
the dividing line. There is no deflnition of this line in the new
P a r t 2 of ASPR, Section I X . However. under the 14 November
1960 redraft of ASPR g 9-201, "private expense" was taken to
mean anything not developed a t a government activity, nor under
a government contract or government grant calling for such
data." There is no longer m y requirement that items developed
a t private expense also meet the test of prior sale or offer for
sale. This goes a long way toward meeting the industry objections
to the former regulation.
A problem area under the present regulation may arise, however, in those instances where the data in question pertains to an
item partially developed at private expense but completed a t
government expense. The DOD position on this issue was given
by Mr. Graeme C. Bannerman, Assistant Secretary of the Navy
(Installations and Logistics) and formerly Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Procurement), in a DOD film explaining
the new data policy: Where there is a mix of private and government funds, the developed item cannot be said to have been
developed a t private expense. The rights will not be allocated on
an investment percentage basis. The government will get 100
per cent unlimited rights, except far individual components which
were developed completely at private expense. Thus, if a firm has
partially developed an item, it must decide whether it wants to
sell all the rights to the government in return far government
funds for completion, or whether it wants to complete the item
a t its own expense and protect its proprietary data. On the other
hand, If the government finances merely an improvement to a
privately developed item, the government would get unlimited
rights in the improvement or modification but only limited rights
in the basic item,
Under the new policy of ASPR 5 9-202.2, when technical data
are specified for delivery, they "shall be acquired with unlimited
rights" whenever they fit into one af the following categories:
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(1) teehnieai data resalting directly from performanee of exwolimm.
tai, devehpmental, or research work which wan specifled a8 an element of
performance in a Government contract or subconeset;
( 2 ) technical data necessary to enable others to manufPeture enditems, components and mcdifieatians, or to enable them to wriorm Proeernes, when tho end.itema, eomponenrr, modifications or pmeellsel h a w
been, or are being, developed under Government mntiacta or lubeontraets
in which experimental, developmental or research work wan apeeified a8
an element o i contract performance. except technical data pertaining to
items, componente or procesliei developed st private expense;
(3) technical data constituting correction. or changes b Gavernment
furnished data;
( 4 ) technical data pertaining to end-items, eomponenta 01 p m e l e e l
which was prepared for the purpme of identifying mureel, s h . eonRgurstion, mating and attachment eharaetariaties. fnnetional characteristics, and performanee requirement. ("form, flt and function" data, a.8..
apecifieatian control drawings. oataiog sheets. e n v e l o p dmwiingl, e k . ) i
( 5 ) mPIIUaI. or inatrvetianai materiais prep'red for Inatailation, operation, maintenance OF training purpmei; and
( 6 ) other technical data whieh has been, or ia normallg fvrniihed
without restriction by B contractor 01 subcmtrwtor."

Paragraph 9-201 defines unlimited rights &e "rights to use, d u p
licate, or disclose technical data in whole or i n part, in any manner
and for any purpose whatsoever, and to have or permit others to
do
This, of course, means that a competitor to whom the
data is disclosed by the government will not be limited in his use
of the data, so he may use i t commercially. Industry may regard
this as a carry-over of a preexisting evil, but i t is a necessary
result. If the government were to attempt to determine which of
its unlimited-rights data might cary a proprietary interest of the
developers, not only would it be an intolerable administrative load,
but also it would be a return to the old technical-legal battles of
defining what is proprietary or what is a trade secret. The private
expense-government expense dichotomy was devised to avoid such
controversies. In addition to the administrative burdens of attempting to limit disclosures to governmental use, there is now
a clearly expressed DOD policy that
when the Government pays for research and development work which
produces new knawiedge, products or proeesaea, i t ha8 an obligation to
faster technological progress t h r o w h wide dessemination of the new and
urefvi information derived irom auch work and where practicable to pro-

"ASPR
"ASPR
I M 71188
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(Rev. No. 10, 1 April 1085)
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opportunities for mpplying the new products snd u t h z "ide
m g the new proeessea."

As was mentioned eariier, industry used to complain bitterly of
the difficulty i t had getting the government8 to use a limited-righta
clause far the protection of data. These complaints were apparently heard, because the limited-rights clause is now an integral part
of the rights-in-data clause. And, the policy is now clear that,
except as provided in the six categories set out above, all "technical
data pertaining to items, components or processes developed a t
private expense will be acquired with limited rights if ordered.""
As noted in ASPR $ 9-202.2(c), data pertaining to items, components, or processes developed at private expense may be called
for, required, or otherwise furnished under categories ( l ) ,(31,
( 4 ) , (51, and (6) above, and, as such, would be acquired with
unlimited rights. However, it is probable that any such data in
categories (1) and (3) would be mixed-expense data, discussed
above; and any data in categories ( 4 ) , ( 5 ) , or (6), even if developed entirely at private expense, would not be of the sort
usually claimed as a trade secret, since it would not normally
convey any secrets of manufacture or other information offering
a competitive advantage.
ASPR 8 9-201 defines limited rights as fallows:
f b ) Limited R w h t i means rights t o m e , duplicate, or dlaelase technical
data ~n whole 01 in part by or f a r the Government, with the express
limitation t h a t such technical data may not be releaaed outside the
Government, or w e d , dupiieated, or dmiosed. in r h o l e or in p a r t , f o r
manufacture or pmeurement, except f o r
(i3 emergency repair or overhaul work by or for the Government
where the item 01 praeeas concerned is not othemme reasonably
available to enable timely perfarmanee of the work. and
f l i ) release to B foreign government, 8 6 the interests of the United
States may require:
pmmdad t h a t in mther case the releaw of such technical data shall be
made aubject t o the foregoing l m l t a t i o n i of this p a r a r r a p h ( b l ''

This appears to provide substantial protection for data developed
at private expense, whether or not they ape proprietary. Such
data should not end up i n the hands of a competitor, under either
of the exceptions, unless they are subject to limitation to use or
manufacture for the government. Since exception (i) would most
'ASPR S 9-202.1(cI ( R e v No. 10. 1 April 19551.
('ASPR 5 9-202.2(ei (Rev. No. 10, 1 April 1956)
'ASPR 8 B-ZOlfb) (Rev. bo. 10. 1 April 19563.
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likely arise only in overseas areas, and exception (ii) refers Only
to foreign governments, it is doubtful that the data would ever be
released to a domestic competitor of the developer. Moreover,
ASPR 8 9-202.3 (e) requires that when “the Government proposes
to make technical data subject to limited rights available for use
by a foreign government, it will, to the maximum extent practicable, give reasonable notice thereof to the contractor o r subcontractor who generated the technical data.” This prior notice
would allow the developer to take whatever steps he might think
necessary to insure that his interests will be protected.
To avoid disputes after execution of a contract, the new data
policy eatablishes a procedure for predetermination of rights by
agreement in advance on what data will fall intc the various categorime@Whenever there has been a predetermination of rights
in data in a contract in which experimentation, development, or
research work is specified as an element of performance, and the
contractor wishes to use any item, component, modification, o r
process, the data for which are not covered by the predetermined
listing but which would be furnished with only limited rights,
then the contractor must advise the contracting officer promptly.’0
This should avoid later disputes on the protection to be afforded
such data. I t is made quite clear by the ASPR that none of these
predetermination procedures are to be used by the contracting
officer to try to pressure the contractor into providing data with
unlimited rights, when they should be provided with limited rights
under the private expense policy guidelines.
A separate procedure is provided by the ASPR for specific
negotiation and acquisition of unlimited rights in m y data, but
the procedure is narrowly limited. I t may be used only if the
head of the procuring activity finds:
fi) there is a clear need for reproeurement of the item, component or
~ r o c e i sto which the technical data pertains;
(ii) there is no suitable item, eomponant 01. process of albrnate design
or Bvsiiabiiity;
fiii) the item or eomponmt esn be manufactured or the proco~s performed through the use of such technical d a b by other eompetent
manufacturers, wulthout the need for additional teehnieal data which

“ A S P R 8 9-202.2(d) (Rev. No. 10, 1 April 18651. Not only is thm procedure provided for in the ASPR, hut also its desirability is expounded on in
Dep’t of Defense Instruction No. 5010.12, inci. 4 ( 2 1 (27 Mag 1 9 6 4 ) .
‘*ASPR I 9 - 2 0 2 . 2 ( d l f 2 ) (Rev. No. 10. 1 April 1 9 6 5 ) .
A00 ,1818
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cannot be p u r e h a d reaaonsbly or i i not readily obtained by other
economic means; and
( h ) anticipated net 1aving8 in ~eprocurementewill exceed the acquisition
w i t of tha technical data and righta therein.T

The fact that such a procedure is provided, and that it is so
strictly limited, should make it clear to all contracting officers
that the DOD policy is to respect developers' righta in data by not
trying ta acquire unlimited rights unless' absolutely necessary,
and that, when such rights are necewary, developers are to be
paid for the data supplied.
When a developer is delivering data with only limited rights
pursuant ta a contract, he must take the necessary steps to protect
his interest in the data by marking them with a restrictive legend.
A contractor cannot object to unlimited use of his proprietary data
delivered under a contract with a limited-rights clause, where the
contract required the data ta be identified and the contractor failed
to identify them.'l The current rights-in-data clause under ASPR
0 9-203 requires that all data delivered with limited rights be
marked with a specific legend, which the government agrees to
reproduce on any copies it makes of the data. Thus, the contractor
will retain his common law rights in any trade secrets so marked,
even if they should happen to reach the hands af a competitor.
However, subclause (d) of the contract clause also provides for
governmental removal of unauthorized markings, 88 follows:
Notwithatanding any provisions of this contract concerning inspection
and a c e ~ ~ t e n c the
e . Government may modify, remove, obliterate, 01ignore
m y marking not authorized by the terms of this contract on any technical
d a t a furnished hereunder, if( 1 ) the Contractor faiia to respond within sixty (60) days to a written
inouim bv the Government emneemine the oraorietv of the use of
the marking, or
( i i ) the Contractor's r e r p a n r ~fails to aubrtantiate his contention t h a t the
YPP of the marking is authorized, 10 which ease the Government rhail
dive written notice to the Contractor..'

. . .

-

. . .

This is a considerable improvement over the prior provisions of
ASPR, which allowed the government to disregard unauthorized
markings without notice to the ont tractor.^' In addition to the
government's right to ignore unauthorized markings, after notice,

SO
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a contractor u i n g some legend other than the one preseribed
might well And that i t is insufficient to restrict the use of the
data, if they should fail into the hands of a competitor."
Another area which has been considerably improved under the
new data policy is that of subcontractor's data. Because of the
economic value and possible competitive advantages inherent in
most technical data, prime contractors are often anxious to secure
unlimited rights in the data supplied to them by subeontrsctors
under government contracts. This was made easier by the original
data clauses in prime contracts. As was previously noted, there
was not much concern given by the government to the prime
contractor's rights in data, and limited rights clauses were seldom
included, except in supply contracts. However, the prime contract
data clause did have a flow-down provision, requiring that the
same clause be included in all subcontracts. This meant that even
the fixed-price supply type subcontract, providing for standard
commercial parts, could require delivery of data with unlimited
rights. This was really government encouragement of data piracy
from the subcontractors, leaving them with even less protection
than the prime contractors were getting. Although this inequity
may still be perpetuated by new subcontracts under the old prime
contracts, the new data pailey provides better protection for the
subcontractor.iB I t is now written into the prime eontract that
the prime contractor and higher tier subcontractors will not use
their power to award subcontracts as economic leverage to acquire
rights in data from their subcontractors for themselves. Since
there is now a limited-rights clause included in all prime contrack,
and there is also a Row-down requirement, the subcontractor will
get a t least the Same protection for hi8 data as the prime contractor. I n addition, a new provision in the contract allow8 the
subcontractor to deliver directly to the government any data vhich
is required to be delivered with limited rights." This will effectively prevent a prime contractor from gaining access to a sub.
contractor's trade secrets, even when they m e required to be
delivered under the contract.
One problem area which seems to be unchanged under the new
data policy is the limitation-on-oharges-for-data subclause of the
.'See, w., Ms. Comp. Gpn. B-152684, 5 Feb. 1965.
" S e e ASPR 4 9-2OSib) (Rev. No. 10, 1 Ami1 1965).
ASPR 8 9-20Sib) (Rev. No. 10, I A ~ r i lIW5).
*M ,2888
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rights-in-technical-data
The government has a legitimate
interest in not paying charges far the use of data which the government already has a right to use and to disclose to others.
Consequently, the government includes, in the rights-in-data
clause of ail contracts, a provision under which the contractor
promises to make appropriate arrangements with any of its
licensees for the exclusion or refund of royalties, to which it would
otherwise be entitled, for the use of the contractor's data in any
government contract with the
This provision applies
not only to the data to be delivered under the contract being
executed, but also to all other data owned or controlled by the
contractor, in which the government, in any manner, may have
obtained rights It is one thing for the government to bargain
and pay for royalty-free use of data delivered under the contract
being negotiated; it is another thing to require the contractor, en
a condition to getting that contract, to agree to give up his preexisting rights to royalties under licensing agreemente with other
manufacturers, many of whom may be his competitors. This
policy will probably not be changed, so long as there is great
pressure from Congress and the Comptroller General to reduce
government data costs. However, it'will probably not a w e much
money in the long run, since the contractor, in his negotiations on
price, not only will consider the value of the data being delivered
under the current contract, but also he will consider the possible
loss of royalties on any other data as to which the government
may have rights. But, the most serious drawback of the policy is
its discouraging effect on licensing arrangementa. Since the policy
applies with equal force to charges being paid by foreign governments under the Military Assistance Program o r other US. supported procurements, it will deter U S . industry from entering
into licensing agreements with foreign companies for the
production of their military products.

E. RESTRICTIONS ON DISCLOSURE OF D A T A
SL'BMITTED WITH BlDS A N D PROPOSALS
W h e n a bid is accompanied by descriptive literature and the
bidder imuoses a restriction on Dublic disclosure of the i n f o m a "ASPR 5 9-203(b) (Rev. No. 10, 1 April 1965).

" S e e subciause (f! of the rightr.in.technical-dats P B Y ASPR
~,
8 @-203(b)
(Rev. No 10, 1 April 1 9 6 5 ) .
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tion, the restriction may render the bid nonresponsive. if it
prohibita the disclosure of sufficient information to Permit wmpeting bidders to know the essential nature and type of the
products offered or those elements of the bid which relate t0
quantity, price and delivery terms." However. if the literature
is unsolicited and does not quaiify the bid, i t will not render the
bid unresponsive.B' Descriptive literature submitted with reatrietions by a bidder shall not be disclosed in a manner which would
contravene the restriction without permission of the bidder.O2
Since the descriptive literature might well include methods of
manufacture and other trade secrets,' this is important protection
which the government will give even a t the risk of rendering the
bid nonresponsive. If the bidder is careful in his selection of what
literature is La be restricted, he can protect his trade secreta without rendering his bid nonresponsive. The requirement of 10
U.S.C. 0 2505 (1964), that bids be opened publicly, is fully
complied with by making available f o r public scrutiny the information normally required by the bid form, i.e., p r i m , discounts,
quantities. and delivery schedules. There is no requirement for
publication of descriptive literature, even if required by the
invitation for bid, when it is intended merely to show how the
bidder proposes to manufacture and test the equipment."
Requests for proposals may also require the offeror to submit
data with his proposal which may include information the offeror
does not want disclosed to the public or used by the government
for any purpose other than evaluation of the proposal. In such
cases the offeror may mark his data with a restrictive legend 88
follows :
This data furnished in connection with Requeat for Propo.sIs No
shall not be disclosed outside the Government and shall not be duplicated,
used, OF diaeloaed in whole 07 in part for any purpose other thin to
evsluate the proposal: prauidcd, that If B contract is awarded to tbii
offeror 8s 8 result of or in connection with the submimion of this data,
the Government shall have the right to duplicate, use, or disdom the dsta

violation a i trade secret or patent rights when the government gives to 8
aucceiiful bidder the production mcdeli submitted by other bidders. MS.
Camp. Oen. B-148576. 24 July 1862.

*m
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to the extent provided in the centrad Thia restriction does not limit the
Government's right to m e information contained in the data If I t is obtained from another source without reatrietmn. The data subject ta thia
restriction is contained in Sheets
IDec. 1966).*

ASPR 5 3-507.1 goes on to provide that data so marked shall be
used only for evaluation of the proposals and shall not be disclosed
outside the government without the written permission of the
offeror except under the conditions provided in the legend.8a In
addition, the contracting officer is enjoined not to furnish any
information during discussion with a prospective contractor
which, alone or together with other information, may afford him
an advantage over others.87 And, finally, in the section an postaward notice of unaccepted offers, it is provided that "in no event
will an offeror's cost breakdown, profit, overhead rates, trade
secrets, manufacturing processes and techniques, or other confidential business information be disclosed to any other offeror."8i
I t would appear that the above provisions give the offeror a
clear opportunity to obtain full protection for his confidential data,
even if they do not meet the test of being a trade secret, if he will
s h p l y follow the regulations on submission of hi8 PTOPOS~I. However, in a recent opinion of the Comptroller General,snit is seen
t h a t failure to follow the regulation may cause loss of a trade
secret. In this case, the offeror submitted a new idea for a star
tracker, in response to a Sational Aeronautics and Space Ad.
ministration (NASA) request for quotations, under a NASA
Procurement Regulation almost identical to ASPR 5-507. His
Proposal was not accepted, but, some time later, several of his
ideas turned up in another NASA request for proposals. The
original offeror protested to the Comptroller General that NASA
was violating his proprietary rights in the star tracker design.
Although the Comptroller General recognized the fact that the
original offering was accepted with no indication that it would be
used for purposes other than evaluation in connection with the
original request for quotations, he nevertheless denied the protest.
The grounds for the denial were that the design was submitted
in response to a request under the provisions of S A S A Procure-
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ment Regulation 8 3-109 (similar to ASPR 5 3-50'?), and that
that regulation required offerors to mark data which was delivered
with restrictions. The existence of the regulation meant that the
mere offer of technical information for evaluation, without markings, could not, by itself, necessarily imply that i t is a trade secret
or impose an obligation on the United States to so regard it and
protect it, There muat be an express or an implied i n fact contract
to protect trade secrets, and the regulation requiring restrictive
markings manifests an intent to disaffirm an otherwise implied
agreement to protect secrecy. The Comptroller General concluded
by opining that the regulation was not only B codification of the
common law requiring efforts to preserve secrecy, but that i t also
strikes the best balance, in the public interest, between proprie
tary rights and governmental needs, and i t makes clear the
government's intent in case of controversy.
The regulations outlined above concerning data submitted in
response to invitations for bids and requests for proposals have
only recently been revised to cover what has proved to be a
problem area: the unsolicited proposal. The government encourage8 all citizens to come forward with any new ideas which
may be of use to the nation, particularly in the area of national
defense. Most laymen, and f a r too many otherwise astute businessmen and scientists, have no idea of either the need or the
method for restrictively marking data to protect their proprietary
rights. In fact, some people do not even realize that they had
proprietary rights until they see someone else making money from
their "stolen" idea. When an unmarked, unrestricted design or
process is diaclosed t o a government agent, strictly speaking, the
secret is out, and the government would be acting within ita
rights in procuring the item or process from someone other than
the originator. However, if this became a widespread practice, the
word would soon get out that the government was failing to
Protect inventions, and the result would be discouragement, rather
than encouragement, of the voluntary proposal. The Restatement
of Torts states that the proteetion of trade secrets is not based on
a Policy of rewarding or otherwise encouraging the development
of secret processes or devices.s0 It bases the protection on breach
of faith and reprehensible means of learning another's secret,
'REITATEMEXT,
AGO 1P8DB
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8 767, comment b (19.89).
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But, the Department of Defense tries to protect a little more than
the law requires, precisely because it is trying to reward and
encourage development of processes and devices, secretly or otherwise, as long as the developer will give the government a chance
to apply the new idea to its needs. Government contracting officers
will, under the provisions of ASPR 8 4-205.1 ( e ) (4) (Rev. No.
20, 1 Dee. 1966), automatically protect all unmarked and unrestricted data which are submitted to them. I t is suggested that
reeponaible officers, when confronted with an obviously novel
invention or process, shouid advise the offeror that he should take
measures to protect it, thus instilling in him confidence in the
integrity of his government, rather than the distrust which would
result from the government's mapping up the idea and using it
without compensation. In addition, 811 publications concerning
the government's interest in inventions of military significance
should carry a warning that proprietary rights will be respected
only if the submission is clearly marked with a restrictive-use
legend, and further advising that ideas should be submitted only
to responsible, authorized contracting officers with authority to
bind the government to an express agreement of nondisclosure
and limited use for evaluation only. By placing unsolicited bids
under the coverage of ASPR Q 3-507, the government is protect.
ing itself from becoming bound to respect rights in data which
it also has procured, or can procure, from other murces. The
Penultimate sentence of the required legend, set out above, will
cover such situations as the claimed trade secret which is already
in the public domain.
11'. PROTECTIOS FOR TRADE SECRETS AND

PROPRIETARY DATAL'YDER
E M I N E S T DOMAIN THEORIES
Under the provisions of 28 U.S.C.5 1498 (1964), the government's right to use a patented invention, even without prior license
or agreement with the patentee, is recognized. This is an application of the laws of eminent domsin. The patentee may not enjoin
the United States from such infringement, because an injunction
will not lie against the United States. And, the patentee may not
enjoin a government contractor who has the government's authorization and consent to infringe the patent, since section 1498
provides that the exclusive remedy is suit for damages against
86
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the United States in the Court of Claims. The same PrOViSiOnS
apply to infringement of a copyright. A similar remedy for the
infringement of trade secret rights was recently provided in
section 606 of the Foreign Aid and Assistance Act of 1961.O' This
is a valuable remedy for the protection of trade secrets, based on
the eminent domain theory, and it is recommended that a similar
provision be enacted to provide this remedy for infringements
occurring in all areas of government activity. However, i t ia to
be noted that, again, suit or claim against the government is the
exclusive remedy. The availability of a remedy directly against
the infringing contractor would seem justified in the case of a
trade secret, more so than a patent, k a u s e of the more serious
consequences attending the loss of secrecy.gl
It is entirely possible that a remedy for trade secret infringements, based on the eminent domain theory, is available even
without specific statutes such as 22 U.S.C. 8 2356. The Tucker
Act provides t h a t the Court of Claims shsll have jurisdiction over
any claim against the United States founded either upon the
Constitution, an act of Congress, regulations ot an executive
department, or upon any express or implied contract with the
United States, or for liquidated or unliquidated damages in cases
not sounding in tort.83 Leaving aside the contract theories, discussed above, it would seem that a good argument could be made
that an unauthorized disclosure or use by the government of a
trade secret is a taking of property within the meaning of the
fifth amendment to the Constitution. This would then be a
constitutional basis for a claim against the United States for just
compensation?' This theory could be particularly valuable to
counter a government argument, in defense of an implied contract
suit, that damages were limited to the benefit actually received by
the government.

V. CONCLUSIONS
I t has been seen that the government has certain interests which
dictate that it secure technical data in connection with its pro" 7 5 Stat. 440 ( 1 9 6 1 ) , 22 P.S.C.
8 2356 (1964).
'"See 42 Comp. Gen. 348 (196SI.
r 2 S U.S.C.S 1481 (1964).
See Spevsek V. Strauss, 257 F.2d 208 (D.C.Cir. 195s). nodiflad per
curinm, S59 U.S. 115 (1958).
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curements of supplies and equipment, The government must
insure that it gete sufficient data, and rights therein, to enable i t
to perform the essential missions of operation, maintenance, overhaul, and possibly resupply, without paying twice for the same
data and with the smallest possible initial payment, At the same
time, the government has an interest in encouraging industry to
come forward with developments and improvement? in military
equipment, and this can be accomplished best by not demanding
uniimiied rights in data, except where there is a real need: by
paying for unlimited rights when they are needed; and by protecting data as to which it gets limited rights, The government
interest which causes the most conflict with the design manufacturers is the policy to foster development of a strong, decentralized, industrial base, and to procure items at the lowest cost
by competitive, formal advertising based on manufacturing drawings supplied by the developer. Because of the constant pressure
for economy in defense procurement, from both within and without the Department of Defense, such formal advertisement is the
preferred method of procurement.
Against ail these governmental interests, it has been seen that
the developer usually is anxious to supply only the data necessary
for proper operation and maintenance of hi8 products. He wants
to retain all data which might be of commerciaT value to his
competitors. and ~articuiarlyhe wants to protect his trade secrets.
The new data policy promulgated in Revision 10 of ASPR, Section
IX,P a r t 2, recognizes these interests of the contractor and of the
government and attempts to strike a workable balance between
the two. The developing contractor is given the opportunity to
protect his proprietary data by bargaining with the government
as to what data will be delivered under B contract. And, the
rights in such data are deflnitely established prior to execution
of the contract, either by reference ta the prescribed categories
of data, or by predetermination, or by specific acquisition.
If all these preliminary protective measuies fail and the pro.
Prietary rights of a government contractor are violated by an
unauthorized disclosure or use of his data, then, as noted previous.
1y. he has a whole battery of remedies available to him. Probably
the Arst remedy which he should pursue-if
it appears that
proprietary data is being disclosed to unauthorized persons, as in
a proan invitation for bids on a competitive reprocurement-is
88
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test to the Comptroller General. This is the closest thing to a n
injunction which is available against the Government, since the
Comptroller General can, and does, order cancellation of an invitation for bids or a request for proposals, and he can order recovery
of the drawings or other data.gs This remedy would seem to be
based upon the principle that the government should be held to a
high standard in the performance of its obligationa under confidential and contractual relationships.ga In a rare case, the Comptroller General has acted to cancel, on the basis of an unauthorized
disclosure of proprietary data, a contract already awarded, even
though the data may not have met the test for trade secrets.s'
But, ordinarily, where B contract has already been awarded to a
competitor, the Comptroller General will deny the protest and refer the petitioner to the courts.o8
In court, the common law remedies for trade secret infringements are injunction, damages for past harm, accounting for
profits, and return of the drawings or other protected matter."
Though the injunction remedy is not available against the government, the damagee remedy would be available under the Tucker
Actlooby suit in the Court of Claims. The concurrent jurisdiction
of the district courts could be invoked under the provisions of 28
U.S.C. B 1346(a) (2) (1964), but the $10,000 limitation on that
jurisdiction is amail enough to make this approach unlikely i n
most trade secret caaes. If a patent is granted on the invention
disclosed by the government's action, then an infringement suit
may be brought under 28 U.S.C. 8 1498 (1964). The prohibition
of suits against government contractors for patent and copyright
infringement'"' does not, in its terms, apply to trade secret
violations. Therefore, the owner of a trade secret can fall back
on the full range of common law remedies in a suit against the
contractor to whom his secret was disclosed. Such a suit raould
" 4 3 Comp. Den. 193 ( 1 9 6 3 ) .
.See Ma. Comp. Gem. 8-154079. 14 Oet. 1964: 43 Comp. Gen. 193 (1853);
42 Camp. Gen. 345 ( 1 9 6 3 ) ; 4 1 Comp.Gen. 148 (1861).
'Ma. Comp. Gen. 8-143711. 22 Dee. 1960, 15 Mag 1961, 21 June 1961: ~ e e
a180 RESTATEYENT,Toms 5 767, comment b (1939).
"Ms. Comp. Oen. 8-112410, 9 June l M 4 ; Ms. Comp. Gen. 8-149408, 28
Sent. 1962.
REST&TCUE.NT, TORTS 767, comment e (1989)
" 1 8 U S.C.5 1491 (1854).
" 2 8 U.S.C. 5 1498 (1864).
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have to be based on the theory found in the Restatement of Torts

5 758, discussed above, and would depend on proof of use of the
secret by the contractor after notice of the owner’s proprietary
interest and the government’s unauthorized disclosure.
Although the remedies listed above provide for the protection
of most proprietary rights involved in government procurement
situations, it is recommended that direct suit against the government be specifically authojized for trade secret violations in any
government activity, as is now provided under the Foreign Aid
and Assistance Act.1o2With such a remedy added to those already
available, the owner of a trade secret would have adequate protection in all eases where he has taken the necessary precautions
to first try to protect himself. By taking such precautions, he
might even be able to match the enviable record of the Coca-Cola
Company, which has successfully maintained the formula for its
product as a trade secret since 1886,103
‘“75 Stat. 440 (19611, 22 U.S.C.$ 2 3 5 6 (1’364).
lo See Forward to COCA-COLA,
Oslxro~s, ORDERS, IIIUNCIIOII, AND
DECREESREUTINC IO U s ~ ~ COMPETITION
l n
A N D IXFRINOIMENT
OF TWBMUX (1923) (a three ~ o l u r n ecompilation).
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THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AS A N INSURED UNDER
AN EMPLOYEE'S AUTO INSURANCE POLICY *

By Major Thomas E. Murdock"

Is the US.government, in a n action againat i t under t h e
Federal Tort Claims A c t , a n insured under the "omnibus
clause" coverage of i t s employee's auto liability insurance
policy? This article discusses that question a8 i t wa8
answered by the courts prior to 1961 and as i t hw been
afected by the 1961 esclunive remedy amendments to
the Federal Tort Claims A c t and the certification of scope
of employment by The Attorney Geneval. The authov
conclude8 that f u r t h e r legislation is needed and Bet8 f o r t h
a proposed amendment to the exclusiveness of remedy
provisions.

I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the study undertaken here is to examine the
legal relationships created by the tortious conduct of a federal
employee while driving a motor vehicle in the regular course of
his employment. This article will focus on the relationship between the United States government and the insurer of the government employee, a relationship created by virtue of the usual
*This article war adapted from B thraia prrmented to The Judge Advoeate

Generai'a Sehod, U.S. Army. Chariotteauille, Virginia, while the author w a ~
a member of the Fourteenth Career Courae. The opiniona and eoneluaiona
Presented herein are those of the author and do not necessarily represent the
view8 of The Judgc Advocate General'a School or any ether governmental
agency.
"JAGC,

U.S. A m y : Headquarters, U.S. Army. Europe; A.B., 1964.

University of North Carolina; LL.6.. 1951, University of North Camlina
L a w Sehod; admitted to practice before the bsra of the State of North
Carolina, the United States Court of Claims. l e United States Supreme

Court, and the United States Court of M i l i t a v Appeals.
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"omnibus c l a u ~ e 'contained
'~
in most automobile insurance policies.
The cases under consideration here will fall necessarily into two
periods: 1946-1961, and 1961-present. The year 1946 marks the
paasage of the Federal Tort Claims Act and the earliest point in
time when the general aspect of vicarious liability for the tort8 of
its servants was of concern to the U.S.government.? The year
1961 i s the pivotal point of this study, as t h a t was the year
Congress passed the so-called exclusive remedy amendments4 to
the FTCA.
To avoid the reiteration of similar factual situations. i t is
painted out here that the cases under discussion, unless otherwise
noted, share these common characteristics:
( 1 ) The government employee owns the automobile involved
in the accident:
( 2 ) He has personally paid the premiums for the liability
insurance an the automobile:
(31 The accident occurred during the course of the employee's government duties: and
(41 The insurance policy in question contains the omnibus
clause of the same legal implication aa t h a t quoted in
footnote 1.
11. THE PERIOD PRIOR TO 1961

A. T H E G O V E R N M E S T A S AS I S S C R E D
In 1966, in the case of Rowley v. Z'nited States,i a federal dis.
trict court had before it for the first time the question whether
the United States is an insured under the terms of the omnibus
clause of its servant's policy. In this case, suit was brought
'Such B clsuse u ~ u d l gprovides that within the meaning of the term "m.
Jured" is included "the named Insured and slm any other person whde usmx
the automobile and any person 01 organization iegaliy respanslble f o r the
Use thereof. provided the actual use of the automobile IS by the named i n sured or with his permission or counbel." See 12 COUCB.IXIURAXCE
8 45 291
12d ed. 1964).
' 2 8 V.S.C. I 13461b) (1964) [hereafter d i e d the FTCA]
'Prror ta the FTCA, courts generally held that government was m m u n e
to liability far the acts of its employees. See, e.& XJarloeh t, Church, 234
W m 155, 290 X.W. 695 11940).
' 28 U.S.C. I 2679fb)-Ie) (1964)
'140 F. S u m 295 1D. Utah 196s).
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against the United States under the FTCA, and the United Statea
attorney moved to interplead the insurance carrier of the negligent
government employee as B third party defendant. On the day set
to argue the merits of the government's motion, counsel for the
government and counsel for the insurance company informed the
court that, subject to its approval, the parties had agreed that
judgment should be entered for the plaintiff. P a r t of this judgment was to be satisfied by the insurance company and part by
the government. The court rejected this "sharing" proposal on
the theory that either the United States government was an insured under the policy or it was not. In either event, the court
felt the sharing agreement was inappropriate. The court then
allowed the insurance company to be interpleaded as a party
defendant. No case law is cited to support the holding of the
court that, subject to its approval, the parties had agreed that
States government is an insured under the omnibus clause of ita
employee's insurance policy.
With a similar procedural background, Irvin v . L'nited Statese
was the next test of the basic question, and the same result was
reached. The court in Irvin was high in its praise of the employee
who 8ees his duty to carry insurance, saying that "courts should
be reluctant to discourage such commendable action."' The court
also to some extent founded its decision on the fairly settled
proposition* that contracts of insurance will be construed strictly
against the insurance campany. There is authority, however, that
casts doubt on this principle a8 applied to one lacking privity of
contract," such as an additional insured under the omnibus clause.
I t should be mentioned that in both Rowley and Imin the courts
discussed, and to some extent seemed to rely upon, the fact that
the insured employee in each case, prior to the issuance of the
Policy involved, declared his use of the insured automobile to be
for business as well as pleasure, and that the premium charged
probably took this into account.
" 148 F. Supp.

25 1D.S.D. 1857).

' I d a t 83.
' S e e Kautz

Zurich G m Aec. & Liab. Ins. Go.. 212 Gal. 576, 300 P. 5 4

Y.

(19311.

'See American Lumbermen's Mut. Cas. Go. Y. Traak, 238 App. Div. 668.
266 X.Y.S. 1 (18331. a8'd 264 N.Y.5 4 5 , 181 N.E.557 (1934).
A 0 0 W88B
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B. T H E E M P L O Y E E ' S S I T U A T I O N P R I O R T O T H E
I961 AME.VDMENTS TO T H E F T C A
With the passage of the FTCA, the government allowed itself
to be sued in tort for the negligent acts of its servants occurring
during the course of their employment. The statute was permissive, however, and in many cases provided no real protection to
the government employee. Under the FTCA, the plaintiff could
choose to sue the United States, but only on the terms granted by
the United States. This calls for suit in a federal district courtr0
with no jury," and, in the event a decision to settle or compromise
is reached, the court's approval m i s t be obtained.'?
Of course, the pre-1961 plaintiff could always choose to ignore
the FTCA remedy and sue the employee in a n appropriate state
court, where judgments awarded on jury verdicts are reputedly
higher than those given by judges. Suits such as this resulted in
undue financial burdens on government drivers and lead to private
bills being presented ta Congress to indemnify these drivers,'a
causing an administrative burden upon the executive and legisla,
tive branches.
C . G O V E R . T Y E K T S RIGHT OF
I.VDE.I~.VIFICATION A G A I N S T E M P L O Y E E
The question whether the U.S. government has the right of
indemnification against its employee after it has satisfied a judgment against him under the FTCA is another facet bearing an an
understanding of the averall problem. I t has relevance when
considering whether the U.S. government should be indemnified
throuph the insurance policy of its employee.
In Cnited States u. Gilman," the United States Supreme Court
had to decide, as a matter of first impression, the right of the
U.S. government to indemnity from it8 employee. The suit in
question was brought against the United States as defendant under the FTCA. The United States filed a third party complaint
against its employee. Gilman, asking indemnity from him should
the United States be held liable to the original plaintiff. The
"28 U,S,C, I 1 3 4 S ( b ) (1864).
" 2 8 U.S.C. 5 2402 (1864).
"28 L7.S.C. 6 2677 ( 1 8 8 6 )
u. s. Coos COND.& AD.NEWS2784, 2781 (1861)
"347 U. S. 507 (1854).
"See 2
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trial court awarded $5,500 damages to the plaintiff against the
United States, and then over against Giiman on the third party
complaint. On Gilman's appeal, the circuit court reversed on a
divided vote and the Supreme Court granted certiorari. The
United States' position on the matter was that it, as any employer
who has satisfied a judgment on account of one of ita employee's
torts, has the right to indemnity." The Supreme Court. however,
found in favor of Gilman, basing its decision at least in part upon
the premise that the FTCA was engendered in an effort to improve
employee morale and Congress cauid have written indemnification
into the law had i t wanted to do so, and also that indemnification
in such a situation wouid amount to a farm of
In Grant 21. United States," the United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit decided a case involving an innovation an
the holding in Gilman. Suit was brought against the United States
under the FTCA by a newspaper carrier who had injured his knee
on an unlighted stairway at the United States Merchant Marine
Academy. Since the injury occurred a t a building occupied by
the Ship's Store, the Ship's Service Officer, as the head of that
activity, and his liability insurer, Royal Globe Insurance Company,
were interpleaded as third party defendants by the United States.
The court of appeals deciding the case concluded that, while the
rule announced by the Supreme Court in Gilman precluded the
U.S. government's indemnification from the Ship's Service Officer,
this rule did not preclude recovery by the United States from the
employee's insurer, Royal Giobe.'n
Then Uptagrafft 1). United States,'Q B case in which the accident
involved occurred prior to the 1961 amendments to the FTCA and
hence not subject to those provisionii, but which was decided in
1963, provided another twist to the indemnification picture.
"The Proposition argued for is the prevailing one, generally, with regard
to the relationship between one primarily liable beesuse a i his wrongdoing
and mother liable beesuie of the doctrine of re(lpo'LdCot arpcrior. See Porter
V. Norton.Stuart Pontiae-Csdiliae of Enid, 405 P.Zd 109 (Okla. 1966).
=United States Y. Gilman, 347 U. S. 607, 508-10 (1854).
"271 F.2d 651 ( I d Cir. 1968).
"The rationale of the case did not turn in any way upon the mmtruction
of an omnibus clause, but rather upon the muit'. finding that the pnrtisa to
the insurance contract had intended that the United States would be pro.
teeted under the p l i e y as an insurd.
'315 F.2d ZOO (4th Cir. 1963).
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Cnder the uncontested facts, Uptagrafft, a government employee
acting within the scope of his employment, was driving a government vehicle a t the time of the tortious conduct involved. The
plaintiff elected to sue Uptagrafft in the state court, rather than
in the federal court under the FTCA. The United States was
asked t o defend the action in the state court but declined to do
so, and eventually the defense of the action was undertaken by
Uptagrafft's liability insurance carrier under the '?rive other
car"2oclause of its policy. Before trial, a. settlement was negotiated between the plaintiff and the insurer, and then the case was
removed to the federal court,'? where Uptagrafft obtained an order
impleading :he United States as B third party defendant. Uptagrafft's insurer was allowed to intervene after it had paid the
negotiated settlement disposing of the plaintiffs claim. After
these diverse mechanics were resolved, the sole issue left before
the court was the question whether Uptagrafft and his insurer
were entitled to indemnification from the United States under the
situation presented above. In its holdinn, the court cites Cnitad
States 8 . Giiman and notes that in that case "the Supreme Court
refused to create a rule of indemnity in favor of the United
States. Conversely, in this case, we decline to create a rule of
indemnity against the United States."??
Two other paints made by the court in L'ptatrafft, but not
essential to the court's hoiding, are of more interest than the
results, as they involve consideration of the 1961 amendments to
the FTCA The first i s the following footnote dicta:
Since the Bummobile wreck occurred o n September 11, 1969, we note. a i
d i d the district judpe. t h a t the amcndmenta of September 21. 1961 to
Title 23 C S.C A. i. 2519 h a r e no application LO this ease. By their own

affected.'' These amendments. an effect, substitute the liability of the
United States exclusively f o r t h a t af ~ t semployeer operating motor
vehicles within the scope of their employment. On the state of the facts
which are assumed f o r purposes of this appeal, i f these amendments had
been enacted and effeetii,e prim to September 11, 1919, Edwards could
~

-

Such a elauae pmteets the named lnsured while operating an automobilr
not awned by h>m.
The report of the ease 19 silent a i to the baaia far the remmal. However,
this m i n t IS not deemed iisniheant far the ouroose under diicuiaion here.
c p t a g r a f f t v United Slates, 311 F.2d 200, 203-04 (4th Clr. 1953)

. .
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not have sued Uptagrafft, but, inatead, his only remedy would have been
a suit againit the United Statei.u

The other point is an assertion by the court that "by its own
terms, the amendments became effective at the time specified by
COngres8-tO [sic] lste to benefit Uptagrafft and State Farm."a+
It is significant to note that the court's assumption of benefit to
the insurer has not been borne out by the cases occurring after
Uptagrafft in which the exclusive remedy amendments were
applicable.
111. T H E EXCLUSIVE REMEDY AMENDMENTS TO FTCA

The legislative history of the exclusive remedy amendments to
the FTCA reveals that several proposals to assist government
employee8 in scape of employment automobile accidents were
considered prior to the adoption of the present amendmente.2b
One such proposal was an indemnification system whereby the
government would satisfy any judgment obtained against the
employee, pay counsel fees and other costs of defending such an
action, and also administratively settle and pay claims not reduced
to judgment. An alternative proposaI considered prior to the
submission of the legislation ultimately adopted involved the
procurement by the government, a t its expense, of insurance
covering officers and employees of the government while operating
automobiles in the scope of their employment. A study of the history of the amendments reveals that various government agencies
queried about the matter felt that bath of the rejected alternative
Proposals would be more costly than the adopted legislation.
Another criticism of the indemnification proposal wm that it wm
felt to be at variance with the provisions of 28 U.S.C. 8 2402,
which requires that actions brought under the FTCA be tried in
a federal court without a jury. The amendments eventually
adopted are as follows:
(bl The remedy by suit agsmst the United States 8s provided by
Section 1346(hI of thia title for damage to property, or for personal
injury, including death, resulting from the operation of m y employee
of the Government of m y motor vehicle while acting within the scope of
hia ofiee 01 employment, shall hereafter be exelusive of any other eivii
action or proceeding by reason of the lame subject matter against the
" I d . at 202, n. 1.
" I d . at 204.
See 2 U. S. CODE COID. &

*w
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employee or his estate whose act or omission gave m e to the claim.
( e ) The Attarney General rhail defend any e w i i a c t m or proeeedmg
brought in any court against any employee of the Government OT his
estate f o r any such damage or injury. The employee against whom such
eivii action or proceeding i s hravght shsli deilver wlthm such time after
date of service or knowledge of i e i v ~ e e as determined by the Attorney
General. 811 pmeesr served upon him or an attested true copy thereof
to his immediate 8upenor or to whomever was designated by the head
of his department to r e e e i v ~such papers and such perm" shall promptly
furnish copies of the pleadings and proeeib therein to the Pnited States
attorney for the district embracing the place wherein the proceeding 1%
brought, to the Attorney General, and to the head of his employing
Federal agency.
( d ) Upan a certifiestion by tho Attorney General t h a t the defendant
I
r i t h i n the scope of hid employment s t the time a i
employee ~ B acting
the incident Out of which the suit arme, any such c i w l action OT praeeeding cammeneed ~n a atate Court shall be removed without bond a t any
time before tils1 by the Attorney General ta the district court of the
United State8 f o r the district and diririon embrsclng the place wherein
i t is pending and the proceedings deemed a t o r t action brought against
the United States under the provisions of this titie and ail references
thereto. Should a United State8 district court determine on a hearing
01 a motion to remand held before B trial on the merits t h a t the cam
so removpd i s m e ~n which B remedy by suit within the meaning of subaeetion ( b ) of this section is not aiaiiabie against the United States,
the CBSF ahail be remanded to the State court.
( e ) The Attorney General may compromise or settie any elaim asaerted
in aueh civil action or proceeding in the manner promded in S ~ c t i o n2677,
and with the same effect

A. LVITIAL CONSTRCCTl0.h' OF T H E A M E N D M E N T S
The first case considering the effect of the exclusive remedy
amendments was that of Gipson u . Shelley.'r After suit was
brought by the plaintiff in a state court against the government
employee, the Attorney General issued his certification t h a t the
employee, Shelley, was acting within the scope of his employment,
and the case wa8 removed to the federal district court. The report
of the case decided only the interlocutory question raised by a
motion made by the government to loin Government Employees
'28 U S C . 8 2679 (1964). Pravisions existing p ~ i o rto the 1861 amendments were designated as aubnectjon ( 8 ) ) w h x h reads.
" ( a ) The authority of any federal agency t o sue and be sved ~n ita own
name shaii not be construed to authorize r u l t l a g a m t such federal agency
on claims which are cognizable u n d e r Section 1346(b) of f
remedies provided by this title ~n such tabes shall be e x i u i
'219 F. Supp. 815 iE.D.Tenn. 196s).
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Insurance Company (GEICO), the insurance carrier of Shelley,
as a third party defendant. Noting in ita opinion that this was a
case of first impression since the 1961 amendments to the FTCA,
the court denied the motion to join GEICO. The reasoning of the
court was that the insulation of Shelley by virtue of 28 U.S.C.
S 2619 also served to insulate his insurer, GEICO, who contracted
with Shelley to be liable for damages which he might become
legally obligated to pay, and that if anyone is liable to the plaintiff
it is the United Statas.*8
another federal district court had
I n Perez Y. Cnited
the opportunity to interpret the new amendments to the FTCA.
The case is factually distinguishable from most of the cases considered herein for two reasons. The first is that the government
employee involved, one Thomas Jones, was operating a truck
owned by the U S government. And, second, the question of
insurance is not raised a t all. Suit in this case WBB brought
originally in the federal court against the United States and
Jones, with jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. 0 1346(b), It was alleged
by the plaintiff, and conceded by the government, that Jones wa8
acting within the scope of his employment at the time of the
accident. The only matter decided by the court was an interlocutory motion by the defendant, United States, to dismiss the
action 89 to its employee, Jones. In ita motion, the government
relied upon the exclusive remedy amendments to the FTCA and
argued that the Congress intended thereby "to bar suita against
Government driver employees in their individual capacity when
involved in an accident while in the scope of their employment."'o
In opposition wae the plaintiff's argumenta' that the intent of the
statute was merely to preclude one nuit in federal court against
the United States and another suit in state court against the
government employee, where both actions arose out of the same
The report of the ease is d e n t as to the language of the inauranee policy
issued by GEICO to Shelley, and the type of omnibva ciauw. if any, is not
known.
- 2 1 8 F. Supp. 571 (S.D.N.Y. 1963).
'"Id. at 672.
"Although not necessarily germsni to the atudy undertaken here, one
cannot help but wonder, 83. did the author of the cited opinion. what advan.
tage ta the plaintiff there could be in retaining Jones, the government driver,
as a defendant in thia case.

noo ,*am
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accident. The court concluded that the position taken by the
government in its motion wa8 correct and ordered that Jones be
dismissed as a party. The decision gave effect to what the court
apparently deemed to be the intent of Congress, namely, that in
recognition of its duty to its employees, an action brought under
28 U.S.C. S 1336(b) by virtue af the 1961 amendments to the
FTCA would be solely and exclu8ively a suit against the federal
government.
B. AXOTHER LOOK AT THE AMEND.UE.VTS
From the effective date of the 1961 amendments until January
~ ~ the only reported ease in which
of 1964, Gipson 2 . S h r l l r ~was
the court was required to consider whether an insurance carrier
of a federal employee was to be protected by the amendments, or
whether the earlier rationale of I ~ n i nand
~ ~Rowleyai survived in
the exclusive remedy atmosphere. Had the insurance underwriters
and decision makers of that industry been following the situation,
they no doubt would have felt secure in what had transpired. The
government had apparentig tried to use the shield of its servant's
insurance only on one occasion, and it had lost. But, this had been
predicted in an earlier case, by dicta, wherein the accident had
occurred prior to the
And perhaps even a stronger
capsule for an insurer's serenity would have been the logical
intuition that, because the United States had decided that it would
be the only defendant in such an accident in scope of employment,
there could not possibly be cause f a r concern.
Perhaps the most complete opinion regarding the problem i s
that written in the case of XcCrars c. Cnited StatesJBby the
author of the decision in Gipsan 8 . S l ~ e l l e g , ~The
: facta of the case
are atypical in ~ e r e r a l characteristics from the ordinary fact
situation. Mr. XcCrary brought his suit originally in a federal
district court, alleging jurisdictional amount and diversity as a
basis for federal jurisdiction. A Mr. Kuhn was the original defendant, and he was ormatine his own automobile a t the time af
"'219 F. Supp. 915 (E.D. Tsnn. 1963).
143 F. Supp 25 ( D S D 1957).
"140 F SUPP. 295 (D. Utah 1Y56)
UptagraRt v. Cnited States. 315 F.2d 200 ( 4 t h Cir. 1963)
'235 F. SUDD. 33 (E.D. Ten". 1964).
'"219 F. Supp. 916 (E.D. Tenn. 1963).
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the accident. The United States attorney then issued a certificate
averring that Mr. Kuhn had, at the time of the accident, been
acting within the scope of his
and that plaintiff's
remedy was one against the United States under Section 1346(b),
and that "such remedy is excludve."an Another distinguishing
characteristic lies in the fact that there does not appear to have
been any declaration on the part of Mr. Kuhn to his insurer, a t
the time of taking out the policy, that he would use his automobile
in the service of the United States or for business in general.
Then, to oamplete the familiar procedural triangle, Mr. Kuhn's
automobile liability insurer was impleaded by the United States a8
a third party defendant. As the insurance policy in question
contained the usual omnibus clause, the court had before it the
question of the ability of the federal government to underwrite
its largess to its employees a t the expense of State Farm Mutual
Insurance Company.'o
In an opinion that would appear to concede every possible point
the insurance attorneys could have made for their position, and
perhaps then some, the court looked at the problem quite extensively and held that the United States was indeed an insured
under the omnibus clause of Mr. Kuhn's policy with State Farm
Mutual. I t is clear, from everything said in the opinion, that its
author held that the United States was an insured contrary to his
personal view of the law, reaching this result because of several
similar holdings within the same circuit. For this reason, the
opinion is styled by its author as a "dissent" from its own holding."
In the recent case of Myem v. United Statea,'l which is somewhat unusual in its reasoning, a Texas federal district court refused to find the United States an additional insured under an
"The i m x n c e of a certification of scope by the U. S. Attorney in this cam
appears unmusl in that such certificstm is provided for in the statute (28
U.S.C. I 2879(d) (1964)) only when an action in brought originall? against
the government employee in a state court. This phenomenon Oeeurred gain
in the caw of Vaughn v. United States, 226 F. Supp. 890 (W.D. Tenn. 1964).
No rlgnificsnee is attached to this fact in either eale report.
'"McCrary V. United States, 235 F . Supp. 33, 34 (E.D.Tenn. 1964).
" M r . Kuhn'n automobile lmbllity insurer,
"McCrPry Y. United States, 235 F. Supp. 33, 38 (E.D.
Tenn. 1984).
"241 F. SUPP. 515 (N.D.Ter. 1865).
I o 0 W**B
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omnibus clause which was alike in all material respects with those
previously discussed. The primary basis for its holding was the
fact that the employee, in his declaration to his insurer at the
time of taking out the policy, did not indicate a business use far
his automobile. The court found that a 40 per cent higher premium would hare been charged had such a declaration been made.
The "size of the premium" rationale decides the issue of coverage extension to the United States under the omnibus clause without regard to the legal import of the language of the clause. This
rationale, used to exclude the United States as an additional insured, is no more persuasive than the converse of the same
~ Rowlay.', which cases held the United
rationale was in I r ~ i n 'and
States to be an additional insured. From early 1964 until the
present, with the exception of .lfije,s c . l'nited States?' the federal
district courts have, in a significant number of C P . S ~ S , ' ~had no
apparent difficulty in finding that the United State8 is an additional insured under the omnibui clause coverage of its employees'
policies in fact situations not materially distinguishable from that
set out in the introduction to this study.
C . T H E S O ilCT1O.Y C L A C S E AS A D E F E S S E
On occasion the insurer, in an effort to escape a construction
of its omnibus clause including the United States as an insured,
has attempted to utilize the "no action" clause of its policy to
advantage. Such a clause was contained in the policy involved i n
the early Irsin case" as fallowa:
No action shall h e aeainit the Association unleae. SI B condition m e cedent thereto. the insured shall hare f u l l y complied with all af the fermi
of this pdiey, nor until the amount of the Insured's obligation to pay
shall have finally been determined either by ivdrment against the innured

'148 F. Eupp. 25 ( D . S D . 195:).
"140 F. Supp. 296 (D.Utah 1 9 1 6 ) ; aocoid. Vaughn Y United Statel, 225
F. Supp. 890 (W.D. Tenn. 1964).
" 2 4 1 F. Supp 515 1 S . D . Tex 1966)
*Government Emplayees Ins Ca. v Lnmfed States. 319 F.2d 83 (10th Cir
19651, United Stater V. State F a r m I n s C a , 215 F Supp 68 I D Ore 19651,
Adams r Cmred States, 211 F Supo. 333 I S D 111 1965). G a i a p b n v. State
Farm In?. C o . 233 F Siiop lil I l V D La. 19611, Barker V. United S t ~ c e i
233 F. Supp. 455 (N.D. Ga. 19G41, Patterson V. United States, 233 F Supp
447 1E D Tenn. 1 9 6 1 ) ; Vaughn v. Umted Stater, 225 F. Supp 890 (W.D.
Tenn 19,341' >'isrendirk v United States, 226 F S"pp 381 I W D 310 1061)
'. 118 F Sapp. 25 l D . S D 1917).
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after actual trial or by written agreement of the insured, the elsimanf
and the aaaaeiation."

The court in V a u g h n 8 . Cnited States," a case arising after the
1961 amendments to the FTCA, had little difficulty with the no
action ciause defenae. I t found that the problem presented was a
procedural one, The court relied upon Moore's Federal Practice,
which states the proposition t h a t "third party practice may
accelerate the accrual of a right, and its objectives would be
defeated if a no action clau8e were held to make . . . [it] . . . inI n the unreported case of Gabriel 21. United States?' the insurer
attempted to avoid the V a u g h n result by enlarging its no action
clause. The first portion of the no action clause in Gabriel was
substantially identical with that recited above, and the enldrgement was as fallows:
Any person or organization 07 legal repissenution [sic] thereof v h o
has secured such judgment or written agreement shall thereafter be
entitlcd to recwer under this poliry to the extent nf the inswanee sffo7dod
by this policy. No peraon or mganizstion shall have any right under this
policy to join the company a i a party to m y action against the insured
ta determine the insured's ilability, nor shall the company be impleaded
by the insured 01 his legal representative."

The court, following the same path a s Vaughn, found no basis in
the enlarged portion of the clause to distinguish the V a u g h n ease.
Thus, it seems clear that procedural roadblocks, such as the no
action clause, will be ineffective to deny protection to the United
States.
The foundation for what has now become a predictably uniform
result i s an uncomplicated proposition which h a B great deal of
merit. The insurance companies faced with the problem assert
that they onis became liable as their insured becomes liable; if the
is insulated then so should the insurer be insulated. The answer
is that the federal government b a n insured by virtue of the
usual omnibus clause: hence, it derives its protection from the
contract.
This posture should be appealing from the standpoint of both
,.Id. at 31.
" 2 2 5 F SUDD.890 (W.D. Ten". 1 8 6 4 ) .
" 3 H O O R E , F E D E " I L P R A C T I C E , '14.12. at 575 (Zd ed. 1963)

*'civ3iN ~ 64-C.S-D,
.
w,n. x . ,18 sanUary
1965.
"Ibid.
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its simplicity and its uniformity. However, it does seem to take
little note of the exclusive remedy amendments. Most of the
cases cite only linin u . L'nttrd States.33 an unappealed decision
rendered almost five years before the amendments, as the sole or
principal authority for their holding t h a t the United States is a n
insured. The result, I f legally and logically sound, seems to
represent a windfall for the government. to say the least.

D. CO.VTRACT RIGHTS OF IXSCRER V .
STATETORY DCTIES OF ATTORSEY GE.VERAL
It is well settled that If the potential loss is within the limits snd
coverage of the p ~ l i e yand the insurer accepts liability therefor, by
agreeing to defend the elaims OT suits againsf Its assured, and to pas
the l o s i e ~when established, the i n l w e i is accorded the absolute control
oi the Ihgatmn. It may elect to earnpromise and settle the claims before
euil i s filed or after, or It may elect to defend in the name of the
aerured, and the e x e m i e of Its discretion 18 not subject to ehsllenge
by The assured."

Contrast this general principle of insurance law with the compromise section of the FTCA: "The Attorney General, with the
approval of the Court, may arbitrate, earnpromise, or settle any
claim cognizable under section 1346(b) of this title, after the
commencement of an action thereon."ss
I t has been held t h a t coverage under the omnibus clause of the
insurance policy of another does not create an independent eontract between the insurer and the additional insured,s8 and t h a t
the additional insured under such coverage is subject to all
limitations nhich bind the original i n s u r d 5 '
In Sistendirk F . Enited States," the insurer apparently abandoned the somewhat routine defense to its indemnification of the
United States--i.e., reliance on the 1961 amendments--and urged
two constitutional grounds. The insurance company complained
t h a t it had been denied the right of a trial by jury, and t h a t its
right of contract had been impaired by the inclusion of the United
States as a n insured. The court, in an apparent expression of
"148 F . Eupp 25 I D S D 1 9 6 7 ) .
"Traders Q Gen Ins. Ca
,ann>
_...
" 2 6 U S C . ! 2 6 i i (1964)
r..

* S e e Ohio Cas. Ins Ca.

1

Rudea 011 B Gar Ca., 12%F.2d 621. 626 110th

Goodman, 163 Okla 213, 22 P.2d 997 ( 1 9 3 2 ) .
m/ Bernard V. Tiaeonsin Auto. Ins Co., 210 Wis. 133, 245 N.U..200 (19321
= 2 2 5 € Supp 884 1ff.D. 110 1964)
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sympathy, agreed that there should be entitlement to a jury trial
a8 a matter of policy, but stated that It just does not exist a s a
matter of constitutional right.ag The court also found that there
had been no impairment of the insurer’s right to contract by
inclusion of the United States as an insured under the omnibus
e l a u ~ eof the insurance policy of the employee. The basis for this
holding WBS that the insurer selected the language of the contract
and could have excluded the United States had it BO desired. Since
it failed to exclude the United States, the insurer must fulfill its
The matter of the potential conflicts between the statutory
duties of the Attorney General and the control reaerved to the
insurer by the policy are discussed somewhat in the recent case of
A d a m v . United States.B1The opinion merely recognized the
existence of the conflicts, but the court found them not insurmountable and held that they do not rule out the United States as
an insured under its employee’s policy.
Under the conditions section of automobile insurance policies,
there is normally contained a clause of the following import:
Amistence and Cooperation a i the Insured. The insured ahsii ~ m p e r a t e
with the Company and, upon the Company’s request, assist in making
settlements, in the conduct of suits and m enforcing m y right or contri.
bution 01 indemnity agaimt any person or organization who may be
liable to the Insured beeawe of bodily injury or property damage with
respect to whleh insurance i s afforded under this poilcy; and tho InrurEd
shall attend hearings and trmia and ansst in securing and gwing evidence and obtaining the attendance of witnesses. The I n s w e d shall not,
ezcept a t his own 0081, ~ d w t l a n l umake m u payment, o88ume any
obligation, 07 inmr any ezpenre other then io? fiiet aid t o other8 ai the
time ai the aoodenl. [Emphasia supplied.]

It i s safe to say that the dilemma created by the contract language quoted above, as opposed to the statutory duties of the
United States Attorney General has not been satisfactorily answered by judicial opinion. The only serious consideration given
to it was by the court in MeCrary v . United
Two quotes
from that case serve to further frame the problem: “The obligation of the [insurer] . . . to defend its insureds and to pay any

.. -.
-.

‘7,)..I t P P 6

* I d . at 886-86.

F. s w as3 (s.D. iii. 1066).
“ 2 3 5 F. SUPP. 33 (E.D. Tenn. 1964)
“241
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judgment rendered is primary and paramount: '* * * consequently,
its right to control the litigation is first and paramount * * *.''1e3
And,
The concept of Indemnity underlies all, but life, i n s u ~ ~ n epdiciei:
s
and
under the common law, in order ta render a judgment against the indemnitee binding on the indemnitor, the defendant was required t o
notify the indemnitor of the action and offer the indemnitor eontrol of
the defense 8 s to the merits of the defendant's liability."

The court in MeCrarg obviously believed that the conflicts between the general principle quoted above and the statutory
abiigations placed upon the Attorney General with regard ta eantrol of defense, settlement, and compromise Were enough to preclude extension of policy coverage to the United States. However,
it must be remembered that the author of the McCiary opinion
called his remarks a dissent, and that the case actually held
contrary to the contentions of the insurance company,
In Rouleu v . Cnited States,lJ discussed earlier, the effect of
having the United States as an insured under the omnibus clause
of its employee's insurance policy was realistically brought into
focus. The inauranee company was denied the benefit of the campromise it had worked out with the United States. I t should be
remembered that this particular compromise involved a sharing
between the insurer and the United States of damages claimed
by a third party, and that it came about because of a doubt
whether or not the United States was an insured under its employee's policy. K O case has been discovered which has decided
the propriety of a settlement between the insurer and the injured
party with the United States as an additional insured.
Presumably, the insurance company could find itself a t a considerable disadvantage, if required to relinquish such a strategic
matter as settlement authority t o the Attomey General and the
federal district court. I t can certainly be argued that the insurer
and its attorneys, whose everyday activities involve the defense,
compromise, and settlement of automobile liability claims, are far
better trained and motivated for such duties.
The present judicial approach t o this confiict between policy
Id a t 37, quoting in p a r t from T r s d s r r & Gem. Ins. Ca
Go.. 129 F.2d 621, 626 (10th Cir. 19421

" Ibid.
"140

F Supp.

295

(D.Utah

1956).

Y.
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provisions and the statutory duties of the Attorney General is
susceptible of criticism from a more basic Standpoint. When the
United States consented to be sued in tort, it had the sovereign
advantage of doing so on its own terms. I t chose, and who can
say but wisely, t h a t ita courts would decide its cases without
juries, f a r example, as well as approve settlements. There can be
little doubt that these measures represented safeguards for the
protection of the public treasury. Such safeguards do not seem
apprporiate when the ultimate pocket that satisfies the judgment
is that of the insurer rather than the pubiic treasury.
IV. THE CERTIFICATION PROBLEMS
A. MANDATE OR NOT?
The language of 28 U.S.C. 6 2679(b) provides that a auit
against the United States under 28 U.S.C. $ 1346(b) is the exclusive remedy for the plaintiff in tort whose injuries arise from the
operation of a motor vehicle by a government employee acting
within the scape of his employment. Section 2679 ( c ) provides
for the employee's defense by the Attorney General, and section
2679(d) provides for removal to B federal court of such a n
action, if originally brought in B state court, provided the Attorney General certifies that the employee was acting within the
scope of his employment. After removal the action becomes one
against the United States under the FTCA.
The most interesting questions arise when the action is brought
initially in the state court against the employee. One might suppose that the Attorney General's duty is clear under the statute:
however, as a matter of fact, the practice indicates that this may
not quite be true.
In Gustafaon Peck,le a ease involving a routine factual situation, the United States intervened in a n action originally brought
in the state court of Iowa and petitioned for removal, based upon
a certification of scope by the Attorney General alleging that "the
.''8'
J u s t how
Government has a n obligation to intervene ,
"obliged" the government is, and by what standards such a n
obligation is to be tested, was not the subject of the court's
attention.

.I

..

"216 F. SUDP. 370 IN D. Iowa 19631.
" I d . st 371.

*oo
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The next appearance af this topic was in the caae of Adanis 1.
Jacke1,'a where the United States attorney certified that he was
"of the opinion" that the government operator "was acting within
the scope of his employment as an employee of the United States
a t the time of such incident."'"' The problem area came slightly
more into focus upon the motion of the government employee to
have the case against him dismissed The motion to dismiss was
denied by the court, and the reasoning was that, in order for the
United States to be liable, the government must in fact be liable
under the theory of respondeat ssiprrior. A mere allegation of
scope of employment does not r e d r e this element of the go1ernment's liability, even though it may be conclusive with regard to
the issue of removal.'" Thus. the question of scope of employment
would appear to be a iact question for resolution by the court as
a prerequisite to judgment against the United States even under
the 1961 amendments to the FTC.4.
The vagaries of the matter of scope oi employment certification
U-ere not put to rest by the Adnnis c . Joekel opinion. Consider
which invoived a fact situation
the case of S i r p h a n & . .Ilndiao,i:'
more germane to the question of autamobiie ~ n s u r a n c e . Suit was
originated in a state court by the plaintiff against the government
employee. who was operating a parernment-owned rehicie a t the
time of the accident. Counsel ior the United States proiided the
acope of employment certification pursuant to 28 U S.C. ? 2679 ( d ) ,
and the case was removed to the federal district court. After
removal. the government was allowed to implead Government
Employees Insurance Company (GEICO), the liability carrier of
the government driver Government counwi urged that the United
States wad an insured under the policy as B "person or arganizaautomobile . . ."-tion legaii? responsible for the use of [the]
The court held that the United States was not a n insured. because
coverage extended, by the terms of the policy. to automobiles not
0 F. Supp 761 fE.D.N.Y. 10631
a t 765.

.'223 F. Supp 2 5 6 ( E D N.Y 19631.
- " I d . a t 268
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owned by such organization. Foiled in its attempt to underwrite
possible United States liability by the insurance coverage of its
employee, counsel for the United States sought the court's permission to withdraw its certification of scope of employment,
contending that i t had issued the certificate only because GEICO
had refused to defend the employee in the state court. The following language of the court is of interest:
Surely government's e ~ u n ~ ehaving
l,
sworn in the eeltifieation t h a t this
accident occurred in the E O Y I B ~ of Madison's employment, is not now,
without any new evidence appearing to the contrary, prepared B x f u t e
t h a t eonelusion. So long 8 s this be true, the United States is under a
statutory obligation to maintain the defense of this w i t in this court.
As ~ t eawn memorandum stater:
The Department of Juatiee haa eonstrued the p m v i s ~ n sof 28
U.S.C. 2679(d), as amended, to mondole the defense of any
w i t against ~n employee, through the removal procedure authariied by subsection ( d ) thereof, and the payment of any
judgement thus obtained. (emphasis added)
Thua, GEICO'a m f w s i to defend Madison in the state c o w t 'UBI not the
"only" reason t h a t the goverment removed this action; eeitsinly the
admitted Congreaaional mandate was of no lesi compulsion. The government requests t h a t i t be p r m i t t e d to withdraw ita certification and t h a t
this eane be remanded to the state court m e denied."

Although the holding is seemingly contra to A d a m Y. Jackel
on the question of the meaning and effect of the scope certification,
i t is believed that any distinction is auperficial a t best and, in
fact, may not exist a t all. The first sentence of the above-quoted
language of the court, and especially the words "without any new
evidence," would appear to leave the decision open to eventual
compatibility of the two eases. I t would seem only reasonable
that, a t the trial on the merits, should it appear that Mr. Madison
were not in fact operating the automobile in the course of his
employment, then the absence of the respondeat superior principle
would preclude government liability under the FTCA.
Same Support for this hypothesis is contained in the most
recent case on the subject, Atnip v . United States." That case
involved a rural mail carrier who had made what was apparently
a slight deviation from his mail route to pick up nome eggs which
. ' I d . a t 219.
" 2 4 5 F. Supp. 386 (E.D. Ten". 1965).
*DO i189B
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he had previously bought.78 The question of scope of employment
arose upon a motion by the plaintiff to remand the case to the
state court, where suit had originally commenced prior to the
issuance of the scope certificate by the government. The court
denied the motion t o remand on the evidence of the pretrial
deposition of the government employee, it appearing that the
deviation was not sufficient to preclude the accident occurring
within the scope of employment. I t is clear, however, that this
decision on the question of scope of employment was for the
purpose of the remand motion, and a different result on the
question could be obtained a t trial.
However, the more interesting question whether the government
is required, under the present statutory scheme, to defend its
employees when sued in a state court f a r torts arising out of
accidents occurring in aeope of employment, is certainly not free
from doubt. As an example of the uncertainty which exista in
this area, consider the effect of the Attorney General's control of
scope certification upon the insurer of a government employee.
By merely failing to issue the certificate in a suit brought in a
state court against the insured employee, the Attorney General
leaves the insurance company with little choice but to defend the
suit, even though the action arose out af B scope of employment
accident. This would be advantageous to the government, particularly if the insurer has had the foresight to exclude the United
States from its omnibus clause protection. In situations where
the United States is covered by the omnibus c l a u ~ eof its employee's policy, the Attorney General could issue the scope certificate impunibly, causing removal to the federal court, with
suit against the United States under the FTCA and any judgment
to be paid by the insurance company.
At best, it appears that the 1961 amendments provided only the
means by which the employee might be aided, provided the At.
torney General (or the United States attorney for the district
involved) decides within his discretion to issue the Beope certificate
within the meaning of 28 U.S.C. 5 2679(d). Section 2679(b)
maintains that suit against the United States is the only remedy
-*The government emglayee in this esse WBQ operating P vehicle owned by
the L'nited State8 s t the time of the accident. The question a1 automobile
inauranee pwteectm is not mvolved in the decision.
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available, and section 2679 (e) begins, "The Attorney General shall
."; however, no way is seen to bring these sections to
defend.
bear without the certification provided for in section 2679 (d) , The
"mandate" suggested by the court in Stephan V. Modison" waa,
of c o u r ~ e and
,
admitted one for the purposes of the litigation. It
was a "mandate" suggested by the government in its motion to
obtain removal when it believed GEICO to be ultimately liable,
and used by the court to preclude remand when the contrary waa
established. For lack of statutory guidance or judicial authority,
one is left to speculate about the fate of Mr. Madison, the government employee, had government counsel more carefully read the
terms of the insurance policy prior to issuing the certification of
8cope. I t is suggested that some implement should be placed in the
hands of the government employee to assure the protction in.
tended in the amendments to the FTCA.
The end result of this lacuna in the statute was of significant
interest to one Sergeant Coffey,who was operating a truck owned
by the federal government at the time of an accident. The story
of Sergeant Caffey is related by a judge in a state court of
Louisiana." Upon suit in the state court for damages to the
plaintiffs, Sergeant Coffey was represented by the United States
attorney for the particular district, i t being made clear, however,
that the United States was not to be considered a party to the
action. A motion was made on behalf of Coffey to dismiss the
state court action as to him, alleging that he waa acting within the
scope of his United States government employment" and that
plaintiff's exclusive remedy under 28 U.S.C. 6 2679(b) was
suit against the United States. In denying the motion, the court
concluded that no immunity exists prior to the certification of
scope by the Attorney General required by 28 U.S.C.I 2619 ( d ) .
Query. then, the extent to which this prophesy from the legislative history of the 1961 amendments to the FTCA has been
fulfilled :
"228 F. Supp. 256 (E.D.
N.Y.1963).

..

'Jarreil Y . Gordy, 162 Sa.2d 577 (La. 1964).
"There is nothing contained in the ease ripart to suggest that Sergeant
CoRey was not acting within the scope of his employment at the time of the
accident. Nor i i them any suggestion a i t o why the United States attorney
undertook Coffey'a defense, or why a aeope certificate wai not iswed. It
appears that government e ~ u n i e lconceded, in fact urged upon the court, the
proporition that Coffey was acting within the scope of his employment
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The enactment of thin amendment f o p the protection a i the Gowrnment
driver would affard the relief desired by him, far there u o u l d be then no
point in his spending his own funds t o take out iiability iniuranee to
protect him while operating matar iehieles in the scope of his employ.
for the Government..'

B. J C D G , M E S T . I S A BAR A S A F F E C T E D B Y T H E
SCOPE OF EMPLOY.1IEST QL'ESTIOA'
5 2676. Judgment as bar

28 U.S.C.

The Judgement in an action under seetion 1346(b) of this title shall
constitute B complete bar to any action by the claimant, by rearan of
the same avbjeet matter, a g a i n ~ tthe employee of the government whose
act or o m i $ r m gave m e to the c l a m

Given the quoted language of the statute, consider a hypothetical plaintiff who begins suit in a state court against a negligent
government employee. The Attorney General issues a certificate
to the effect that the defendant w m acting within the scope of his
empioyment at the time of the accident, and the action i s removed
to the appropriate federal district court. In a trial before the
court on the merib, verdict i s given for the United States, the

reason being that the government employee was not acting within
the scope of his employment a t the time of the accident. Add the
ingredient of an impleaded insurer of the employee, whose policy
contained the omnibus ciause which has been held to include the
United States ae an additional insured. Section 26iG" says the
judgment shall constitute a c o m p l e t e bar to any action against
the employee, and there is nothing to suggest that this rule would
be affected by the fact that judgment in this hypothetical situation
i s the result of a finding that the employee 8 8 s not acting in scope
of employment, notwithstanding the issuance of a scape certificate.
The interesting possibility exists that the insurance compan?
nauld receive undeserved insulation, and the plaintiff would be
barred from an otherwise meritorious claim against the insured
employee.
Although the reported cases do not quite reach the situation
posed by the hypothetical propmition above, there are several
decisions which would Seem to indicate the probable result. I n
Gvstafson 1.
the plaintiff sought t o remand a case reT.S. CODECox0 & h D NEW 2-84, 2701 (1961)
U S.C 8 2676 1 1 9 6 4 1
" 2 1 6 F. s u p p 370 ,S.D Iowa 1 9 0 3 1 .

"2

' 26
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moved under 8 2619 (d) to the state court in which suit had been
brought originally. In denying the motion, the court used these
words: "Remand is only allowed when it is determined that the
employee was not within the scope of his Federal employment a t
the time the tort was committed."81 (Emphasis supplied.) This
language, of course, falls f a r short of resolving the hypothetical
problem, which presumes a find verdict in favor of the United
States based upon the fact that the employee was not acting
within the scope of his employment at the time of the accident.
However, in the case of Tavolieri v. Alhin,' the court came
closer to an answer to the posed problem. In that ease, after removal on certification of scope of employment by the United States
attorney, a hearing was had by the trial court, at which government counsel argued that the case should be remanded to the State
court.8' The court considered the procedure available to it to decide the question of scope as it bore on the motion to remand, con.
cluding that i t could review the pleadings filed in the state court
and the papera connected with the removal to see if the answer
is available an the fact of these documents. Further. if that were
not sufficient, the court decided that it could take testimony to
determine the matter. The court concluded its discourse on the
question of remand after an erroneous removal with these words:
I'.
and not to permit remand would cause plaintiff to lose his
opportunity to sue the employee pers~nally."'~This result i~ certainly consistent with the obvious intent of the statute as it might
reasonably be read. The insulation and protection to be afforded
to government employees is only for accidents arising out of the
scope af their federal employment and, of course, is not intended
merely to provide a procedural means to destroy an otherwise
valid cause of action which the plaintiff might have.

..

Plaintiffs and their counsel who might be lulled by the above
quoted language should test such altruism and should be wary.
" " I d at 313.
- 2 2 2 F. Supp. 768 ID.Maas. 1863).
"The basis for the government's motion to remand wan that the facts of
the c a m were aueh that, under the law of Maasaehusetts, B private employer
wavid n o t have been iiabie, hence B remedy by suit against the United States
1% not available wlthin the meaning of the language of 23 U.S.C. 5 1346,b).
=Tsvalieri V. Allain, 222 F. S w p , 756, 759 (D.Mnaa. 1983).
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The plaintiff in the case of Hoeh v . Carterse faced an interesting,
albeit not quite analogous. problem. A suit for damages far injuries arising out of B scope of employment motor vehicle accident
was brought against the employee in a state court t w o years and
three days after the incident. After certification by the Attorney
General, the case was removed to federal court, where, over the
objection of the plaintiff, the United States was substituted &9
the sole defendant The dismissal of the case against the employee
in this situation was of more than academic interest, as the
United States promptly asserted the FTCA statute of limitations"
of two years, which precluded the plaintiff from recovering from
anyone, even though the state statute of limitations was 3 rears
and the original action i n state court had been timely. The result
was the insulation of the employee from further proceedings in
any court. The basis for the court's decision, interestingly enough,
was its assertion that, under section 2679(b), once scope of employment is conceded as it was in this case, there is no remedy
against the government employee. The remedy is one exclusively
against the United States,'P whether or not a scope certificate is
ever issued
I t should be noted that in Hoeit c . Carter. the government employee was operating a government truck. and the question of
insurance was not present. However, hypothetically adding insurance to the facts creates m interesting situation. Had there
been insurance, the insurer would have been the ultimate beneficiary of the removal and asBertion of the federal statute of limitations by the Attorney General; and this would be i n the nature of
a windfall for the insurance company, especially since the state
court action against the employee was timeiy brought. The
Attorney General appears to have complete freedom to take into
consideration the facts of each case and to decide the question of
scope certification, influenced by whaterm factors appeal io him.
There is nothing in the exclusive remedy amendments to preclude
the Attarnel General from consiilerinp the presence or absence of
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insurance as a factor in this decision whether to interject the
United States into the case.
V. ADMINISTRATIVE ASPECTS OF T H E UNITED STATES
AS A N I N S U R E D U N D E R T H E INSURANCE
POLICY OF ITS EMPLOYEE
A. GENERAL
In view of the fairly well settled proposition that the United
States is an additional insured under the usual omnibus clause
of its employee's policy, the next logical step would seem to concern itself with the possible administrative application of such
protection.
The heads of federal agencies have been given authority by
statutesnto settle claims under the FTCA. The subject matter of
such claims settlement authority is coextensive with the subject
matter of the tort suit provision contained in 28 U.S.C. 5 1346(b).
Such claims must be based upon damages arising out of the
negligence or wrongful act of a government employee acting within the scope of his employment. Settlements in excess of $26,000
may be accomplished only with the prior written approval of the
Attorney General 01 his designee. Further, B claim must be presented to and denied by the appropriate federal agency before
suit may be filed apaindt the government.
The heads of federal agencies, under the statutory delegation to
settle claims, do so under regulationsv0designed to implement both
the substantivev1and the proceduralDzaspects of such claims.
The problem hypothesized here is whether a claims administrator, under authority granted to him by his agency head, may
utilize the protection of the tortious employee's insurance policy.8J
The concept has implications which m e legal, procedural. and
perhaps even political.
'28

U.S.C.8 2672 (19641,
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amended, 28 U S C . A .

5

2672 ( S u m 10661.

' References to administrative regulations for the purpose of this dmumion
w i l l be thare promulgated by the Department of the Army.
Army Reg N o 27-22 I20 May 1966) [hereinafter cited B J AR 27-22].
""ArmyReg. So. 27 20 I20 May 1966) [hereinafter cited as AR 27-20],
I n fact. the pomhlllty exists that such utilization may bo rewired upon

consideration af the often repeated rule that no offleer of the government may
surrender B right vezted $n or acquired by the government under a c o n t r a c t .
See Simpson
United States, 172 U S . 372 (18991, 20 COMP. GES. 703

,

l19411.
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E. U N D E R CURRENT ADMISISTRATIVE REGULATIONS
The Department of the Army's procedural regulations take
cognizance of the possibility of the presence of its employee's
insurance by requiring a deduction from the amount claimed equal
to the amount of any payment the claimant may have received
from the insurer of the employee upon whose negligence the claim
is based.e' This provision, however, is no doubt based upon the
proposition that to allow the contrary would be to permit the
claimant to collect twice for the same injury. The substantive
regulation does not mention automobile liability insurance a t all.
In the absence of guidance regarding procedure or policy, however, there exists the possibility that the claims administrator
could utilize his ingenuity to obtain the insurance protection
granted by the courts in the caws previously discussed. His soiution might be merely to refuse entertainment of a claim, where
omnibus clause protection covers the United States, until all
remedies have been exhausted against the insured employee. There
would seem little doubt, in the ordinary situation, that the insurer would have no alternative but to pay the claim against its
insured negligent employee, end this would be true without regard
to the status of the United States under the employee's policy.
The only obvious flaw seen in such a procedure involves a matter
of policy. Current regulations require that claims against the
government be "expeditiously settled."85 There i s also this ianm a g e contained in the regulations: "If the claim is of a type
and amount within the jurisdiction of the approving authority
and the claim is meritorious in the amount claimed, it will be
approved for payment."*n
The sophisticated problems of .respondeat superior and the construction of omnibus clauses will be of little concern to the ordinary claimant. Nor will it matter that hia claim is equally valid
whether pressed against the United States alone or paid from the
pocket of the insurance company which must protect the employee
it insures. The claimant will desire quick recovery from the most
readily available source.
* A R 21-20. para. 17b(Zl.
27-20, para. 1.
21-20, para. 14b.
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GOVERNMENT AS INSURED
C . SETTLEMENT WITH CLAIMANT U N D E R CLAIMS

REGL'LATIO.YS FOLLOWED BY PROCEEDI.VGS
FOR REI.IIBCRSE.UE.\ T A C A I S S T IA'SL'RER
Another possibility for the resourceful claims administratorand one taking consideration of the policy objection noted in P a r t
V.A. above-would be settlement of a meritorioua scope claim followed by suit by the United States against the insurer for reimbursement. If otherwise feasible, policy considerations concerning prompt settlement could be satisfied without loss of a valuable,
though somewhat fortuitous, right.
The right of the government to take such action involves aeveral
legal principles. Where omnibus clause coverage exists, the insurance company has liability respecting an additional insured
which is independent of its contractual duty to the named insured.n' But, aa previously discussed, the assistance of the insured-meaning now the additional insured-is required, and he is
forbidden to make settlements except a t his own expenses.*a An
additional insured is subject to any limitations which would bind
the named insured.'g
The problems posed by these restrictions are not insurmount
able. However, it would appear that, aa B predicate to eventual
reimbursement by suit. the claims administrator would have to
offer control and settlement of the claim to the insurer and obtain
the insurer's denial of liability prior to any administrative settlement.'o0 With this condition. the refusal of the insurer ta defend
or to settle a claim of potential liability would be a t ita own risk,lO'
&s the right to effect settlement benefits the insured sd well aa the
insurer.'o2 The insured then would be released from the proscription against settlement without the insurer's consent,'0a and the
amount paid in settlement of the claim could be recovered in a suit
'See

Odden

V.

Union Indem. Ca.. 156 Wash. 10. 286 P. 59 11930).

10'Cf. Csdrsilader

Y

New Amsterdam Cas. Co,, 896 Pa. 51

I10COI

"'See Alford V. Textile Ina. Co., 248 N.C.224, 103 S.E.21 8 11958).
'"See Hardware Mut. Caa. Co. V. Xiiderbrsndt, 119 F.2d 281 110th Cir.
1840); Nixon Y. Liberty Mut. Ins. Co., 255 N.C. 166. 120 S.E.21 4SO 11961).
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against the insurer.'O' Any settlement would be subject to a test
of r e a s o n a b l e n e ~ s . 'No
~ ~ express statutory authority would appear
to be required to utilize this method, as there i B no statutory prahibition against litigation of this sort by the Attorney General.'o6
This method would make full use of the protection afforded by
the empioyee's insurance and would still allow fairly prompt
settlement of claims by the government. Some additional processing time can be anticipated both in offering Settlement power to
the insurer and in documenting denial of liability by the insurer.
VI. coscLusross
Any general conclusions or criticisms of the judicial eanstruetian of the operation of the FTCA. as amended in 1961, and its
application with regard to private insurance coverage, must be
considered with certain ground rules. The first is obvious from a
glance a t the cases cited in this article. With but two exceptions,"'
every opinion cited or discussed as fitting the typical fact situation
described in Part I is an opinion of a federal district court. These
opinions are brief and of the memorandum type. More often than
not, the decision records only the answer to an interlocutory dispute between the parties, and usually the dispute is a procedural
matter involving some facet of federal third party practice. The
dearth of appellate authority probably indicates that the plaintiff's
damages were not great. This suggestion is not verifiable in the
ease reports, but it has Some support in the pre-1961 experience
as refiected in the legislative history of the exclusive remedy
amendments.los
The first and primary conclusion is the mast obvious one. The
United States is an insured under ordinary omnibus clause coverage in its employee's insurance policy. From simply reading the
language of such a clause, it is difficult to find fault with the
principle that the United States is covered. Somehow-and perhaps any such distinction is semantic-this result seems not quite
"Traders

& Go". Cas. Ins. Co.

Y

Rudco 011& Gas Co., 129 F.2d 621 llDth

Clr. 19421

'"See W. 1. Anderaon & Ca.
188 S.E. 642 (1936).

Y

American n u t . Liab. Ins. Co., 211 N.C. 2,

'Osee Halbach V. Ysrkhnm, 106 F. Supp. 4-5 !D N J 19521.
'"Government Employees Ins. Co Y . United States, 349 F.2d 33 (10th C n
19651: Uptaprafft Y United States. 315 F.2d 200 (4th Clr. 19631.
'See 2 U.S. CODECovo. & AD. N E W S 2184 (1961).
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as reasonable after the passage of the exclusive remedy provisions
of the FTCA. This feeling is somewhat fostered by the fact that
plans for the US. government to purchase liability insurance for
its drivers were considered and rejected prior to the adoption of
the 1961 amendments. While certainly not conclusive, this fact
suggests the possibility that the 1961 amendmenb represent the
Congress' intent that the United Statas be self-insured with regard
to the type of accident now covered by the FTCA, as amended.
Another somewhat intangible and inharmonious thought involves an attempt to square government protection of its employees under the doctrine of respondeat aupe7ior with omnibus
ciause proteetion of an additional insured with which no auch
doctrine is connected. The US.government's duty to ita employee
under the FTCA is predicated upon the presence of its vicarious
liability. Omnibus ciawe protection extends to a number of
classes and persons including employers. Although liability of the
named insured ia not a prerequisite to proteetion of an additional
insured under the omnibus c l a u ~ + i~t ~is~ suggested that the inis,
clusion of "a person or organization legalis responsible"-that
an employer-takes cognizance of the rule that employers generally may be indemnified a t the expense of their tortious empiosees.'lo The fact that the government may not exercise this
general prerogative under the FTCAl'I creates the feeling of lack
of harmony.
The more fundamental difficuity in the situation lies in the conflict between the contract rights of the insurer and the statutory
duties conferred upon the Attorney General by Congress. These
conflicts have been discussed both in this study and in A d a m Y.
L'nited States:"'
Though there is logic in much said thmugh the dissenting wiee of
Judge Neem in MeCrary relative to the potential conflietd betreen the
duties of the Attorney Gonernl to defend and the p i i c y proviaion which
gives the insure? eomplete control of the defense of claims, I de not see
these conflicts an inaurmountabieabataelea. , , .?
I t may be concluded that, as to insurers who write policies on
'IOdden Y. Union Indem. Co., 156 Wash. 10, 286 P. 59 ll9aO).
I'" See
Porter Y. Norton-Stuart Pontiac-Cadiliae of Enid, 405
IOkla. 1805).
"'united states V. Gilmlm, ad? U.S.607 (1964).
"'241 F. Supp. 333 1S.D 111. 19651.
Id. at 385.

*co 7 m m

P.2d 109
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government employees, there is no problem. The United States is
an insured, and that is that. However, it seems the employee is
in a bit of a dilemma. Just as the judge in Irain u . 1-nited Stotes114
applauded the government employee who carried insurance to
protect his employer, intermediate dignitaries in government
agencies might also be lnclined to be considerate of those who
protect their employer.
However, the real horn of the employee's dilemma lies in the
certification of scope practice of the Attorney General and in the
apparent inability of the employee to require a t least B hearing an
the question of scope of employment. It seems unrealistic to leave
the triggering device for this beneficial protection where it has
been placed. I t IS al well and good to discuss the govern.
ment's mandate to defend its employees; but, as painted out
previously, this i s a discretionary mandate and is a solution
largely dependent upon the providential attitude of the Attorney General. In Stephon I. Madison"8 and Jarrell 1.
GordU,L16it was seen that this discretionary mandate may be
statute would be to allow removal from the state court upon the
flavored by influences other than the iswe of scope of employment.
A more reasonable alternative to that presently existing in the
motion of the defendant-employee for a preliminary hearing before the federal district court on the question of scope of employment. S o objection is seen to leaving the matter of the defense of
the employee by the United States to the discretion of the trial
judge, dependent upon his initial determination on the scope question. If felt necessary, this proposal could be balanced with a
provision allowing the federal trial judee to assess costs, when it
appears that the employee's allegation of scape v a s frivolous. and
where his actions were, in fact, clearly outside the scope of his
employment.
Without some additional protection for the employee as suggested, the employee appears to be to some extent in the uncertain
position in which he found himself prior to the 1961 amendments
to the FTCA. A prudent employee today certainly uould deem
himself insecure without personal automobile liability insurance
"'148 F. Svpp 25 (D.SD.1B5il
".223 F. Supp. 256 ( E D N Y . 18631.
' 162 S a 2 d 571 (La 19641
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To a certain extent, then, i t would Seem that the intention of
Congress to preclude the necessity for the purchase of automobile
liability insurance by federal employees in scope of employment
situations has been frustrated.
I t i s certainly arguable that, since the insurance company
chooses the language of its policy. including the omnibus clause,
it need not include the United States as an additional insured.
The following is a sample c l a u ~ erecently received from and currently in u ~ eby one of the automobile liability insurance companies regularly doing business with federal employees:
i t is agreed t h a t the policy dma not apply under the Liability Coverages
to the foliowing as insureds:

1. The United States of America or any of its agencies;
2.

Any person, ineluding the named insured. with respect to bodily
injury or property damage resulting from the operation of an automobile by such peram a8 an employee of the United States Govern.
ment vhiie acting within the scope of his ofice or empioyment, if
the proviaiona of seetion 2679 of Title 28, United States Code (Federal Tort Claims A c t ) , SI/amended, require the Attorney General of
the United States to defend such p r a m in any civil Betlon or PYOeesding which may be brought for such W i l y injury or property
damage, whether or not the incident out a i which such bodily injury
01 property damage amse has been reported by or on behalf of such
peraon to the United States or the Attorney General.

Apparently an exclusion such as that quoted above is also now
in effect in all automobile liability insurance policies issued in
Texas."'
A careful reading of the quoted clause leads to the conclusion
that bath the United States and the employee would be without
protection in a situation where the Attorney General is vequired
to defend. Judicial construction of this vequirement, i t is pre.
sumed, would be undertaken in a state, rather than a federal, court
and would arise in a first party suit by the insured against his insurer, contesting denial of coverage in an apparent scope of
employment accident, based upon the fact that the Attorney
General was r e w i r e d by 28 U.S.C.8 2679 to defend the case but
did not.
It is not known whether the automobile insurance industry as
a whole has reacted to exclude the United States in a similar
fashion: however, such a reaction would not be surprising. It is
"'Myers
A 0 0 WBDB

Y.

United States, 2 4 1 F. SUPD. 515. 519 n.4

(N.D.Tex.

19661.
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felt that anv widespread administrative use of omnibus clause
protection, as discused earlier. would certainly provide an incentive for the adoption of ciauses excluding the United Stntea from
such coverage.11e
With a claiise as that quoted above in his policy, it is conceivable that the insured employee would hare less protection than he
had prior to the 1961 amendments to the FTCA. This hopefully unlikely premise hypothesizes a situation where the Attorney General refuses to certify as to scope of employment, and the insurer
refuses protection under the policy, contending that government
defense of the action was required. To preclude this possibility.
the following amendment ( f ) to 28 U.S.C. 8 2679 i s proposed:
In the event of a disapreement between the Attorney General and the
defendant government employee regarding the Attorney General's determination regarding the eerlifieatian provided f a r in subsection ( d )
a i this section, any action brought ~n B s t a b court which 1s alleged by
the defendant to have arisen out of an act or acts within the ~ e o p eof
federal employment, may be removed by the defendant t o the district
court of the United Stater for the district and division embracing the
place where such action l a pending

As previously mentioned, the motivation behind the exclusive
remedy amendments to the FTCA was the protection of the
government driver, with the intention being that it would no
longer be necessary for him to purchase automobile insurance to
protect him in his government duties. It 1s suggested that the
proposed amendment, or one of like import, is necessary ta achieve
the result intended by Congress. In Yiew of the fact that the inBuranee industry might act generally to exclude protection to
government employees far scope of employment accidents. the
added protection of a triggering device in the hands of the employee would preclude the ludicrous possibility that the garernment employee now has less protection than he had prior to the
passage of the exclusive remedy amendments.
' 6 Q ~ s r ywhether the heads of exec,utire drparlments of h e government
could, by direetwe. p r o m i b e Burchase of such poiiries b) government driiers
See R o y d Standard Ins Ca
XeNamara. 34: F.2d 240 18th Cir 1C651.

,

COMMESTS

STATE POWER TO TAX THE SERVICE MEMBER: A N EXAMINATION OF SECTlON 514 OF THE SOLDIERS' AND SAILORS'
CIVIL RELIEF ACT.

1. INTRODUCTION
Section 514' continues to be the most frequently invoked section
of the Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act? aa well 8 8 its most
controversial. Several reasons for this could be suggested. The
simple explanation, however. lies in the fact that states need
revenue and, to the extent permissible, are understandably determined to include service members among the clientele named on
the tax rolls; but the serviceman-who, under section 614, has
been granted a measure of federal immunity from state taxationis justifiably anxious to assert his protected status. The result in
many cases is a real or apparent clash of federal and atate authority, with the serviceman-taxpayer as the protagonist in the
conflict. I t should be added, however, that the controversy is
generally short-lived, with its resolution in most cases found in an
informal opinion of a city or county attorney, or perhaps a more
formal issuance by the state attorney general. Relatively few
cases ever reach a court, and even fewer are appealed. The apparent explanation of this relative lack of judicial activity is that,
even in those cases where the serviceman can afford to bring suit,
the cost of litigation generally exceeds that of the tax. In one
sense this is unfortunate, for the reported cases bear out the conclusion that the member who goes to eaurt (and appeals, if necessary) is, by and large, highly successful.
This comment an section 514 is expository in nature and is
offered with the hope of affording interested persons an easy, prac* The opinions and conelmions preaented herein are those of the author and
do not necessarily represent the views of The Judge Advocate General's School
or any other governmental agency.
56 Stat. 777 f1942), as amended. 50 U.S.C App. 0 514 f1864).
' 5 4 Stat. 1176 (1940). as amended, 50 U.S.C. App. $5 601-46, 560-90
(1964). The set has been extended until such time a ~ i lat "repealed or otherwise terminated" by act of Congress. 62 Stat. 613 (1948). 50 U.S.C. App. &
464 (1864)
AGO 1289B
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tical reference in the area It is also the author's wish that it
contribute ta consistent administrative decisions by military and
civilian officials who h a \ e the difficiA task of effecting the final
nonjudicial adjustment between the soldier and the State taxing
authority.
Since an appropriate starting point for the examination of a
statutorx subject is the statute itself-particularly
where, ad
here, its precise nording is often criticalL-aection E l l , entitled
"Residence for tax purposes," i s reprinted ~n full below.
(1) For the purposes of t a x a t m I" respect o i as) person, OT of his
personal property. income, or gross income, by m y State, Territory.
pasaessian. o r paliticai svbdivirion of any of the foregoing, or by the
Diatrict of Columbia, eveh person shall not be deemed to have lost B
residence or damieila I" m y State, Territory, p ~ s i o n ~ m no ,r political
ivbdividion Of m y a i the foregoing. or in the District of Columbia. solely
by reason of being absent therefrom in comphance w f h military or naval
ardors, or t o h a i e acquired B residence 0 1 d o n i d e in, U T to h a r e become
resident in or B residant of, any other State. Territory possession, 01
political svbdivrsion of any of the foregoing. o r the District of Columbia.
while, and solely by rearm o i being, 80 absent F a r the purposer of
taxation in respect of the personal property, income, or grass m o m e of
any such perron by m y State, Terrntory, poriession, or pohtical subdivision of any of the foregoing, o r the District of Columbia, a i u h x h
such person i s not B reridenf or i n which he 15 not domiciled. compensation
for military or na\al service shall not be deemed income for s e n i c e s
performed w t h m or from iourcei within. sveh State. T e r r m r y . POSi e ~ i i ~ npolitical
,
subdivision, 01 DIstnet, and personal property shall not
be deemed ta be located or present I" or La h a i e a situs f a r taxation I"
such State, Territory, p'os~esiion. or political subdivision. or drstnet.
Where the owner of personal pmperty 16 abient f r o m his residence or
damieile salely by reason of compliance wlfh m i l i f m ~ yor naval orders.
this seetian applies with respect t o peisanal property. OT the use thereof.
within any tax jurisdiction other than such place of rendence OT d o m d e ,
regardless of where the ownel may be ~ e r v i n g8n compliance u i f h ruch
orders: Procrdrd. T h a t nothing contained I" thin section shall p ~ s r e n f
taxation by an). S t a k , T e m t o r y . poisebsmn. o r political subdiiirian of
any of the faregoing, o r the Dmrrict of Columbia in respect a i personal
~ r o p e r f yused an or ansing from a trade or business, if I t orherwise hsn
jurmdxtmn
Thm seetian shall be effective a8 a i September 8. 1838,
except t h a t It shall not requnre the crediting or refunding of m y tax
paid prior t o October 6, 1942.
(21 When used I" thin section, ( a ) the term "personal property" shall
include tangible and intangible property (Including motor uehielesJ, and
( b l the term ''taxation" shall include but not be limited to l i e e n ~ e fees.
~,
OT exeiaer impaaed ~n respect to motor vehicles or the use thereai' Pro.
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vided, That the license, fee, or e x e m required by the State, Territory.

PoJJession, or Diatrict of Calumbla of whmh the person is a resident or in
which he 19 domiciled has been p a d

The discussion which fallows is segmented into various subparts,
each of which is devoted to a particular tax or-toward the end of
the comment-a particular problem area. Unless otherwise noted,
the assumption is that the serviceman is stationed in a state other
than his home state (state af domicle). The state in which the
soldier is stationed is referred to as the "host state" or "state of
station," while the state in which he i s a domiciliary is referred
to a8 his "home state" or "state of domicile."
11. INCOME TAX
T H E E X T E N T O F S T A T E T A X I N G POWER U N D E R
T H E CNITED S T A T E S CONSTITUTION
Before discussing the effect of section 514 upon state income
taxes, it might be helpful to examine briefly the extent to which a
state m a s constitutionally levy a tax upon income. Here, an important distinction must be made, for a state's taring power over
its residents is far greater than that which i t may exercise over
nonresidents. With regard to resident individuals. it appears that
a given state has the power to tax all income, from whatever
source de~ived.' On the other hand, a state's power to tax the
income of nonresidents is limited to income derived within the
state;' either through the performance of services within the taxing state's boundaries or through the ownership of property there.
The obvious question is, then, how does one become a resident
for purposes of state taxation? Although the answer in any given
case must be determined by searching the code and regulations
of the state concerned, it is fair to m y that state codes, by and
large, embody a similar approach. Generally, a resident is statutorily defined as an individual who either is a domiciliary of the
state o r has been physically present in the state for a stated period
of time (usually 6 to 10 months).i Conversely, simple deduction

A.

' 5 6 Stat. 777 (19421, 8 8 amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 574 (1964).
' S e e New Yark e z vel. Cohn Y. Graves, 300 U S . 308 (1837); Lawrence V.
State Tax Comrn'n. 256 U . S . 276 11832).
' S e e h-ew Yark ez rd. Whitney Y . Graves, 298 U.S.S6s (1937); Shaffer Y
carter. 282 U.S.3 7 (1020).
'See. e g., VA CODE A N N g 58-5 (1868); Flick, State Tor Liability 01
Sr7uwrmin and T h e w Dependents. 21 W a n & LEE L.REV. 22, 26 (1864).
AGO iPlDB
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dictates that an individual, who neither i s a domiciliary of a state
nor has been physically present long enough to meet the required
statutory time period, must be a nonresident. It should be painted
out that a few states still limit the definition of a resident ( f a r
tax purposes) to the inclusion only of damiciliaries. The trend,
however, is definitely toward using the broadest permissible t a r
base, and most states employ the dual test just described.

B. T H E IMPACT OF SECTI0.V 520
Notice that the operation of these state rules of taxation, if
unrestricted by federal legislation, places the soldier a t an unfortunate disadvantage. The courts have consistently held that
entrance and Service upon active duty (which normally involves
transferring the soldier to a past outside his home state) does not,
standing alone, result in loss of the domicile held by the member
prior to his military service.' Consequently, without protective
legislation, the soldier (although acting in obedience to militar)
orders) would find himself subject to the full taxing power of
two states: (1) his state of domicile: and ( 2 ) his state of station,
amuming he has met the physical presence test.
But the encroachment of Section 514 upoii the host state's power
to tax is both salient and paramount. Under its provisions, the
soldier will not be deemed to hare lost or gained a residence or
domicile solely by reason of absence from his home state in eompliance with military orders. From this statutory mandate. a
rather obvious principle may be postulated: Since the s e w i c e
member does ?lot acquire a new residence irithe host state merely
beeatwe 01 ertended physical preseiice. he miist be tared, if a t all.
OA a nonresident. Observe, also, that section 514 applies only to
the service member-the
person moving from state to state in
compliance with military orders-and
not to the member's dependents.
It has been suggested, you will recall, that a state has the constitutional power to tax a nonresident upon income derived within
its boundaries. Why, then, could not the host state argue that mili.As s mstter of fact. the ~ ~ T Y ~member
C E
desiring to ehsnge his domicile
o f t e n haa dificulty meeting the quantum of aroaf required b y the court&. See.
e 9 , Beadey >.. Bearleg, 93 NH. 447, 43 A 2d 154 (1945).
126
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tary pay earned by servicemen stationed within its border&constitutes income derived from services periormed within the state?
Such an argument would be successful. were it not for the specific
provision of section 514 which states that "compensation for military or naval service ahall not be deemed income for services
performed within, or from source8 within" the state of station.
Consequently, a taxation of military pay is reserved exclusively to
the soldier's state of domicile.
This immunity does not, however, extend to income other than
that earned as compensation for military service. As a result, the
soldier's tax liability for monies generated by off-duty employment
is coextensive with that of any other nonresident. That is, he is
liable to the state in which the income was derived. To give an
example, suppose Sergeant Jones, a domiciliary of Virginia, is
staiioned at Fort Benning, Georgia. Assume further that he
engages in off-duty employment in the host state. The income
derived from that employment is taxable by the state of Georgia.
Of course, it is also taxable by Virginia. which can levy a tax
upon all of Sergeant Jones' income.
Occasionally, a soldier stationed in one state has off-duty employment in another. To use, again, our hypothetical sergeant atationed in Georgia, consider the tax consequences of his employment
(after duty hours) in Phoenix City, Alabama. Here, i t is Alabama
which has the power to tax this nonresident aervice member upon
income derived within ita boundaries. Of course, Virginia again
has taxing power, but Georgia is foreclosed because the off-duty
income was not derived within its geographicsl limits. Various
other combinations can occur, but even the most vexatious can be
resolved, first, by determining in which state the nonmilitary income was derived, and, secondly, by determining what taxes, if
any, are imposed by that state upon nonresidents.
We observed earlier that the serviceman's dependents are not
within the protective ambit a i section 514. Consequently. the
soldier's wife soon finds that, for purposes of taxation, she is a
'Congress has declared that h i n g OT working on a mihtary reservation
does not rellci'e an individual from the payment of state income taxer to the
ipilropriite authorities. See 4 U.S.C.5 106 (1'364). The Umted States has
SIX canrented t o state t a x a t m of compensatian paid to federal ofleers or
emplayee~. See 53 Stst 575 (19391, 6 U.S.C. ! M a (1964).
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resident of two states: (1) the state in which she is domiciled
(normaliy her husband's home state, acquired through operation
of law a t the time of marriage) ; and ( 2 ) the state in which she
has been physically present long enough to meet the statutory test
of residence (normally 6 to 10 months). This unhappy circumstance allows two states to bring their full taxing power to bear
upan the wife (or other dependents with taxable income). AIthough amendments to alleviate these harsh consequences have
been proposed, none has passed. Some relief, in the form of credit
for taxes paid elsewhere, may be granted by the individual states
concerned, but t h e extent to which such credit is given varies
considerably among the states.
111. ISTANGIBLES
There are two means of taxing intangibles@(such as stocks,
bonds, bank deposits, etc.). One i s to levy an ad valorem tax upon
the intangible itself: the second i s to reach the income generated
by the intangible by making it subject to the income tax of the
taxing state. The former presents the most severe administrative
problems, because of the extreme difficulty that collection authorities have ferreting aut the kind and amount of intangibles held
by the taxpayer, particularly those producing little or no income.
As a Consequence, a number of states have abandoned the ad
valorem or property tax on intangibles. Enough states still retain
it, however. to warrant attention to this method of taxation.
The traditional rule i s that, for purposes of an ad valorem tax,
intangibles have their taxable situs a t the ownet's domicile.1° An
exception to this rule occurs where the intangibles in question
(e.&, notes or accounts receivable) are used in a trade or business.
In such a case, the state where the business is carried on may levy
a tax upon the intangibles which have gained a situs there because
of their business use,11 I t appears that these same intangibles may
aim be subject to an ad valorem tax imposed by the state of
* Oeeasionsliy, the line between tnngihles and intangiblia is hard to draw.
The ieadmg case here I I Blodgett %'. Silherman, 277 u S 1 l1528). m whieh
the Court held. inter alia, that although a saiings bank account IS an I"tangible, paper money (and coin) in a safe deposit box constitutes tangible
permm1 property.
" S e e Wheeling Steel Corp. V. Fax, 398 US. 193 (1536).
Curry Y. MeCenlesr, 301 U.S. 357, 366-68 (1989).
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if i t chooses to utilize its full taxing power.
Without involving section 514, the service member (assuming he
does not use his intangibles in a trade o r business outside of his
home state) normally" is subject only to the intangible property
tax of his state of domicile. I n addition, section 514 insures immunity by specifically providing that neither tangible nor intangible personal property will be deemed to have a situs for
taxation in any state where the serviceman is a nonresident. A
statutory exception is made, however, for property "used in or
arising from a trade or business." If so used, it loses its protected
status under section 514 and, of course, becomes taxable by the
state in which the trade or business is conducted.
Notice that the operation of the traditional Nle-that is, situs
for taxation a t the owner's domicile-prevents the dependent from
double taxation upon intangibles, even though she has no section
514 protection, For example, the wife (who does not use her
intangibles in connection with a business) need only meet the
requirements of her home state with regard to an ad valorem tax
upon intangibles.
Interesting questions arise where the state of station attempts
to levy an ad valorem tax upon the wife's intangibles based upon
her residence, such residence having been acquired through extended physical presence. Is mere physical presence sufficient
nexus for such a tax? Any objection to the tax-assuming it is
clear that the host state imposes it-must
be founded on the
Constitution, and the due process clause appears apposite.
Probably no constitutional objection exists; unfortunately, however, the most relevant judicial authority involves the propriety
(from a constitutional standpoint) of imposing death taxes."
From these cases, however, there clearly emerges a doctrine that
multiple taxation does not offend due process. The doctrine e s t a b
lishes, a s the test of validity. the requirement that the taxing state
See Newark Fire Inn. Co. V. State Bd. of Tax Appeals, 301 U S 813
(1939); Pmn8ylvmia Y . Univeraal Trades, Inc., 392 Pa. 323, 141 A.2d 204
( 1 9 5 8 ) . Contra, Standard Oil Co. Y. Kentucky, 311 S.W.2d 372 (Ky.19581
(citing Wheeiing Steel Corp. V. Fox, 288 U.S. 193 11936)).
'* Asmming the state of station leviea a tax only npon the intangibles of
its domicdlariea, the soldier need not elaim his section 514 protection.
"See Curry V. McCanlesa, 307 U.S.357 (1939): Graves V. Elliott, 807 U.S.
333 (1939).
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must furnish protection to, or exercise control over, the persons
(or corporations) whose relationships give rise to intangible
property rights. Such a test not only implies that the tax af the
state of station may ,be valid, but also raises possibilities of a
valid tax by a third state-for example, the state in which a trust
i s located, or the state in which is domiciled a corporation whose
securities are held by the dependent. Increased imposition of the
ad valorem tax upan intangibles seems remote, however, since the
states probably find other farms of taxation are easier to administer and produce more revenue.
The second way in which a state may reach intangibles is by
the imposition of an income tax upon the interest, dividends, or
other income generated by the intangibles. Noteworthy is the fact
that the validity of such a tax i s not dependent upon the right of
the taxing state to tax the source far which the income was
derived. The Supreme Court has made it clear that a state may
tax net income from bonds held in trust and administered in
another state, although the taxpayer's equitable interest may
not be subjected to the tax.13
Considering the plenary power of a state over its residents,
it seems clear that their income from intangibles are the proper
subject of a tax. Most states, however, restrict the taxation of
this income by requiring only their domiciliaries to include i t as
taxable income. In other words, the traditional rule is that situs
f a r taxation of income from intangibles is the owner's domicile.'*
The operation of this generally accepted rule protects the
serviceman without his having to invoke section 614. He, like the
civilian taxpayer, need meet only the demands of his home state.
If Some state other than his state of domicile attempts to reach
this income, he can invoke section 514, which not only gives him
the status of a nonresident, but also Btates that personal property
(including intangibles) shall not have a situs for taxation in any
state in which the member is a nonresident. The latter provision,
it may be argued, is broad enough to include income from such
property.
"See New Yark e% vel. Cohn 5. Graves, 300 U.S 308 ( 1 9 3 7 ) . The decision
also vpholdr the validity of B t a x upon income derived f r o m rhe rental of
lands located outaide tho taxing state
Suttles v Illinois Glass Co., 206 Ga 645. S 5 S E 2 d 382 (1960,
H u n t V. Eddy, I50 Xan. 1, 90 P.2d 547 (1839) Flick, eupra note 6 , a t 28.
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The predominant rule for taxing income from intangibles also
protects the dependent from multiple taxation. But, suppose a
state levies a tax an the income from intangibles of all of its
residents, regardless of whether such persons are residents by
reason of domicile or physical presence. Such a tax ia apparently
valid. and its levy subjects the dependent to double taxationshe pays to her state of domicile and to the state where her
spouse is stationed. Again, the dependent may be able to avail
herself of reciprocal tax credits, but such a credit is only a privilege, the extension of which is discretionary with the state eoneerned.
However, increased imposition of a tax upon income from intangibles, unless coupled with an equitable system of credits for
taxes previously paid, might be the catalyst necessary to persuade
Congress to amend section 614 so that dependents, a8 well as
service members, are protected persons. Such a statutory change
could be drafted to afford ta the dependent, who is actually living
with her serviceman-husband, the status of B nonresident in his
state of station." The result would be to subject the dependent to
income taxes only upon such income as was derived within the
state.
IV. REAL PROPERTY
The real property tax is unaffected by section 614. The traditional rule is, of cour[ie, that realty is taxable where located.18
Thus, the rule applies with equal force whether such property is
owned by the service member or his dependent, unless the state
itself chooses to make an exception.
V. TANGIBLE PERSOSAL PROPERTY
I t is clear that jurisdiction to impose an ad valorem tax upon
tangible personal property depends upon the situs of the property." Situs normally means actual physical presence, although a
temporary removal of the property from the taxing state does not
~~

"This test is a departure from the Statutory teat under smtion 614 which
defines the husband's status as nonresident. He is B nonresident of d l btstei
except his hame state, 8s long 8s he is absent from his home s a t e in compiim e e with military orders.
"See First Nat'l Bank V. Maine, 234 U.S.312 (1932).
"'See Lawrence V. State T a x Camm'n, 286 U.S. 276 (1932); Hogan Y.
County of Norfaik, 198 Ya. 733, 96 S.E.Zd 744 (1957).
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defeat that state's jurisdiction.'" Observe, however, that the
relevant inquiry for jurisdictional purposes invokes a determination of where the property l e situated The mere residence or
domicile of the owner in the taxing State does not. standing alone.
afford the state a jurisdictional basis for taxing his tangible personal property. For such tangibles to be properly taxed, they
must be with the resident o n n e r or, a t least. must not have been
permanently removed from the state.?'
Through a statutory command which ignores the actual fact of
physical presence, section 514 affects the location (for tax purposes) of the service member's tangible per~onalproperty. It does
so by tying the location of that property to the owner's residence.
irrespective of where the property may, in fact, be located. Section 514 1s clear in its command that personal property will not
be deemed to be located in. or have a taxable situs in, any atate in
which the soldier is a nonresident. Thus, through a legal fiction,
the member's tangible personal property never does acquire B situs
~n his state of station. It 1s also clear that the property remains
immune even if the soldier leaves it in his state of station (or
former state of station) in order to perform duty elsewhere.?? As
long as the member is not a resident of the state in which his
tangible personal property is located, that state cannot tax his
property Of course, under section 614, he does not acquire a new
"tax residence" or lose the "tax residence" in his home state, solely
by reason of absence from his home state in compliance with military orders I t should be noted. however, that he may establish
enough contacts x i t h the host state through voting, the payment
of income taxes, etc., to effect a change of domicile, but this seldom
occurs unless the member i s trying to effect a change.
The net effect of section 614 is to provide the soldier with immunity from a tangible personal property tax lery in hie host
state, or in any other state where he i s a nonresident. And, the
" ' S e e Brook & Co.

1.

Ed. of Buperniors, S Cal Po ?R6. 65 P Zd 7 9 1 ( 1 9 3 7 ) .

Cavnrg of Norfolk, l e e V a 733, Pi3 F E.2d 711 i l C % i l
'"Thlr blanket immunity was wade e w ' t~ I" a recent amendment to
section 514 ! s e e 76 Stat. 7 6 8 t l " f i ? j ) , altho,.gh a n appellate court had held
t h a t this broad protection existed o n rhe b n r i i of the 'rneulge of the section
p n o r to the amendment. See Cnited S t p t e s v A T I I T ~ ~ County,
~oI.
328 F.2d 9ZY
(4th Cir 19611.
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Supreme Court in Dameran. v . Brodhead?s held that this immunity
adheres, even though the member has not paid a tax upon his
property in his home state.
A question which merits brief exploration is whether the
soldier's home state has the power to tax the tangible peraonal
Property which accompanies the absent member. The problem is,
of course, that the property is physically outside the state of
domicile, and, as indicated earlier, domicile is not a proper jurisdictional basis for the imposition of a tangible personal property
tax. Nevertheless, it appears that auch a tax is valid. There are
two reasons which support this conclusion. Firat, the Supreme
Court has suggested (although not held) that such a tax could
be su~tained.~'Secondly, in those eases in which the Supreme
Court has applied the rule that jurisdiction to tax tangibles is
founded upon presence within the taxing state, the denial of taxing power has implicitly rested not only upon the fact that the
property is located outside state lines, but also upon the fact that
it has gained a taxable situs in the state in which it is present.2'
However. because of section 614, the soldier's property does not
gain a taxable situs in his host state (or in any other state in
which he Is a nonresident). Consequently, if the property has a
taxable situs anywhere, it has such a situs in the soldier's home
state.
The theoretical justification for an ad valorem tax by the state
of domicile does not mean that in most eases such a tax should
be paid. Inquiry must first be made whether the home state
chooses to tax the soldier's property which is physically outside
the state. Here, a search of the code of the soldier's home state
is in order: but, without the additional reference to opinions of
the state attorney general interpreting the relevant seetion(s),
one can easily be misled. For example, the Code of Virginia imPoses a tangilbe
orovertv
~. versonal .
.
. tax only
. uvon
. such vrovertv
. . .
"345 D.S. 322 (1953)
m'See Dameron Y. Brodhesd, 345 U.S. 322, 326 (1953).
See Standard Oil Co. V. Peek, 342 U.S. 382 (1952);Union Refrigerator
Transit Co. V. Kentucky, 199 W.S. 194 (1905). Although these eases i n v o l ~ e
the taxation (by a ppineipie of apportionment) of tangibles moving in interstate commerce, i t is nevertheless reasonable to conclude that, in theory at
leaat. a state in which property has been permanently located does not lore
its right t o tax untd such t m e ne the property acquires a taxable situs in
another state.
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as i s

"physically located" within the state;?R yet, the attorney

peneral has ruled that this does not mean actual physical presence,
but means situs in the legal sense.?' He reasoned that the effect

of section 514 i s to retain the situs of the serviceman's personal
property in his home state. Hence, the absent Virginia soldier may
be required to meet the Virginia persanal property tax.
I t might be reiterated that the Virginia interpretation, even if
somewhat unusual, may indeed have a sound basis in legal theory;
but the point is that such a tax is almost impossible to administer
effectively. Indeed, the administration of a tangible personal
Property tax upon properties actually within the state is riddled
with difficulties. The levy of an ad valorem tau upon tangibles
generally involves an appraisal of the property by tax authorities,
and this usually is not feasible with regard to items located beyond state lines. The problem of incomplete disclosure by the
taxpayer-which,
unfortunately, exists even when all of his
property i s within the state-is
surely compounded when the
property i s located in another state. In short, the difficulties which
account for the present decline of the ad valorem tax upon
tangible personal property are only accentuated when the property
accompanies an absent soldier. I t is for this reason that efforts
to tax an absent serviceman are likely to be minimal.
The situation with repard to the taxation of a dependent's
tangible personal property is. a i course, quite different from that
of the service member. Since the dependent is afforded no pratection under section 514, her tangible property can, and usually
does, gain a taxable s i t u in the hast state. However. when the
dependent's property acquires a taxable situs in the state of station, it should lose its taxable situs in the home state.2B
As a general practice, host states, in which a dependent i s living
with her serviceman-spouse, do levy an ad valorem tax upon the
dependent's separate property. Where the property i s jointly
owned by, say, a soldier and his wife, some states tax one half
'See VA. CODE A h " 8 68-834 1 1 9 5 9 ) .
'Letter F r o m Attorney General a i Virginia to Honorable A . Burke Hertz.
15 September 1965.
'This certainly should be the rerult. b m e e the properly not only is oiitsde
the state of domicile but also has gained B taxable %!tub in the h o d strtD
See Dameron V. Brodhead, 345 U S . 322 ( 1 9 5 3 1 , Standard 011 Ca. v Peck. 342
US. 382 ( 1 9 5 2 ) : Union Refrigeratar Transit Ca v Kentucky, 199 E S. 1 9 1
(1905).
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the total value of the jointly held tangibies on the theory that,
since half of the property is owned by the wife, her half has
gained a taxable situs in the state of station. This levy has not
yet been judicially tested, and there is serious doubt whether Cangress intended joint ownership to partially defeat section 514
immunity.
One exception to the taxation of the dependent's property by the
host state occurs where the property is ioeated on a military reservation subject to exclusive federal jurisdiction. The leading ease
in this area-Swrplus Tiading Co. 8 . CookZB-makes it clear that,
where the federal government has exclusive legislative jurisdiction
over a reservation, the state is without power to levy an ad valorem
tax upon property located on it. I n mme instances, however,
where federal jurisdiction is less than exclusive, the state has reserved the power to tax privately owned tangibles located on a
military reservation, and thus, is in a position to tax a dependent's
tangible property.
At this point, attention should be given two provisos in section
514, one of which was mentioned in connection with the taxation
of intangibles. I t wili be recalled that section 514 immunity does
not extend to intangibles used in a trade or business. The same
is true of tangibles. Thus, to give an example, where the member
utilizes his personal property in an off-duty trade or business, the
property so used loses its section 514 immunity and becomes
taxable by the state where i t is employed for a business purpose.
A second proviso in section 514 makes it clear that the nanresident member acquires immunity from "licenses, fees, or excises imposed in respect to motor vehicles or the use thereof,"
only if he has met the license, fee, or excise requirements of his
home state. Observe that this provision does not affect the rules
for levying a tangible personal property tax, which have already
been discussed. However, it does place license, fee, and excise
taxes, imposed with respect to motor vehicles, in a special ciassificatian so that, if the requirements of the home state are not met,
the host state may impose its own "licenses, fees, or excises."
Consequently, it is apparent that from a taxing standpoint i t ia
advantageous for the state of station to classify as many taxes as
it can as license, fee or excise levies. This will allow the host state
'231

U.S.647 (1830).
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to present the service member, who fails to meet the requirements
of his state of damiciie. with a sizeable tax bill, properly labeled,
of course, as a "license fee" or Similar designation.
But, what characteristics must a tax have before it may properly
be iabeled a license, fee, or excise? This was the basic question in
the recent case of California 2 . Bi*zord,l'l where the facts were
these: Captain Buzard. a domiciliary of the state of Washington,
was stationed a t an Air Force base in California. Vhile performing temporary duty in Alabama. he purchased a new autamobile, which he registered in that state, obtaining Alabama
license plates. Shortly after his return to California, he was advised by California officials that he should register his car i n
California and pay the attendant fees, as he had failed to register
the vehicle in his home state of Washington. Upon going to the
proper office to fill out the necessary titling papers nnd to purchase
his license taps. the soldier discovered that California's license fee
consisted of t w o parts: a basic registration charge of 58, and a
a "license fee"-which
was calculated by
second charge-alled
taking 2 percent of the market value of his car. Since this second
charge amounted to almost $100, Captain Buzard refused to pay
it. He was, however. willing to pay the $8 basic registration fee.
When prosecuted far failure to register his ear (and upon appeal of his conviction), the defending officer advanced a rather
ingenious argument. He painted o u t , first of all, that section 514
allows the host state to impose a "license, fee or excise" only where
a similar charge "required by" the home state has not been paid.
He then showed that his home state of Washington placed a registration and license requirement onlu upon persons who, during the
registration year, drive upon the highways of that state. Thus,
the defendant's argument went, in effect, "Since I have not driven
upon the highways of my home state during the current registration year, no license fee or excise is owed to that state." Consequently, he asserted that, since no fee i s required by the state of
domicile, the proviso in subsection (2) of section 514 had no
application. In other words. the defendant contended that he had
done all that was required by his home state, namely, nothing.
The Supreme Court of the United States rejected the de382 L'S. 386 (19661
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fendant's construction of the section, although i t sustained the
vacation of his conviction. (The California Supreme Court had
vacated the conviction on the basis of the defendant's contentions
concerning the section 514 proviso.) Despite the defendant's winsome argument, the Supreme Court ruled that, in order for the
nonresident soldier to be immune from bona fide license fees imposed by the host state, he must have actually paid a similar fee
to his state of domicile.a' However, Justice Brennan, speaking
for a unanimow court, said there was a reason why the defendant's conviction must be vacated. The reason for the invalidity of the conviction, the Court held, WBS that the "license
fee" calculated by taking 2 percent of a car's value is not a license,
fee or excise subject to the proviso in section 514; rather it is a
revenue-raising measure from which the defendant is completely
imune. In the Court's view, it is immaterial what label the
state wished to give the tax: it must be decided, 88 a matter of
federal law, what taxes may properly be classed under section 514
as a license, fee or excise. It is significant that Justice Brennan
refused to read into section 514 a connessional intent that the
service member should be required to contribute to the costs of
highway maintenance in his state of station. Consequently. it was
concluded that the phrase "licenses, fees and excises," 8s used in
section 514, refers only to charges essential to the functioning of
the host state's licensing and registration laws. The 2 percent
levy did not, of course, qualify a8 such a fee. The question of
whether the basic $8 registration fee qualifies as B "license fee
or excise" was left open for future determination by the state
courts of California.J' I t Seems a fair observation to state that,
in order for a charge to be classified as one subject to section 514's
proviso, it must bear a reasonable relation to the cost of licensing
the car.
The Buraid decision has significant implications, not the least
of which is its effect upon "license fees" charged by political sub" i n other words, the phrase "license, fee, or excise required by the atate"
read ar meaning "license, fee, Or exeiae a( the state,"
- S e e California V. Buzard, 382 U.S. 386. 396 n.li (1966). The eharscterization of a unit (as apposed to B severable) fee LS a ~evenue-raising levy

WLQ

poses interesting problems. Wauid the host state then be required to have P
special. reduced lieenie fee applicable to nonresident servicemen who had
failed to register I" their home state?
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divisians-citiea and counties. Prior to the Burard case, it was
common practice for a particular city or county in which a nonresident soldier was residing to cause him (if he elected to
register his car in the host state) to acquire a local license piate or
sticker."3 The cost of this plate or sticker varied from place to
place, but a charge of $10 was not unusual. This charge was
justified by the assertion that this levy was a license, fee, or excise
from which the soldier was not immune because, since he failed
to register his vehicle in his home state, he had not paid a similar
charge there. The Virginia Supreme Court used this rationale in
the Whiting ca8ea4 ta validate the imposition by the city of B
"license fee" to $10 upon a nonresident soldier (who had purchased Virginia state license tags) residing there i n compliance
with military orders.
But, the point is that a local "iicense fee" is, generally, the kind
of revenue-raising measure condemned in Buaard v. California.
As a matter of fact, Justice Brennan, in a footnote, cited the
Whiting ease with disapprovai.s5 This citation, when viewed in
the light of the "nonrevenue test" enunciated by the Supreme
Court, caused the Virginia attorney generai to rule that a local
"license fee" ievied upon a nonresident service member i s no
longer supportable,*6 Other states have followed suit, since it is
apparent that most local motor vehicle fees are imposed primarily
ta Draduce revenue. Twieallv. the tax nroceeds are channeled into
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Notice, however, that Bumrd deals with the exaction of a fee
and not with the right of a properly constituted authority to cause
a soldier to comply with valid traffic regulation. Thus, if a local
license tag or sticker has a valid regulatory purpose, the soldier
may be caused to install it on his vehicle, notwithstanding the fact
that he would not have to pay an attendant fee imposed for
revenue purposes.
VI. A FOOTNOTE ABOUT POLITICAL SUBDIVISIONS
A final point should be made concerning the application of section 514. Frequently overlooked is the fact that the section may
affect the imposition of taxes even where a member is stationed
in his home state. This is so because Congress specifically provided
that the member would not lose residence or domicile in the
political subdivision which is his home, solely because of his
absence therefrom in compliance with military orders.a8 In other
words, the soldier stationed in a city or county different from his
city or county of permanent residence, retains (for purposes of
taxation) his residence and domicile in the political subdivision
from which he is absent in compliance with orders. This status
of a nonresidency in the political subdivision where stationed carries with it protection from taxes which may be imposed by that
city or county upon residents. I t also prevents his personal property from acquiring a taxable situs in the political subdivision
where he i s stationed or, indeed, in any city or county except that
in which he has his permanent home (domicile).
VII. PROBLEM AREAS: THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL
Recall that the nonapplicability to dependents of section 514 has
caused Some jurisdiction to tax one half of jointly owned personal
property. The justification for this levy lies in the fact that, since
the wife is unprotected, her interest in personal property i s said
to have a taxable situs where located-unusually the state of staCity A (his home city). Notice that section 614 immunity is given to the
nonresident member who meets the iheenae, fee, or exeiae "required by the
state" in vhieh he i s a permanent resident. Nothing ia said about meeting
motor vehicle fees levied by the political subdivision in which he is a permanent resident.
""[Slueh persan shaii not be deemed to have loat a residence or damiciie
in any State, Territory. poaaeadon. or any political subdiviaian of any of the
foregoing., . " 56 Stat. 711 (1942).BQ amended, 50 U.S.C. App. 8 514 (1964).
*Go wms
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tian. But, suppose a soldier comes from (is domiciled i n ) a community property state. Could it not be argued that this subjects
all property purchased with community funds (which is most of
that acquired since marriage, other than gift or inheritance) to
an ad valorem tax on the wife's one-half interest? And, using a
similar rationale, why not argue that the salary received by the
husband (which is generally considered community property) i s
taxable to the extent of the wife's one-half interest in i t ? (This
assumes, of course. that the wife's income 18 taxable because she
has become a resident in the host state through physical presence.)
Perhaps these questions can best be discussed in inverse order.
First, with regard to the husband's military income, there is substantial evidence in the legislative history of section 614 to SUPport the conclusion that military pay is a separate and unique
classification, the taxation of which is the exclusive right of the
state of damicile?' Based upon a reading of this legislative record,
a court might very well deny the host state taxing power over
the wife's community interest in the husband's military salary.
A second means of defeating such power would be by having the
wife and husband enter into an agreement, whereby she undertakes to have her interest in his salary transferred to him. This
kind of arrangement. which would be recognized in community
property states, would insure that the husband's military salary
would be treated as entirely his own, with a resulting 100 percent
exemption under section 514. Under applicable conflict of laws
principles, of course, the taxing state should determine the nature
and extent of ownership by looking to the laws of the state of
domicile.'0
This device for transferring ownership could also be used to
defeat a tangible personal property tax. The wife could simply
agree to transfer her interest in community personal property to
her husband--an agreement which should be recognized as valid
by the host state. One must be cautioned. however, that an agree" S e e H.R.Rep. Ka 1514, 78th C a n g . 2d Seas 1-2 119441: S Rep Na
958, 78th Cone., 2d Sess. 1-2 ( 1 0 4 4 ) . Flick. S f a l e Tni Liobiizirl of Seiuzcimen and T h e m D e p m d r i z t s 21 W A S H . & LEE L REV 2?. 28 1 1 9 6 0 Ar hlr
Fhek observes, dictum I" Dameron Y . Srodhead. 345 E E 322, 326 11952)
remfarcsn this e ~ n e l u ~ i o n
' " s e e , e."., Vming r Smith. 213 M m 8 5 0 5P so211 34 ,19521 1 DE
FUSEAH, PRrNClPLES OF C O M M U S ~ T I PROPERTY 252 11913)
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ment for the transfer of either income or property should be
executed only after a careful consideration of its possible effect
upon such matters as gift and estate taxes and division of property
in the event of divorce. Finally, it Seems appropriate to add that,
since the author knows of no state of station that has advanced
the community property argument described above, the questions
raised and discussed remain more academic than practical.
A problem of more practical significance is posed by the taxation
of house trailers. Initially, the question of the proper classification
of such mobile homes must be resolved. Mast states take the
position that house trailers are motor vehicles, hence licenses. fees
and excises must be met in the home state in order to insure
immunity from a. similar tax by the host state. But i t should be
emphasized that the failure ta meet such fees in the state of
domicile does not render the soldier liable for an ad valorem tax on
the trailer." And, it is d80 clear that under the Buzard decision
a host state may not disguise a revenue-raising tax a s a license,
fee, or excise tax and impose it upon the trailer of a nonresident
serviceman who has not registered his car in his home state.
Of course, an argument can be made that, where the wheels of
a mobile home are removed and water. sewage and electricity connections are made, the trailer becomes real property. As noted
earlier, section 514 has no effect upon the taxation of real p r o p
erty; so, assuming the state's classification is a reasonable one, a
real property tax may be imposed. But, a federal court could, as in
Buzerd, disregard the state label and declare that Congress intended that trailers be immune as personal property.
The proper analysis of any house trailer tax must turn, first,
upon the question of the proper classification of the taxed property
and, secondly, upon the proper classification of the tax in question. I t should be borne in mind that as personal property, the
trailer has no situs in the state of atation under section 514 for
the imposition of ad valorem taxes and, except for treating the
trailer a s real property, there does not appear to he any other
nexus for the imposition of a revenue-raising tax. To the author's
knowledge, flat per-month fees (ranging from $2 to $10) imposed
by aome states and localities upon occupants of mobile homes,
'1

E

This was made dear in Snapp V. Neal, 382 U.S. 397 (IO%), a companion
California Y . Buzard, 882 U.S. 386 (1866).
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including nonresident servicemen, hare not yet been judicially
tested. These charges have various labels, and there IS serious
doubt as to their validity under section ~i14."
Another problem of practical significance is the effect, if any.
of section 514 upon sales and use taxes. Again the proper approach is, first, to determine the nature of these taxes. In the
case of the sales tax, the levy is upon service and property transactions (sales) that may be said to have their situs in the taxing
state. Since it is the sale tranaaction (or a t least the priiiiege of
selling a t retail) which is the subject of the tax, usually neither
the residence of the buyer nor the permanent situs of item purchased is B relevant consideration. The nonresident tourist
traveling through New York pays a sales tax upon his purchases
there; so does the nonresident seniceman stationed in New York
who purchases goods in Xew York stores. In short, section 514
does not offer immunity from the imposition of a state sales tax,'l
because the tax itself depends upon a legal basis upon which the
section has no effect.
But, generally, states which have a sales tax have enacted a
companion use tax as a complementary measure. This kind of tax
is imposed upon the use or other consumption of property within
the taxing jurisdiction, when the user has not paid a sales tax
either in that jurisdiction or elsewhere. The idea, of course, is to
protect dealers in the taxing state who must collect and pay a
sales tax, by placing them on a basis of tax equality with competing out-of-state vendors who are not subject to B sales tax.
A second reason far the use tax is to minimize tax aroidance by
the consumers themselves.
The courts have uniformly held that the use tax is an excise
rather than a DroDertv
. . . tax.4i It is a levy. u.~ o nthe .Drivileae of Use
~

" S a m e of these levier might be justified as m excise t a x upon the pn+mlepe
of renting space within a t r a i l e ~ park which 1% located within the taxlng
state'a boundaries. However, where the statutory authority f a r the tax or I t ;
administrstion mskea It elear t h a t this 1% not its character, the t a x l n s
authorities will be hard pressed to offer a r,livsible banis f a r ita imposition
Therefore, a aoldier stationed in a state which imposes a salea tax upon
the pvrchrae of new automobiles. must meet rueh R tax If he b'ws B car i n
hir state of station. However. if t h e t r x > i properll el:.aiud as B titling fax
( a s appared t o a ~ a l e rtax) which muir be paid 8 8 P eond t i o n of r e w l r i t l o n
then California 1. Euirrrd has s p p h c r t ~ o r S?e note 45, w f r o
See Henneford Y . Silai Maran C a , 300 C E . 57:, 5 8 2 (19371, see generally
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within the taxing boundaries. Therefore, even conceding that the
use tax is not a property tax (which could be the subject of a.
lively academic argument), the proposition remains that the
property must be located in the taxing jurisdiction before i t can
be "used" there for tax purposes. This raises an interesting question, when i t is recalled that section 514 states in rather bold lmw a g e that "personal property shall not be deemed to be located or
present in or to have a situs for taxation in" any state or political
subdivision in which the soldier ip. a nonresident. The section goes
on to provide that it applies to "personal property, or the use
thereof, within any tax jurisdiction other than [that of the
serviceman's home] , regardless of where the serviceman
may be serving in compliance with [military] , orders." (Emphasis supplied.) Using the provisions as B basis for argument, a
sound Contention can be made that a atate of station cannot collect
a use tax from a serviceman who purchases an item (usually in
another jurisdiction) upon which no d e s tax has been paid. The
fact that the use tax is designed to "put teeth" in the administration of a sales tax (which is payable by the service member)
should not be determinative, when it is recognized that, although
the two taxes are complementary, they rest upon different theoretical

. .

. .

...

A final comment ahauld be addressed to the question whether a
state of station may came a nonresident soldier to obtain an
operator's license (or permit), where he holds a valid permit from
his state of domicile. To the extent that a requirement for obtaining such a license depends upon residence, it might be argued that
Greener, The Gse Taz: Its Relofionahip to The Sales T m , 8 V m o . L. REV
349 11956).
" I t 13 also interesting to speedate what eReet the Eviord decision has
Y D D ~the collection of a use tax when a state makes the D a m e n t of such D
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the aoldier, a s a nonresident, is exempt. The answer which could
be given by the host State is that section 514 was never intended
to intrude upon the states' police power and that a requirement
that a soldier meet the driving test of the state of station is one
exercise of that power.
The solution which, in the author's opinion, is most likely to
prevail represents an adjustment of these two conflicting contentions. It can be convincingly argued that the fee charged for an
operator's license is a license, fee, or excise "imposed in respect to
motor vehicles or the use thereof" nithin the meaning of section
514. This means that, in terms of its purpose and amount, the fee
must meet the test set forth in Burard and cannot, therefore, be
a revenue measure. I t also means that, when a fee has been paid
to the soldier's home state (as in the case where he holds a valid
operator's license issued by his state of domicile), he is immune
from the fee imposed by his state of station. But this immunity
only protects the service member from the exaction of a fee; it in
no way restricts the host state's power to subject him to a driving
examination, provided this examination is not attended by a fee."
Of course, where the member is without a valid operator's permit
from his home state, he must not only meet the driving requirements of the host state, but must also pay any attendant fee which
is necessary to the functioning of that state's licensing laws.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Section 514 has, since 1942, represented the judgment of Congress as to the extent to which a state may exercise taxing power
over a serviceman stationed within its territorial limits. A re.
examination of this section might be desirable, since the statute
itself is deficient in part, and timely, since the Cniversal Military
Training and Service Act will be considered for renewal in 1967."
Relevant factors bearing upon a statutory modification include the
increased reliance by states upon sales and use taxes; the hardships accruing to dependents as a result of their complete omission
from the present statute: and, finally, whether the section effects a
desirable adjustment between state and soldier in the case of a
For an enlightening pre-Burnrd opinion on the subject of taren nnd
operatar's I i e e n ~ e ~see
. S A G A 195317267. 3 Segt 1953. 3 Dig Opn J A G ,
'j

SSCRA. $ 4 5 . 1 1
62 Stat. 625 (1945). B P amended. 60 U S C App.
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career serviceman. Whatever the operative statute-and there
is every reason to believe that protective legislation in some form
will continue-uniformity of interpretation is certainly essential
to its proper administration. It is toward that end that this eomment has been offered.
GRAHAM C. LILLY'

*Captain, JAGC; Instruetor Academic Department The Judqe Advocate
General's Sehooi W.S. Army, Charlottesviile Virginia,' LL.B. 196s University of Virginia'Law School; member of thb barn of ;he S&
of b i r ~ i n i a
the District of Columbia, and the United States Court of Military Appeals:

SELECTIVE SERVICE

THE SELECTIVE SERVICE SYSTEM IN 1966.'

During the year 1966, the Selective Service System has been the
source of intensive activity. Beginning in 1964, increasing in
1965, and perhaps coming to a peak point in 1966, the System
has proved ta be a subject of extensive public discussion both
favorable and unfavorable. Calls for men via the System have
increased. Medical personnel and allied specialists have been inducted in increasing numbers, married men are being selected
in some local board areas, and students are being examined a8 to
scholastic standing with regard to curtailment of deferment. Proposals have been advanced and studies are being made with a view
to possible overhauling or amendment of the System in 1967. The
present statute, which is the Universal Military Training and
Service Act,' will require congressional extension beyond 1 July
1967.2 A Department of Defense Report on the Selective Service
System was released on 30 June 1966.8 President Lyndon B. Johnson on 2 July 1966 announced the appointment of a 20-member
National Advisory Commission to review all aspects of the Selective Service System.' The House Armed Forces Committee has
held public hearings in the matter of alleged complaints 8 s to the
workings of the System.' All of this has aroused a public interest
and concern in the pros and con8 of Selective Service.
This study will seek to update several prior articles in this
publication by this writer dealing with the general subject of
Selective Service.B
I. CLASSIFICATIONS AND NUMERICAL STRENGTH
The following Classification Picture shows the total number of
registrants in each Selective Service classification on a nation-wide
*The opinions and conclusions presented are those of the author and do
not meeessarily represent the v i e w of The Judge Advocate General's School
or any other governmental agency.
' S e e 62 Stat. 604 !1048), as amended. 50 U.S.C.
App. I 4 5 1 (1064) [here.
after cited 8s the Act].
'See 77 Stat-4 (1963). 50 U.S.C. App. I 467ie) (1864). A 4-year ertenion was voted by Congress beginning 1 July 1063.
* S e e Sacramenta Union, 1 July 1966, p. 1.
,Washington Post, 3 July 1066, p. AI.
'Selective Service, 701. 16. No. 7, July 1866. pp, 2-4.
* s e e maw.s.ieetiv. srlVioo: A souice o j ,niiitclry
M W P O W W , l a MIL. L.
REY. 35 (1061); S i l e c t i u e S e r i t c r Litigation Siner 2 9 6 0 . 23 MIL. L. REV 101
( 1 8 6 4 ) , Sairctivr Seruior Ramificotiona m 1981. 29 MIL. L RE?, 128 (1965);
S e l r r l i v e Servios >n 1 9 6 5 , 33 MIL. L RET. 116 (1066).
*M 72808
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SELECTIVE SERVICE
There has been noted in 1966 the impact of Executive Order No.
11241,c effective 26 August 1965, whereby President Johnson in
effect removed the deferment previously allowed to married men
without children. Before 26 August, married repiatrants were in
a delayed sequence of induction since 10 September 196s when
President John F. Kennedy had deferred married regiatrants.B
The result of Executive Order No. 11241 has been to increase the
available pool of I-A's to meet increasing calla for men made by
the Department of Defense for the Armed Forces in 1966 and
1966.
There are no restrictions imposed by the Director of Selective
Service
upon the release by local boards of lists of names of
registrants. In the absence of any restrictions which may be imposed by a State Director of Selective Service upon the local
boards within his state, the local boards may publish liats of repistrants."
A review of Class I-Y registrants has been stressed during 1966
in order to redetermine the acceptability of I-Y registrants who
would have been I-A except for a failure to score 80 in the Armed
Forces Qualification Test." Such registrants are often high school
graduates, and the net result is an increase of available I-A's as
this group of I-Y's has been forwarded to Armed Forces Examining Stations ( A F E S ) ,
During the year, Class IV-F registrants have been screened at
AFES so that they might be counseled and encouraged to utilize
medical or vocational rehabilitation services available in their
home comunities.la In 1965, 319,000 young registrants were rejected at A F E S for medical seasons. Now, the rejectees are encouraged to seek to overcome their impairments by early contact
with the Public Health Service and the Vocational Rehabilitation
Adminiatration which are federal agencies. I n addition, any
available state facilities are utilized.
The average age of induction has been lowered during the past
' 3 0 Fed. Reg. 11120 (1966).
" S e e Exec. Order NO. 11118, 28 Fed. Reg. 9865 (1963).BLI amended.
"The Direetar IS Lieutenant General Lewis B. Herahey, who holds office
at the pleasure of the Prendent.
" S e i . S e n . System, Nat'l Hq..Local Board Memorandum No. 71, a i
amended. 15 April 1966 (issued to all local boards).
" S e e Sol. Serv. Syatem, Nat'l Hq., Operstiona Bull. No. 286 (25 Dee. 19651.
"See Selective Service. "01. IS, No. 5, May 1966,p. 3.
A M illSS
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The local board of the Selective Service System delivers men in
a two-fold sense. There is a delivery of a registrant for purposes
of a preinduction physical eramination, and, if he is passed physically and is otherwise qualified and classed LA, he is delivered
ultimately for induction. For example, the local boards from July
ta Sovember 1965, delivered 700,000 men for physical examination
generally a t AFES." The rejection rate among those examined in
November 1965 was 39 per cent.
There is a direct consequence of the enlistment of men into the
Regular Armed Forces and their reserve components, because of
the prevlous impact of Selective Service upon those 8ame men a s
registrants under the Act. Thus, in November 1 1 6 , the enlistments into active and reserve forces from registrants previously
qualified for military service totaled 37.704. The active forces re.
eeived 16,627 from local board sources, the National Guard 7,295,
and other reserve components gained 13,782. The Army took
5,296, the Navy 4,361, the Air Force 5,462, the Marine Corps
1,332, and the Coast Guard 186. Among the reserve elements,
after the Sational Guard, the Navy Reserve gained 6,461, the
Army Reserve 4,218, the Marine Corps Reserve 1,853, and the
Coast Guard Reserve 115. This WBB not a phenomenon for just one
month. In October 1966, the armed forces acquired 36,242 physically acceptable registrants. In September, there were 26,836."
The significant feature is that month after month, the active and
reserve forces find a most receptive source of men among the
Selective Service registrants who have passed their physical examinations, are classed I-A, and are awaiting induction into the
Army via Selective Service. Between 1 September 1966 and 31
January 1966, 380,000 men entered the Armed Forces, regular
and reserve, including the Army and Air National Guard. Of
this number, 110,000 were inducted from Selective Service.
180.000 were enlisted from the examined and accepted pool of
waiting registrants. Only 30,000 or 1/12th came from outside
the Selective Service pool of registrants." The force majeure
propelling 360,000 men into the Armed Services in a 4-month
period was Selective Service!
Even if the registrant waits until he receives written orders
Selective Service, mi. 16, No. 2, Feb. 1966, p. 1.
I d . a t 2.
"Selective Service, vol. 16, No. 3, March 1966. p, 1.
A M
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from his local board to report far induction on B date certain. he
ma? still be enlisted into the Armed Forces. If one of the Regular
services will receive him, he may request his State Director of
Selective Service to cancel his order to report at AFES. Sormaliy,
the order is then cancelled and he is
The likelihood of increasingly large calls for men through Seiective Service is evident. The October 1966 call was for 46,200 men.
This was with regard to a total Strength of the Armed Forces of
3,093,366 an 1 July 1966 The October 1966 cail was the highest
through Selective Service since the 53,000 called in May 1953
near the end of the Korea conflict. There are unofficial estimates
that the forces in Vietnam will approach 400,000 by the beginning
of 1967, and perhaps reach 600,000 at some point in 1967.2' In that
Selective Service is fully utilized by the Army, B marked increase
in strength by the Army points to larger Selective Service calls.
On 18 August 1966, the Senate in approring the budget bill
added a provision to authorize the President to caii up individual
members of the Ready Reserve for Service in Vietnam.?j This
authority had not been requested by the Khite House.
111. LITIGATION I N 1966
Considerable litigation has arisen during the calendar year and
mainly involving conscientious objectors (1-0) or ministerial
(IV-D).
A

1VHO I S A .1lISISTER?

In Cnited States F . PetinehZi a conviction was affirmed f o r
failure to report far civilian work in iieu of induction. The defendant had claimed that he was ordained 8s a minister a t the age
of 1 4 years when he was baptized. He had requested a hearing
before the local board After the board scheduled a hearing, the
defendant informed the board he could not attend.
The Seventh Circuit held that the board classification of the
defendant as a conscientious objector had a basis in fact and was
' S e l Seri. System. Sat9 Hq., ODerations Bull. No. 287 (20 Jsn. 1966).
' Nev, York Times. 27 July 1966, p. CZ3
'-Keu, Yoik Times. 1 7 July 1966, p E3.
Snn F r a n e i ~ c oChronicle. 19 Aug. 1966, p 1.
" 3 5 7 F.Zd 171 (7th Cir 1966).
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not arbitrary and capricious and the local board properly denied
a claim for ministerial exemption (1V.D) and granted that of
conscientious objector (I-O), Congress did not intend that a
ministerial status would apply to all baptized members of any
congregation of Jehovah's Witnesses. The scope of judicial review
is limited in this type of case. The court cited Dickinaon Y. United
and quoted with approval:
The ministerial exemption, 8s -8s pointed out in the Senate Report
aeeampanying the 1948 Act- ''ia B narrow m e intended for the leaders
of the v a ~ i m sreligious faith8 and not for the membra gonerally."

In Petiach, the court also cited United States v . Nonis?' where
a defendant claimed that he became a minister a t age 14 years
when he was baptized, and the court ruled that under the facta
classification of the registrant is still for the local board to decide.
United States e. Kenstler28was a prosecution of an objector for
failing to report for civilian work. The defendant was classed 1-0
after he stated before the local board that he devoted 16-20 hours
weekly "working on cam'' as a repairman. The defendant claimed
that he gave 100 hours B month to ministerial work. The defendant was called an "Accounts Servant" by his congregation of
Jehovah's Witnesses. On his questionnaire form, the defendant
checked the box "widower" although there was reason to believe
that he had never been married. He was refused a ministerial
exemption (IV-D).
The court held that the record disclosed that the defendant was
an auto mechanic and not a full time minister (IV-D). No person
is entitled to a ministerial exemption unless engaged regularly, as
a vocation, in preaching and teaching. I t is not material that the
Watchtower Bible and Tract Society asserts that a full time
minister is one who devotes 100 hours monthly to church work.
The court opined that at lease 160 hours a month should be devoted
to the ministry. Further, in the W a t c h t a w r Society, ministerial
exemption is not claimed by anyone below the rank of "pioneer."
The defendant has never held such a rank or position, and is only
equivdent to a treasurer in his congregation.
The result in Kenstlrr is that the court has rejected a ratio of

36 MILITARY LAW REVIEW
100 hours monthly in minor religious work contrasted with 80
hours secular employment. The court has suggested a t least a
160-hour basis. In C n i f e d States v . Diekinson." a ratio a i 150
20 hours monthly was acceptable to establish a ministerial cxemption. There is clearly a disparity between 160:20 hours monthly
and 100.80 hours in the present case keeping in mind that the
defendant was similar to a treasurer of a church body.

I n l'nited States 1. Stidham,3n the defendant, a Jehovah's
Witness, was convicted for failing to report for civilian institutional work at the University of Missouri Medical Center as directed by his local board, after being classed 1.0. The defendant
had sought a ministerial classification, IT-D. The defendant
worked i n secular employment as a file clerk for 38 to 46 hours
weekly. The ministerial status was claimed to date from the time
the defendant was 12 sears of age. The mother of the defendant
was also alleged t o be a minister. The defendant stated that he
was the "literature servant" of his congregation. As a part of
his questionnaire, the defendant filed a standard printed form of
certificate of the Watchtower Bible and Tract Society which
dubbed him t o be B "literature servant."
The court in a lengthy decision held that the defendant failed
to make out a prima facie case that he was a minister within the
meaning of section 16 of the A d i ' A prima facie case for ministerial exemption n a s not made out merely by filing a standard
printed form of certificate from the Tatchtawer Society. The eircumstance that the defendant WBE apointed a literature servant
did not establish that his regular vocation was that of B minister
within the meaning of the Act. Proof of church attendance does
not make out a prima facie case that one is a minister.
By way of dicta, the court noted that local boards should not
lightly regard the duty of ascertaining the facts in the matter of a
claim far ministerial exemption since "courts will not hesitate to
set aside any classification that is not supported by facts."
- 3 4 6 C.S. 3E9 i 1 9 5 3 ) .
'*Although not 30 stated. thia C L S ~hmounta to a test a i r e i g h i n e the e\)dence. I n Ertep v, United Stater. 327 U S 114, 123 (1946). the court
abreried t h a t the c o w i t s e m ?Lot t o u r z g h tlzt t i i d c r c c with regard to B local
board elars~fication Only if there IS no b i b i s ~n f a c t . map the C O U Intervene
~ ~
62 Stat. 624 i 1 9 4 6 ) . as amended. 60 C S C. App j 1 6 6 t g ) i 1 Y G C l
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Cnited States u , C ~ k o n was
3 ~ a prosecution for knowingly refusing to obey an order to report for civilian work a t Madison
General Hospital. The defendant was classed as a conscientious objector rather than a minister (IV-D). The defendant was in
secular emplayment as a pulp cutter averaging 50 hours weekly.
On the religious side, the defendant had been assigned two public
discourses, he had only 7 hours in the past year in the "field
ministry," and devoted 21 hours a month to attendance a t meet.
ings. The defendant had appeaied from his iocal board t o the
appeal board which acted de novo in a review of the defendant's
file (cover sheet). The court convicted the defendant and stressed
that what might have been possible error by the local board was
cured by d e novo action bv the appeal boavd. There was a basis
of fact far the conclusion by each of the local board and the appeal board that the defendant did not regularly preach and teach
the religion of his sect as a vocation, but, rather, preached and
taught, "irregularly." As dicta, the court commented that secular
employment, as such, would not preclude a ministerial exemption.

B. WHO I S A C0.4'SCIESTIOLIS OBJECTOR?
In Cnited States w. Sa1any,ra the defendant was charged with
failure to submit to induction into the military. The defendant
registered with his local board in May 1962 and did not assert that
he was a conscientious objector. I n December 1963, he claimed
deferment (111-A) because of his father's health. In March 1964,
the defendant attempted to volunteer for military service. On
10 April 1964, he filed a conscientioua objector form with his local
board. The court convicted the defendant noting that his interest
in conscientious objection developed when finally actual military
service was imminent The sincerity and goad faith of a claimant
for am objector status is a proper matter for consideration by the
local board and the appeal board. The board could consider such
factors as the defendant did not claim to be a conscientious objector in 1962 or 1963, and in 1964 sought to volunteer for military duty.
'218 F. Supp, 1003 ( R . D Wis. 1965)
F. Supp. 616 (D.Okla. 1966).
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C. S E L E C T I V E S E R V I C E PROCEDCRES
1. Failzire to Grant a Hearing.

In United States 8 . Yejher,3' the defendant was indicted for refusing to perform the civilian work prescribed far conscientious
objectors. The defendant, a Jehovah's Witness, working 40 hours
weekly in May 1963 in a factory, n a s denied a ministerial exemption by his local board. Thereafter, in August 1964, the defendant
requested the board to reopen his status and to consider that (1)
he had given up his factory work and was devoting full time to
ministerial tasks and (2) that he was rated as a "Vacation
Pioneer" in his congregation. The board refused an audience to
the defendant and continued his 1-0 status. The court held that
the board acted without B basis in fact in summarily refusing an
audience (hearing) to the defendant where he might be able to
prove that he had become in fact a minister and thus entitied to a
IV-D classification. The board could not attribute to the defendant
a lack of "Sincere religious principles." Bad faith is not a t issue
in a claim for ministerial exemption. The indictment was dismissed
Knited States v . Hestad': was ii prosecution for failing to obey
an order of a local board to report for cirilian work a t a hospital.
The defendant was classed as 1-0 by the board, but was denied a
ministerial classification ( I T - D ) . The defendant had resigned
from part time secular employment as a substitute mail carrier a t
$2.26 per hour after he was denied a ministerial classification.
and thereafter worked aa a janitor 12 hours weekly He devoted
over 200 hoiirs monthly to religious tasks. The local board despite
this showing refused to reopen the defendar-t's clnrsification to
consider a claim for ministerial exemption The court acquitted
the defendant on the basis that the local board had impraperl?
refused to reopen his classification in order that the increased time
might be considered Further, the board ahouid here considered
that the defend8r.t had been appointed a "vacation pioneer minister.'' In \iem of the e i i a t i o ~ d cz
fendant's religious duties. the refr
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defendant's classification was a violation of the due proeess clause
under the fifth amendment.

2. Denial o f Right of Appeal.
In United States 1 ~ . Olkowski?e the defendant was charged with
violations under the Act. His iocal board had classed him as a
conscientious objector but denied a ministerial exemption (IV-D).
The classification questionnaire of the defendant in 1962 showed
that he was employed as a woods worker for 40 hours weekly; he
spent 12 hours wcekly in personal study preparing for the ministry and did some house-to-house preaching and gave some sermons,
but without any indication of the time involved. In 1964, the
defendant claimed to be devoting 23 hours weekly to "ministry"
work, and for a time was a "vacation pioneer minister." The
board refused to reopen his classification on the 1964 showing, and
directed the defendant to report for civilian work. On this phase
of the case, the court saw a basis in fact in the local board to
support a denial of ministerial exemption. However, the court determined that the defendant had been denied a right o f appeal
to the appeal board from his local board. A letter from the defendant to the local board had requested a personal appearance
before the board and also stated "I , . . appeal my 1-0 classification
to the local board of appeal.'' The local board erred in never extending to the defendant an appeal to the appeal board. The right
o f appeal is obsoliite, and a purporting notice of appeal should be
liberally construed in favor of the appellant. A motion by the defendant to dismiss was granted.
3. Right to Counsel.
In Cnited States 2'. Wierzchaeki,3' the defendant was charged by
information with failing to report for civilian work. The defendant moved to dismiss an the ground that he did not have the
assistance of counsel at a "critical stage," namely, during the administrative period between his registration with his local board
and the date when his classification was finally determined a t the
administrative level. The court denied the motion to dismiss on
the basis that the Administrative Procedure
which guarany 2 4 E F. Supp 680 l\Y.D. Vis. 1965).
" 2 4 s € Supp i E S ( T V D \VIS. 1865).
" 6 0 S t i t . 240 (19481, 60 U.S.C App. 8 1005(a) (1864).
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tees a right to counsel at all administrative stages does not apply
to proceedings under the Umrersal Military Tramins and S e n i c e
Act.?*The court found that representation by e o u n ~ e before
l
a local
board is expressly prohibited by presidential rule.''' The sixth
amendment right to counsel has not been held by the Supreme
Court to apply at any time before arrest. Proceedings before a
local board were not criminal in nature.

failure to report for civilian nork in lieu of military service. The
defendant in February 1962 w.a classified I-A. On 17 January
1964, after phlsical examination. he was certified as acceptable
far induction. On 28 January 1964, the defendant soueht a 1V.D
classification on thc basis that 8 s a Jehovah's Witness he was 8
full time minister since December 1963. The defendant \'-as working 37 hours weekly in secular manual labor earning S3,'iOO
yearly. The board granted the defendant an 1-0 status an 18
February 1964, and the defendant did ?tot nppeal froni the local
board rvling although the notice (SSS form ~ 1 1 0 )
informed him
of his appeal rights. The defendant adrised the local board that he
would not perform civilian uork as such work would compromise
his beliefs. The court held that the failure of the defendant to
appeal his classification within an allowed 10-day period was a
failure to exhaust administrative remedies and prevented him
from challenging his classification as a defense to a criminal
prosecution. Further, the case of the defendant rested solely on
his own Statements r i t h o u t any independent corroborstine
evidence of ministerial activities. Preaching and teaching, pari
time, occasionally and irregularly, do not entitle a registrant to
a ministerial classification. In Selectire Service cases, the courts
are not to weigh the evidence t o determine if the local board
classifications were justified.
Cnited States C . Thompsoni- wa.9 a prosecution for a violation
under the Act. The defendant was administratively processed
partly i n California and partly in Oklahoma. The defendant re" S e e 62 Stat. 604 11915) B J amended. 50 1 S C ADD $ 151 I l O B ? )
'"32 C . € R . 6 1 6 2 4 l i b ) (1962).
' 263 F.Supp. 408 ( E D N Y 1866)
, # 2 3 3 €. Supp. 636 I D . O k l s . 1866)
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ceived in the mail three notices of classification in postcard farm.
Each of the postcards contained a statement of his right to appeal from the classlficstian. The defendant ciaimed that he did
not notice the printing on each card although the matter v a s set
forth in bold black print. He testified that he was aware generally
of the existence of a right to appeal within the Selectire Service
procedure. No case w a s made out by the defendant for a relaxation of the timely appeal requirement, nor did the defendant in
writing request that his classification be reopened. The court convicted the defendent of the offense charged as due process had
been satisfied in the matter a i the card notice which specifically
mentioned a right of appeal.
In Cnitad States 2.. Biesiade,i3 the defendant was prosecuted
for failing to report for induction into the military. As a registrant, he had claimed to be a conscientious objector, but was
classed I-A by his local board. The defendant did not appeal from
the local board to the appeal board nor did he request a personal
appearance. After being ordered to report f a r induction, the defendant asked that his classification be reopened. This request
was denied. The defendant appeared at AFES, but refused to
take one step forward when his name was called which thwarted
the induction action procedure. At trial he urged t h a t the local
board wrandfully denied him an objector classification. The court
convicted the defendant who had failed to take an available administrative appeal from the local board to the appeal board.
Further, the defendant could not ask that his case be reopened
oftar he had received an order to report f a r induction.
5. Reqiiest f o r Reclassification A f t e r Order to Report.
Before the Sixth Circuit in Cnited States u . Taylor" was the
status of a registrant who declared himself to be a conscientious
objector after he was ordered to report for induction into the
military. Previously, for a time he had been a member of a Ready
Reserve unit. The fallowing is the chronolou of dates and events:
24 June 1957-joined Marine Corps Reserve ( M C R ) .
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10 October 1 9 5 L r e d s t e r e d with Selective Service and 88 to
a "Conscientious Objector," he wrote "Does not apply."
1 March 1960-classified I-D as a result of his MCR status.
1 9 6 l - m 1 v e r t e d to became a Black Muslim.
November 1961-MCR advised local board that defendant
was not fulfilling his maewe obligation.
26 December 1961-local board ordered defendant t o report
for induction on 16 January 1962.
8 January 1962-defendant filed claim to be a C. Ob,
16 January 1962-defendant did not report for induction.
The court in Taylor upheld the validity of Selective Service
Regulation 1625.2'> that a registrant claiming a change of elassification after receiving an order to report for induction is not
generally entitled to a change of status. The court cited and relied
upon Keene v . L'nited States" which set forth that the machinery
of Selective Service cannot be "disrupted by last minute changes
in status for purposes of avoidance."
D. D E S T R C C T I O S OF DRAFT C A R D
Cnited States v . Miller(' involved a charge of the destruction
of a draft card. The court upheld the amendment to the Act set
forth in section 1 2 ( b ) ( 3 ) 4 pas a reasonable exercise of the powers
of Congress to raise armies in defense of the United States and the
amendment met any applicable standards of substantive due
process. The argument that the statute imposed a cruel and
unu8u.d punishment would h a w to await the occasion when a
sentence might be imposed far an offense, and the question of
possible punishment could not be raised a t the time of a motion
to dismiss the indictment. The defendant's demand by way of
discovery proceedings to view the charred remains of the burned
notice of draft classification (SS Form ~ 1 1 0 would
)
be denied
as there was no showing that viewing the remains was material to
the defense.
In L'nited States z . Smith?" the defendant was charged with
destruction of his draft card. On a motion by the defendant t o
" 3 2 C.F.R. 8 1625.2 I19621
*Z66 F.2d 378, 363 (10th Cir 1859)
$'249 F. Suop. 58 ( S D I.Y 19651.
Stat. 586 11965). 50 U . S C . App.
F Supp. 515 fD.la. 18661.
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dismiss the indictment, the court ruled that the statutory amendment of 1965 which penalizes any person who willfully and
knowingly destroys or mutilates any certificate, i.e., of registration,
was constitutional and a natural corollary to a regulation requiring
a registrant to ha\w his certificate in his possession at all times.
There was no violation within this part of the statute of the due
process c l a u ~ eof the fifth amendment, and the statute itself did
not impair the defendant's freedom of speech nor his right to
assemble peaceably. However, one count of the indictment failed
in t h a t i t did not allege within the wording of the statute t h a t the
defendant willfully and knowingly mutilated and destroyed his
registration certificate.

E. MISCELLANEOL'S C A S E S
A conviction for willful failure to report for induction was reversed by the Second Circuit in United States 2). Mitchell.Jo The
defendant had discharged his counsel on Wednesday, the day of the
trial, and asked the court for an extension of time to engage new
counsel. The defendant informed the court t h a t he did not lack
funds, but had difficulty in finding an attorney in whom he would
have confidence. The court allowed the defendant until the following Monday to engage counsel. On that date, the defendant had
not obtained a n attorney, and the court appointed an experienced
trial lawyer to represent the defendant. The defendant then refused to accept any court appointed attorney. Trial proceeded,
and the defendant refused to permit the attorney named by
the court to assist him. The defendant did not call any witnesses
nor offer any documentary evidence. The appellate court held
t h a t insufficient time, namely, from Wednesday until the following Monday, was allowed to the defendant in which to engage an
attorney. The sixth amendment was infringed by compelling the
defendant to go to trial on Monday without defense counsel of
his own choice.
In order to illustrate the complex background of a t least a
portion of the prosecutions under the Act, the following facts are
cited from the decision of the trial court in Mitche1l.S' The de;354 F.2d 767 (2d Cir. 1866).
" 2 4 6 F. S Y ~ D 874
,
(D.Con". 1966). This outcome was superseded by the
dreisian of the Second Circuit on an m u e of law.
A M 11108
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fendant had refused to fill out a claasification questionnaire from
his local board and had returned the form because he was " disaffiliating" himself from Selective Service. The defendant ignored
an order to report for physical examination and failed to repart
upon an order for induction. For a period of over 3 years, the defendant disregarded all efforts by his local board. He had declared
that "I plan to use my trial as a forum in which to t r y the United
States Government before the world . . . and utilize every other
means available to stir up a storm." The defendant mailed to his
board a statement entitled "Challenge the Draft," and wrote: "I
refuse ta cooperate with any Korea, Cuban invasions or blockades,
Vietnams, or with the nuclear arrogance with which we threaten
to blow up the world."
In Le Bailister 8 . Warden, Disciplinary Barracks, Leavenworth,J' the petitioner had enlisted in the Nevada Army National
Guard, entered upon active duty for training (ACDUTRA) and
was to serve in a Ready Reserve section after ACDUTRA was
completed. While on ACDUTRA, he wag the subject of a special
court-martial, where he pleaded guilty to charges of absence without leave and disobedience to orders. The petitioner a t the trial
urged that he was opposed to the taking of human life although he
declared that he rejected the existence of God. With his local
board, he had filed the farm of a conscientious objector, but had
been classified I-A. He then enlisted in the Ready Reserve because
as he later stated he thought the "struggle" t o be classed 1-0 was
hopeless. His offenses while on ACDCTRA were stated to be expressions of rebellion against authority.
The court in Le Ballister dismissed the petition and concluded
that the petitioner, who had been a university student, understood
the probable consequences of his actions, and the court apparently
attributed little merit to the conscientious objector contention,
United States v . Fedaeksa was a suit by the government based
upon a student loan received by the defendant. The defendant
had entered the Navy in 1944 under a Reserve program. An Act
a247 F. Supp. 349 (D.Ksn. 1965). Aa to the court-martial jurisdiction
over B reservist during ACDUTRA, see In
Taylor, 160 F. Supp. 932 1W.D.
Ma. 19681, where the aecuaed was amrehended after his 6 months
ACDUTRA terminated.
-243 F. SURD.342 (N.D. Ga. 1865)
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of 1942" provided for the expenditure of public funds by the
United States Office of Education in order tc assist certain students entering the Armed Forces. The same statute provided
for the cancellation of the indebtedness of a student inducted
under the Selective Training and Service Act of 1940.s6The court
granted a motion for summary judgment by the plaintiff-government. The defendant in applying for and accepting a commission
under the Navy Reserve program thereby uolunlarily entered the
military service and was not an inductee under the Selective
Serviee laws. Accordingly, he was not entitled to cancellation of
his student loan indebtedness which he was obligated to pay in
full.

IV. DEPARTMENT OF D E F E N S E REPORT
On 18 April 1964,President Johnson, at B specially called press
conference, ordered a general study of military manpower policies
in order to determine whether by the 191O's, Selective Service
inductions might be eliminated. The Secretary of Defense was
given the task of investigating and reporting on an alternative
to the draft and with special consideration for meeting military
manpower needs by the use of volunteers for the Armed Forces."
On 30 June 1966,there was read before the House Committee on
Armed Services a statement by the Honorable Thomas D. Morris,
Assistant Secretary of Defense (manpower), entitled "Report on
Department of Defense Study of the Draft."6' The report attempted to set forth "problems in the Selective Service process''
and then inquired (a) whether foreseeable manpower requirements could be met without the draft; (b) whether "improvements
in pay" would sustain an all-volunteer force; and (e) assuming
that the draft is continued, "are there ways of improving the
pmcess of choosing those men who must w v e in uniform?"68 The
report confirmed "the essentiality of the draft, both to supply the
residual number of men needed to man our forces, and to encourage a larger number of volunteers."'@
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BY way of background, the report developed that the Defense
Department in accomplishing its study collaborated with the
Military Service, the Bureau of Census, the Selective Service
System, and the Departments of Labor and Health, Education
and Welfare.80
Significant statistical data disclosed the very great influence
of Selective Service in inducing men to enlist with the Armed
Forces. Between September 1950 and June 1966, there were 188
draft calls or approximately one in every month. During this
time, 11.3 million men entered upon or were called to active service. Of this number, 3.5 million or one in three were draftees.
The average monthiy induction rate was 18,600.81The report
succinctly stated: "It has iong been apparent that the pressure
of the draft has a decided influence on the decision of many of the
remaining two-thirds who volunteer."e? The report went even
further and concluded: ". . . our questionnaire survey showed
that only 29% would hate ioivnteerrd in the absence of the
draft."i3
The following figures are extracted verbatim from the report
and are self-explanatory to show that without the draft, the
armed services and their reserve components would be seriously
handicapped in obtaining men."
Per Cent W h o Il'aiiid d o t H a w V a l
Ail
iilced
Army

t The

Air

Now

Form

38"r

43"r

33-r

41

48

40

43Ti
38

71

72

76

80

Drojt
.Marine
Carpa
30"~

27
50

(Ineluding National Guard)

In the instance of the Air Force, the data are startling in their
implications. Eighty per cent of the Reserve, 39 per cent of the
officers, and 43 per cent of the regular enlistees acted because of
the effect and imminence of the Selective Service compulsory
obiigation. Comparable results apply to Navy, Army and Marine
Corps.
The report particularized the following as the "problems" in the
Selective Service process:
- D D R 3.
'I DDR 3 4.
"DDR 12.
DDR 14.
*' DDR 13.
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First, the present selection procedure calls the oldest
men first-those who are the most settled in their careers.
Second. past deferment rule8 have favored college menthose who may be the more fortunate economically.
Third, past deferment rules have favored married men
without children-thus putting a premium on early
marriages.
Fourth, Department of Defense standards in recent years
have disqualified men with lesser mental ability and
educational attainment-those
who may have been culturally deprived.l6
As to the first problem, it was noted that during times of high
draft calls, the average age of induction drops. Conversely, the
age rises during B period of low draft calls. No solutions as
such were suggested.
In the matter of the second problem, when draft calls were low,
i t is true that comparatively few college graduates entered upon
military service. After college, an oecupational deferment often
followed. On the other hand, the military departments look to
civilian colleges for 90 per cent of their new officers." At the
present time, the lower draft age and the tighter deferment rules
will increase the number of college students and graduates who
will be inducted.
Relative to the third problem, the Executive Order issued 26
August 19658' has corrected the situation that formerly married
men without children were deferred in effect from call, and the
report suggests that such a deferment base should never again
be reinstituted.
As for the last problem, Department of Defense qualification
standards are being subjected to a thorough review. Mental tests
have been modified and already 40,000 additional men annually
are now being qualified. Further revisions are anticipated. The
prediction inherent in the report that standards of admission to
the Armed Forces would be reviewed was borne out by a development in 1966. On 23 August 1966, the Secretary of Defense
announced that within the next 10 months, a special call from

" DDR

7.

"DDR 8 ,
"Exec. Order No. 11241, 80 Fed. Reg. 11128 ( l S W
Am 7111B
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Selective Service would reach 40,000 men ordinarily disqualified
because of education or health. This number would gradually
increase to the number 100,000 in succeeding years.en I t was
estimated that 85 per cent of such trainees would ultimately
qualify for military duty. The trainees would come from both
rejected draftees and enlistees. The Secretary went on to blame
"Poverty" for figuring in the prior rate of rejection of men for
military service.
The report went into the possibility of maintaining an allvolunteer force through "improvements in pay and other manpower practises." The report tersely concluded that "the cost of
sustaining an adequate all.volunteer force would be prohibitive."8g
A survey is quoted to the effect that pay increases for officers
during their first two years would have to be in the range of 20-50
per cent to attract an all-volunteer officer force while for the
enlisted personnel much steeper increases would be needed.10
V. STUDENTS

A. SELECTIVE SERVICE COLLEGE QUALIFICATION TEST
A major influence of Selective Service upon students in 1966 has
been a8 the result of the College Qualification Test. On 11March
1966, the Director released generally a Bulletin of Information
dealing with the 1966 Selective Service College Qualification Test
(SSCQT). The dates 14 May, 21 May, 3 June, and 24 June 1966
were designated when, at 1,200 locations throughout the United
States, Puerto Rico, and the Canal Zone, ~n identical test would
be administered to graduating high school seniors and college
students. The examination was given by Science Research Associates of Chicago under a contract with the Selective Service
System. The Associates prepared and conducted the test and then
sent the score of each examinee to his own local b a r d . The
bulletin gave general data and a description of the nature of the
examination. The vmious state directors distributed the bulletins
to local boards for the dissemination of the information to interested registrants.
In order to be eligible, a registrant must have intended to seek
"Loa Angelea Times, 24 Aug 1966, p. I.
DDR 16.
n
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occupational deferment a s a college student (114) and have his
application postmarked no later than 23 April 1966. This later
was extended to 1 June 1966. The examination was of the general
aptitude type, covering four categories: reading comprehension,
arithmetic reasoning, verbal relations, and data interpretation.
A new section 1622.25(a) was added to the Selective Service
Regulations concerning the classification of college students."
The regulation developed the criteria for Class 114. I t states
that the registrant's study may be considered necessary to the
maintenance of the national health, safety or interest when any
of the following conditions exist:
a. He has successfully completed his first college year ranking
within the upper 1 / 2 of the full time male students or attained a
score of 70 on the SSCQT, and be accepted for a second year full
time course.
b. He has successfully completed his seoond college year ranking
within the upper I/S of the full time male students or attained a
score of 70 on the SSCQT, and be accepted for a third year full
time course.
e. He has suecesafully completed his third college year ranking
within the upper $ / 4 of the full time male students or attained a
score of 70 on the SSCQT and be accepted for a fourth year full
time course.
d. His course requires more than four college yeara and in his
last undergraduate year be ranked within the upper $ / 4 of the full
time male students or attained a score of 70 on the SSCQT and
been accepted for a fifth or subsequent year.
e. He has been accepted by a graduate or professional school
of law, medicine, dentistry. veterinary medicine, osteopathy,
optometry. pharmacy, chiropractic or chirobody, and, in his last
undergraduate year ranked within the upper 1 / 4 of the full time
male students or attained a score of 80 on the SSCQT.
On 14 May 1966, the first day of the test, in excess of 360,000
college students took the e~amination.'~

B. REGISTRANTS OPPOSED TO T H E DRAFT
A point of controversy has arisen as to what position might be
" 3 1 Fed. Reg. 4893 (1968) (effective 23 March 1086).
Washington Po,& 16 May 1966,p, AI.
*u), 2 0 8
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adopted by a local board towards a registrant who publicly
demonstrates and agitates against the draft of men for the armed
services. The fallowing is from a memorandum prepared by
Sational Headquarters Selective Service System on the subject
"Student Deferment," released in January 1966, and attributed
to the Director :
The deferment of a atudent 18 based on a determination t h a t he is
full time and remains a satisfsetory s t u d e n t .
Local boards must m e
their best judgment m each individual ease. When a student is satisfactory is, of ~ o u r i e ,a matter af judgment
A s t v d m t to be aatia.
tory to the laeal board must not disobey the law or regulatims of the
Selective Service System
Deferment i s not far the emvenienee of
the indiridusl rogistrant, sithaugh the Nation's interest may a t times
coincide w t h the registrant's desires.
Military service is a privilege and obligation of free men in a demoeratle form of gorernmant. I t follows t h a t the induction of B rcgiatrant
i s not, and cannot be. a punishment.
, I t > r recognized by educational
inditutmna t h a t breaking t h e n rules disqualifies a student from being B
aatiifactory student. I t should be just aa d e w t h a t breaking and defylng
the laws of the Nation are even greater evidence of failure to remain B
ssfisfactory student , , , , For the student, t h a t means the maximum in
effort and the hlghest ~n deration to the beat image of B student.

...
....

....

..

In the last analysis, the status of a student is determined by
his local board subject to appeal to his district appeal board.

VI. SPECIAL CALLS FOR MEDICAL PERSONNEL
AND ALLIED SPECIALISTS
Under Executive Order S o . 11266, dated 18 January 1966, the
President delegated to the Director of Selective Service the
authority to determine the categories of persons included in the
term "allied specialist categor~."'~ Pursuant to the delegated
authority, the Director added to section 1622.30(a) of the Selective Service Regulations a provision that male nurses and OPtometrists are included in the allied specialist ~ a t e g o r y . ~ '
On 16 February 1966, the Department of Defense requested
that 900 registered male nurses be delivered to AFES.'& The
Defense Department has requested 100 optometrists for the Army
beginning in July 1966." I t is anticipated that the male nurses
and optometrista will be commissioned
" 3 1 Fed. Reg. 4893 ( 1 9 6 6 ) .
.*fbid; Sel. Serv. System, Nat'l Hq., Operations Bull. No. 288. a i amended,
(31 March 1966). disseminated the information through the System.
'Selective Service, v i . 16, NO. a, March 1966, p, 1.
"Selective Service, v01. 16, No. 4, April 1966, p, 1.
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The most numerous category of medical personnel of course
include physicians, dentists, and veterinarians. In order to enter
upon active duty beginning in January 1966, the Department of
Defense placed a special call in September 1955 for 1,529 physicians, 350 dentists, and 100 veterinarians." An additional call
for physicians was made for 2,496 for July 1966. This subsequently was reduced to 1,713 of whom 958 were assigned to the
Army, 405 to the Navy, and 350 to the Air Force." The cut in
the totals called in 1966 was due to increasing numbers of physicians volunteering for active duty and to reduced casualty-rate
estimates.
Effective 3 January 1966, the Secretary of Defense announced
a modified proeedure designed to speed up the processing of
physicians. Each AFES was instructed to overcome by midJanuary any backlog of physicians cases. After 16 January, each
AFES must complete no less than 90 per cent of its physicians
files within three days of their receipt at AFES.'O
Local b a r d s have been Instructed to anticipate special calls for
physicians by reclassifying all Interns who are flnishing intern
training. Previously, interns have been piaced in Class 11-A.
Interns will be permitted to flnish their intern period, but will be
reached promptly at the end of that interval." Additionally, local
boards are acting to inventory and keep separate records for
physicians, dentists, and veterinarians. Separate identification is
maintained and the individual coversheets are maintained apart
Records of Selective Service System, W a a h i n m n , D. C. A "Doctor's
Diaft." enacted in 1950, expired 1 J u l y 1961. See Act of 9 Sept. 1950, eh. 939,
64 Stat. 626. The d r a f t of doctors was upheld in Bertelsen V. Cooney, 213
F.2d 215 ( 5 t h Cir.), cart. denied. 346 U.S. 856 (1954). The ne%ds of the
armed aerviees f e r phyaieiana, dentists, and veterinarians are now Riled f r o m
T ~ Z U I B I registrants in these professions.
Digest of Library of Selective Service System, Washington, D. C., 15 J u l y
1966, p. 1: Selective Service, w i . 16, No. I , July 1966, p. 1. The Department
of Defame called ta active duty, via Selective Service in July 1965, 1.085
physeiana who were alloeatod: Army, 585; Naw. 320: and Air Force, 170.
1965 REPORT27. Called f o r July 1964 were 1,175 physicians, who were siloested: Army. 650; Naw, 325: and Air Fore, 200. 1964 R ~ P O R T
2 0 , One
hundred voteerinariann f o r the Army were called in 1864. 1965 REPORT22. In
1963, 1,250 physicians were ealkd. In fiscal year 1962, 1,025 phyaieiana, 154
dentists, and 61 veterinarians were called. 1963 REPORT22.
SeleetivP Service, vol. 16,No,2, Feb. 1966, p. 1.
- S e i . Serv. System, Nst'i Hq.,Operations Bull. No. 290 (26 Jan. 1966).
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in separate files from the mass of registrants.81 Keeping in mind
that the average number of registrants is 7,554 for each local
board,8? the specific identification of special registrants, such as
physicians and like allied specialists, is highly desirable at the
board level.
The extension of a commission to a registrant in the healing
arts is facilitated by the local board. Upon the issuance to a
physician or a like specialist of an induction order which is effective 30 days after date of issuance, the Commanding General of
the appropriate a r m s area is advised by the receipt of a copy of
the order. The Commanding General allocates the registrant to
one of the armed services, and the particular service then tenders
a commission if the registrant is otherwise qualified. In the instance of a male nurse, the allocation is made by the Surgeon
General of the Army, and the particular service concerned may
allow either a reserve commission or a warrant as warrant officer."
In 1966, the status of physicians in the Public Health Service
who have an obligation for military service under the Act was
clarified. Beginning in January, the status of a commissioned
officer in the Public Health Service is reported to Selective Service
which normally places such an officer in Class 11-A (occupational
deferment)
VII. CO?ISCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS
The topic of "Litigation" within this article has disclosed that
the status of a conscientious objector is the subject of constant
court proceedings within the federal system. The Act allows an
1-0 status to a registrant who convinces his local board that he
has conscientious scruples against military service. Such a registrant is spared from service with the military, but is subject to 2
years of civilian work contributing to the maintenance of the
national health, safety or interest, 88 his local board m a s deem
"Sel. Serr. System, Nat'l Hq., Laeal Board Memorandum N o . 77. Bs
amended, 3 May 1966 (Issued to a11 local banrdr).
v1B65 REPORT 48-50,
'Sel. S e w Syatem, Nst'l Hq.,Operations Bull. P o 255 (23 March 1966).
Sel. SOT".System, Nst'l Hq.,Operations Bull. No. 279 (20 Sept. 1565).
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appropriate. The objector who is performing civilian work is
classed in I-W.
Many registrants, while opposed to bearing arms, are not aver=
to military service as such. The local board may classify such a
registrant 8s I-A-0, and he u~uallyperforms his service creditably in such branches as the Medical Corps. A constant difficulty
is that several religious sects, such a s Jehovah’s Witnesses, consider most of the adherents of the sect to be “ministers.” The
litigation cited shows that many registrants, although allowed a
classification of 1-0, demand a ministerial status, IV-D. A minister is not assigned by the Selective Service to any civilian work
to be performed in the national interest. When a classification of
minister is denied under the facts, the 1-0 registrant may refuse
to perform the assigned civilian work and will risk criminal
prosecution.
The registrant who consents to perform civilian work is not
ordered, sight unseen, to any particular form or place of such
work. He is invited to name his preferences for civilian work and
the board will seek to follow his choice, if otherwile practicable.
Ultimately, he is directed by the board to his future place of
employment, such a s a county or a state hospital or a charitable
institution. He does not report via AFES, but simply proceeds
to the agreed location where he will render service at the prevailing wage.
A recent survey has covered the I-W work program from July
1952 through March 1965. Thirty-nine per cent of the work
projects are tied in with religious organizations. Provision was
made for some p e r f o r m a n c a d the I-W obligation overseas, and
28 per cent of the conscientious objectors in this field worked in
Germany. The following informationss shows the Dattern of the
employers of I-W service:
Religious ngeneiea other than hospitals
Privata nonproUt hospitals (genemi
State hospitals (mental) ~ ~ . . ~ ~ ~
City or county holipitals (zener
All foFeign projects ~~~~~~~~~.
State agencies (net hoapitairi)
Private charities .~
...........
City or county agencies (not hoapi
P r i ~ s t e hospitals (general) .~..
Selective Service, vel, 16, No. 3, March 1966, p. 2.
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On 1 June 1966, 4,273 I-W's were at work in assigned employment. By that date, 6,986 others had been released from I-W
service after satisfactory performance of directed civilian work."
VIII. MISCELLANEOUS
The Director has informed the Selective Service System that the
Secretary of Defense has approved a change in the mental standards for induction and enlistment effective 1 April 1966. Registrants who receive percentage scores of 16 through 30 on the
Armed Forces Qualification Test are qualified for service if they
have a score of 90 or better in any two aptitude areas. The end
resuit is easier admission to the services for numerous high
school graduates.6'
General Harold K. Johnson, Army Chief of Staff, announced
a crackdown on reservists who avoid scheduled driiis with their
Ready Reserve units. The General pointed out that members of
Army Reserve and Army National Guard who fail to meet required standards of efficiency may be referred to Selective Service
for entry upon 2 years of active duty.83 In the form of a written
order, General Johnson specified that three unexcused absences in
any year "are considered excessive." The order particularly eoncerns those reservists who have never performed extended active
duty and are beiow the age of 26 years. During the ages of
compulsory service, 18-26 years, an approved level of efficiency
must be maintained.
Section 1631.8( a ) of the Selective Service Regulationsgg provides for "priority induction," sometimes termed "accelerated
induction," of any registrant who is a member of the Ready
Reserve and who fails to perform aatisfactorily. In fiscal year
1966, only 290 reservists were reported to their local boards as
unsatisfactory.go The effect of General Johnson's order should be
to maintain existing high standards of performance. In that many
Readv Reserve aections and units have wuaitine lists of rwistrants

SELECTIVE SERVICE
seeking admission, an inemcient reservist may expect early induction to active duty.g1
The President has resolved the question of the atatus of a
married registrant with one child. Executive Order No. 11266*2
has amended the Selective Service Regulations to deciare that any
registrant who has a chiid with whom he maintains a h a fide
family relationship and who is not a physician, dentist, or veterinarian shall be piaced in a Class III-A (dependency deferment).
Executive Order No. 11241, effective 26 August 196.5,n8removed
the deferment of married men without children. Reference to
the classification picture in part I of this writing will diselose that
Class I-A and I-A-0 registrants are totaled numerically by
Selective Service as either single or married before or after 26
August 196.5.

IX. APPOINTMENT O F A NATIONAL
ADVISORY COMMISSION
By Executive Order No. 11289, dated 6 July 1966," the President created a National Advisory Commission on Selective Service
(NAC) whose functions will be to review the draft policies of
Selective Service. The 20-member body is chaired by B former
assistant attorney general who is now a vice president and general
counsel of B large corporation. The NAC includes, among others,
a former cabinet member of this administration, two presidents
of international unions, a former surgeon general of the United
States Public Health Service, a probate court judge, one clergyman, a former White House press secretary, a former assistant
secretary of defense, a former director of CIA, two college presidents, a former commandant of the Marine Corps, and a t least
two federal employees.
The aims of the commission, a8 directed by the President, are
'-See Feldman v. Local Board No. 22, 239 F. SUPP.102 (S.D.N.Y. 1964).
holding that, under the facts, an Army reservist facing Decelerated induction
under section 1631.8(a) of the S d e e t m Service regulations could not enjoin
his local board of the New York City Director of Selective Service fmm proceeding apsinat him nor gain declaratory relief.
"'31 Fed. Reg. 743 (1966).
'30 Fed. Reg. 11129 (1966).
' 3 1 Fed. Reg. 9265 (1066).
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to consider the past, present and future of the Selective Service
System and to report by 1 January 1967 with regard to:
1. Fairness to all citizens.
2. The nation's military manpower requirements.
3. Reducing uncertainty and interference with individual
careers and education.
4. Social, economic, and employment conditions and goals.
Based on its study, the commission will make recommendations
concerning such features as:
a. Methods of classification and selection of registrants.
b. Registrants' qualifications for military service.
c. Grounds for deferment and for exemption.
d. Procedures for appeal and the protection of individual
rights.
e. Organization and administration of the Selective Service
System a t the national, state, and local level.e5
This is the sixth commission appointed by a President to cansider Selective Service in some of its various phases. The first
meeting of the NAC was held on 30 July 1966. The Secretary of
Defense and the Director of Selective Service discussed with the
commission members some of the basic factors underlying operation of Selective Service and military manpower requirements.
The commission meeting was opened by a White House Special
Assistant representing the President.Oq

X. REPLACEMEST OF SELECTIVE SERVICE?
The year 1966 has indeed brought forth a plethora of solutions
and pmposals for the amendment or other change of the present
Selective Service structure. In a real sense, the expiration date
of the statute i s 1 July 1967, when the 4-year period expires from
the last extension by Congress from 1 July 1963.8' One such
proposal has been the appointment of the National Advisory Commission mentioned above.
Another proposal was made by the Secretary of Defense. On
18 May 1966, he suggested a form of universal service for "all
young Americans,"~SThe Secretary envisioned that young Ameri- , h.i.
d.

' T a i h i n e t a n Evening Star, 31 J u l y 1966. p. 1.
' 7 7 Stat. 4 ( 1 9 6 3 ) . 50 L1.S.C. App. 5 4 G i ( c ) (1964)
'Washington Past, 19 M a s 1966, P. AI.
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cans (ages not specified) would serve the country in either military or peaceful endeavors f a r 2 years. Speaking before the
American Society of Newspaper Editors, the Secretary described
as an "inequity" in the present law, the circumstsnee that the
draft allegedly reaches only a minority of eligible young men. He
called for a "community of effort" to reach a "deaicated generation" of all young Americans serving throughout the entire world.
However, he declared the United States must not be a "global
gendarme," and other nations should likewise require peace
service from the young leading to "exchange programs."
A Gallup pall on the merits of the McNamara 2-year service
plan showed, in July 1966, that B majority of the public seems to
favor %year obligatory service by all young men.n8 The poll is
reported to show that 72 per cent of the public favors two years
of service, either in the military or in nonmilitary projects at
home or abroad. Twenty-one per cent opposed the notion while
7 per cent were undecided. The explanation of the pall by the
American Institute of Public Opinion stresses that all polls since
1942 have produced ?najo?ities in favo? of military or civilian
service in some form. In another of the answers received in the
same survey, i t is reported that a greater proportion af the public
favors a "son" serving in the armed forces rather than in nonmilitary work.'O0 A majority of those polled did not favor a lottery
system of selection over the present local board individual selection method.
Twentyfour congressmen have charged that the present Selective Service policies "result in constant over-drafting from some
statea and constant under-drafting from others." An example
cited was that draft calls allegedly are higher in Michigan than
in Texas. It was contended further that states with "efficient
boards" draft more men than do states with "inefficient boards."10'
An additional charge was that National Headquarters of the
Selective Service Bystem provided no "clear national direction,"
and, as a result, local boards "apply different criteria to identical
cases." The release from the solons concluded that Congress
allegedly has not given an intensive study to the draft in the last
15 years.
Waahington Port, 3 July 1988, I. A?.
'"Ibid
'm Sacramento Union, 5 June 1966, p, C1.
A 0 0 72818
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In refutation of the Texas-Michigan alleged inequity in numerical calls, a United States senator from Texas and the state director
pointed out that there were approximately 300,000 Texans in the
Armed Forces and about 270,000 from Michigan, and, as a result.
a draft call might be lighter in Texas, of necessity.1o? This incident may serve to illustrate that although the explanation of
an alleged inequity often is not readily apparent, it may be forthcoming from Selective Service.
On I March 1966,Senator Everett Dirksen caused to be entered
into the Congressional Record a memorandum by the Director,
General Hershey, to the Senator discussing the criteria followed
in Selective Service for meeting increasing draft calls.L0s The
Director stressed the following:
The Selective Service System e r i 3 n t o insure the maintenance of the
Armed F a r m necessary f o i our defense.
Under the law and regula.
tiom every registrant i s deemed available for serviee (Cissa I-A) until
it i s demonatrated to the satldfactmn of t h e local board t h a t he should be

. ..

I t has been determined t h a t the student population should be screened
more elarely. To t h a t end. the System 1% instituting B pmgram bimiisr
to t h a t used during and a f t e r Korea of cannidering a s!udent's standing
in his c i a s or his m r e on a special teat . . .
The current m o l of armisble mamower 19 to 26 map weii be depleted by
June of t h i s year ,
In a&
to mmre adequate manpower for
Induction and enlistment, some men now deferred must revert t o Class
I A, available f o r service. The tali< of the l o c d board IS to determane
w h x h registrants these shouid be . .
Selectwe Service i s the oldest and most unwerasl method of raising armed
forcer. , .
The present Selective Service System IP not an expsrlmenl. . . . The [System] is founded upon the grnsnraati pFincipie. m
whlch boards made up of ~ i r i ~ e nins each cammunily determine when
registrants should be made available for military ~ e r m e e There aTe
more than 4.000 of theee l o e s l boards laested I" eiery c o m m u n i ~ y
thraurhout the S'ation. . .
The Selectwe Service law reeognises the importance of the d e c e n t r a l m t m prmeipio by m a l i n g the Governor of each rtate the nomind head
af Selective Serriee within his State. The law further requires n State
headq,Aaiterr ~n each of the Stater

The House Armed Services Committee. in June 1966, began
hearings to review complaints against the working8 of the Selec."/b?d.
'"Congressional Record, Senate. pp 4891-92. 7 l a r c h IYEE
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tive Service System. The chairman announced that the committee
would consider alleged inequities operating against the "poor"
and the "uneducated" in the administartion of the law. Senator
Edward Kennedy outlined e. plan to the committee for a national
lottery method of selection of men. The local boards would register
and examine men and those qualified would be assigned numbers.
Once yearly, in the Kennedy plan, Selective Service in Washington
would pick numbers by lottery. Men whose numbers were chosen
would be called first in the order of their numbers, and the result,
it was asserted, was that all men, rich or poor, married or single,
college or noncollege, would take their chances.10b
The Director was called by the House Armed Services Committee. He termed the lottery concept an "illusion," praised the "date
of birth" method which is now followed, and concluded that i t
would be B grave weakness to substitute "chance for judgment"
in the area of proper utilization of our manpower. The Directar
went on to point out:
While local and appeal boards have the % d e authority to determine
of Defense is given SOID
authority
availability for service, the Seei&.iy
to determine aeeentabilitv. The Armed Farces set medical. mental and
mmal standards which iiducteea, enlistees, and others muat L e e t ta entar
services. The Armed Services apply t h e e atandarda by examinations
conducted by Armed Forces perionnei a t Armed F a r m installations.'"

Speaking before an assemblage of summer students on 18
August 1966 in the Washinpton, D.C., area, President Johnson
characterized the Act 8s a "crazy-quilt" law. He went on to state
that allegedly the law is " a p p l ~ n gto some but not to others."'0'
The President reminded his audience that he has appointed a
National Advisory Commission ta inquire into the workings of
Selective Service. He called for a revival of the ancient ideal of
"citizen soldiers who answer their Nation's call in time of peril."
Perhaps the essence of the President's remarks is set forth in his
question expressed before the group: "Can we-without harming
national security-establish a practical system of nonmilitary
alternatives to the draft?"
The President's comments r e d l the proposal by the Secretary
of Defense on 18 May 1966 at Montreal to the effect that young
'sSaeramento Union, 3 July 1966, p. 03.
' m S ~ l ~ c t i vService,
o
vol. 18, No. 7, July 1836, pp. 24.
"San Francisco Chronicle, 19 Aug. 1886, p. 1.
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Americans should give 2 years of service to the nation either in a
military or in a civilian capacity.I0'

XI. CONCLUSION
The signs portend that the year 1967 may witness broad attempts to alter and amend the present Selective Seivice structure.
A factor of great import is present in what seems to be the interest
of the President to bring about a change in the Selective Service
System.'o8 The appointment of the NAC following promptly upon
the release on 30 June 1966 of the 2-year investigation results
and favorable report of the Department of DefenselOB may show
a t least a purpme in the Chief Executive to keep alive the notion
of changes in the Selective Service System.
The paradox in the situation is that Selective Service succeeds
in its function, which is to screen and produce qualified men
immediately available for military training and service. Additionally, Selective Service is the major force inducing great numbers of registrants ta anticipate impending induction by
enlistment with the armed services. Public opinion polls seem to
favor 2 years of enforced service in the military by young men.
The present Selective Service System has been B part of the
American way of life since 1940. The System grew out of over
200 year8 of trial and error in military manpower procurement in
colonial America and the United States.11o I t is submitted that we
should move slowly and only after the fullest impartial study
before we scrap any part of the present workable System in favor
of what may prove to be panaceas costly in lives and money.
WILLIAM LAWRENCE SHAW'

'"See Wnshingtan Past, mple note 98 and accompanying text.
See report of remarks of the Preddcnt, 18 Aug. 1966. in Seleetlve Service,
~ u p r anote 105 and Becompanying text.
lo
See notes 5&70 awn and accompanying text.
""See generally Shsrv, a p v o note 86, at S5-51.
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